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Foreword (1 November 2021)
This ABS Guide for Building and Classing Drillships provides criteria that can be applied in the
classification of the hull structure of monohull surface-type and ship-shaped drilling units (i.e., drillships).

Requirements for classification of drillships are included in the ABS Rules for Building and Classing
Mobile Offshore Units (MOU Rules). The hull strength criteria contained in this Guide are to be used in
conjunction with Part 3, Chapter 2 of the MOU Rules.

The requirements for conditions of classification are contained in the separate, generic ABS Rules for
Conditions of Classification – Offshore Units and Structures (Part 1) for all units, installations, vessels or
systems in offshore service. The purpose of the Rules for Conditions of Classification “Part 1” is to
emphasize the common applicability of the classification requirements in “Part 1” to ABS-classed offshore
units, pipelines, risers, and other offshore structures, and thereby make “Conditions of Classification” more
readily a common Rule of the various ABS Rules and Guides, as appropriate.

Section 1 of this Guide specifies only the unique supplemental requirements applicable to drillships. These
supplemental requirements are always to be used with the aforementioned ABS Rules for Conditions of
Classification – Offshore Units and Structures (Part 1).

The February 2021 edition aligned the c factors for pitch and roll in Section 3, Table 1 with previous
changes made to the ABS Rules for Building and Classing Floating Production Installations and the ABS
Guide for Building and Classing Floating Offshore Liquefied Gas Terminals.

The November 2021 requires the consideration of sloshing loads in the moonpool bulkhead structure
design.

The application of this Guide is optional, and unless this Guide is specifically requested by an ABS
Request For Class (RFC), ABS design review will follow current practice. However, from 1 January 2012,
the ABS MOU Rules requires compliance with this Guide.

This Guide becomes effective on the first day of the month of publication.

Users are advised to check periodically on the ABS website www.eagle.org to verify that this version of
this Guide is the most current.

We welcome your feedback. Comments or suggestions can be sent electronically by email to
rsd@eagle.org.

Reference Note

Reference to a paragraph in the Marine Vessel Rules or MOU Rules is made in the format ‘P-C-S/ss.p.sp’
where ‘P’ is the Part, ‘C’ is the Chapter, ‘S’ is the Section, ‘ss’ is the Subsection, ‘p’ is the Paragraph and
‘sp’ is the Subparagraph.

Reference to a paragraph in this Guide is made in the format ‘S/ss.p.sp’, where ‘S’ is the Section, ‘ss’ is
the Subsection, ‘p’ is the Paragraph and ‘sp’ is the Subparagraph.

Reference to a Figure or Table in this Guide is made, respectively, in the format ‘S, Figure #’, or ‘S, Table
#’.
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S E C T I O N  1
Introduction

1 General
The requirements for conditions of classification are contained in the separate, generic ABS Rules for
Conditions of Classification – Offshore Units and Structures (Part 1).

The requirements contained in this Guide for hull structural design and analysis of drillships are to be used
in conjunction with Part 3, Chapter 2 of the ABS Rules for Building and Classing Mobile Offshore Units
(MOU Rules).

1.1 Classification Notations
As described in Section 1-1-3 of the ABS Rules for Conditions of Classification – Offshore Units and
Structures (Part 1), the notation Drillship is assigned to ship type, displacement hull offshore drilling
units equipped with propulsion machinery. The notation denotes that the unit is designed and built under
ABS survey in accordance with the MOU Rules. A complete description of applicable class notations for
drillships is provided in Section 1-1-3 of the ABS Rules for Conditions of Classification – Offshore Units
and Structures (Part 1).

1.1.1 Additional Class Notations
In addition to the class notations in Section 1-1-3 of the ABS Rules for Conditions of
Classification – Offshore Units and Structures (Part 1), below are additional class notations
specific to drillships.

1.1.1(a) Fatigue Life Notation. Drillships designed and built to the requirements in this Guide and
maintained in accordance with the applicable ABS requirements are intended to have a structural
design life of not less than 20 years for a new build hull structure. The design fatigue life is to be
verified to be in compliance with the fatigue criteria in this Guide for a minimum design fatigue
life of 20 years. The “design fatigue life” refers to the target value set by the owner or designer,
not the value calculated in the analysis.

It is a mandatory requirement that the required fatigue strength analysis for a minimum design
fatigue life of 20 years of critical details and welded joints in drillships is to be in accordance with
5/9.1 and 5/9.3, and Appendix A2.

i) SFA Notation. The application of spectral fatigue analysis is optional and when
requested, spectral fatigue analysis may be applied to assess fatigue strength for
anticipated drilling locations during the life of the drillship. Environmental data with
operating duration probabilities of each drilling location including transit condition are to
be applied in the spectral fatigue analysis. The transit condition is to be considered in the
North Atlantic Ocean. The spectral fatigue calculations are to be in accordance with the
ABS methodology applicable to offshore installations*. The fatigue life notation SFA
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will be assigned for a minimum design fatigue life of 20 years and published in the
Record. The fatigue life notation SFA (number of years) is assigned if the design
fatigue life is specified to be greater than 20 years. The (number of years) refers to the
design fatigue life equal to 25 years or more (in 5-year increments), as specified by the
owner or designer. When the SFA notation is requested for 25 years or more, the fatigue
analysis of 5/9.1 and 5/9.3 and Appendix A2 is also to satisfy the increased design fatigue
life of the drillship.

* Refer to the ABS Guide for the Fatigue Assessment of Offshore Structures or the ABS Guide for
Spectral-Based Fatigue Analysis for Floating Production, Storage and Offloading (FPSO)
Installations.

1.1.1(b) Dynamic Loading Approach. The application of Dynamic Loading Approach is optional
and when requested, the ABS Dynamic Loading Approach and notation DLA may be applied. The
ABS Dynamic Loading Approach and notation DLA may be applied to assess the adequacy of the
drillship structure. In such cases, the drillship will be classed and distinguished in the by the
notation DLA. The DLA notation will be placed after the appropriate hull classification notation.

The dynamic load components considered in the evaluation of the hull structure are to include the
external hydrodynamic pressure loads, internal dynamic loads (fluids stored onboard, ballast,
derrick structure, major equipment items, etc.) and inertial loads of the hull structure. The
magnitude of the load components and their combinations are to be determined from appropriate
ship motion response calculations for loading conditions that represent the envelope of maximum
dynamically-induced stresses in the drillship. The adequacy of the hull structure for all
combinations of the dynamic loadings in transit condition using the wave environment of the
North Atlantic with a 20-year service life is to be evaluated using an acceptable finite element
analysis method. In no case are the structural scantlings to be less than those obtained from other
requirements in this Guide.

1.1.1(c) Hull Construction Monitoring Program. Drillships designed and reviewed to the are to
comply with the requirements of the Offshore Hull Construction Monitoring Program in Appendix
A5 of this Guide and have the notation OHCM.

1.3 Application
1.3.1 General

This Guide contains hull structure, hull interface structure and topside structure design and
analysis requirements for the classification of new build drillships. This Guide is intended for use
in conjunction with the ABS Rules for Building and Classing Marine Vessels (Marine Vessel
Rules), ABS Rules for Building and Classing Mobile Offshore Units (MOU Rules) or other
applicable ABS Rules and Guides. This Guide has many cross-references to the Marine Vessel
Rules and MOU Rules. These cross-references are presented in a simple format throughout this
Guide in order to provide quick reference to the users, (i.e., 1-2-3/4.5.6 of the Rules denotes Part
1, Chapter 2, Section 3/Subparagraph 4.5.6 of the Rules).

1.3.2 Ship Size and Proportion
The requirements contained in this Guide are applicable to drillships intended for having lengths
of 150 meters (492 feet) or more, and having parameters within the range as specified in 3-2-1/1
of the Marine Vessel Rules.

1.3.3 Direct Calculations
Direct calculations with respect to the determination of design loads and the establishment of
alternative strength criteria based on first principles, will be accepted for consideration, provided
that all the supporting data, analysis procedures and calculated results are fully documented and
submitted for review. In this regard, due consideration is to be given to the environmental

Section 1 Introduction 1
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conditions, probability of occurrence, uncertainties in load and response predictions, and
reliability of the structure in service.

1.5 Internal Members
1.5.1 Section Properties of Structural Members

The geometric properties of structural members may be calculated directly from the dimensions of
the section and the associated effective plating (see 3-1-2/13.3 of the Marine Vessel Rules or
4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4, as applicable). For structural members with angle θ (see 1/1.5.1 FIGURE 1)
between web and associated plating not less than 75 degrees, the section modulus, web sectional
area, and moment of inertia of the “standard” (θ = 90 degrees) section may be used without
modification. Where the angle θ is less than 75 degrees, the sectional properties are to be directly
calculated about an axis parallel to the associated plating (see 1/1.5.1 FIGURE 1).

FIGURE 1

For longitudinals, frames and stiffeners, the section modulus may be obtained by the following
equation:SM = αθSM90
whereαθ = 1.45 – 40.5/θSM90 = the section modulus at θ = 90 degrees
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Effective section area may be obtained by the following equation:A = A90sinθ
where

A 90 = effective shear area at θ = 90 degrees

1.5.2 Detailed Design
The detailed design of internals is to follow the guidance given in 3-1-2/15 of the Marine Vessel
Rules and in 4/1.5 of this Guide.

See also Appendix A2, “Fatigue Strength Assessment of Drillships”.

1.11 Breaks
Special care is to be taken to provide structural reinforcements against local stresses at the ends of the
cargo tank spaces, superstructures, etc., and in way of concentrated loads from the drilling derrick, pipe
rack, set back, drilling mud storage, etc. The main longitudinal bulkheads are to be suitably tapered at their
ends. Where effective longitudinal bulkheads are provided in the poop or deckhouse, they are to be located
such as to provide effective continuity between the structure in way of and beyond the main cargo spaces.

1.13 Variations
Drillships of a special type or design, differing from those described in this Guide, will be specially
considered on the basis of equivalent strength.

1.15 Loading Guidance (Operating Manual) (1 August 2017)
The drillship is to be provided with a loading manual and a loading instrument as required by 3-1-2/7 and
Appendix 3-2-A2 of the Marine Vessel Rules for a Category 1 Vessel.

1.17 Alternatives
Any departure from the requirements of this Guide may be considered by ABS on the basis of an
additional risk assessment to that required per 2/3 of this Guide, or at least a separate, clearly identified
part of the risk assessment. In the case of such departures, classification is subject to ABS’s approval upon
a demonstration of equivalence in line with the principles of ABS Guides and Rules, as well as recognized
and generally accepted good engineering practice. Risk acceptance criteria are to be developed in line with
the principles of the ABS Rules and are subject to ABS’s approval. The ABS Guidance Notes on Risk
Assessment Applications for the Marine and Offshore Industries contain an overview of risk assessment
techniques and additional information.

A risk approach justification of alternatives may be applicable either to the drillship as a whole or to
individual systems, subsystems or components. As appropriate, account must be given to remote hazards
outside of the bounds of the system under consideration. Such account must include incidents relating to
remote hazards directly affecting or being influenced by the system under consideration. ABS will
consider the application of risk-based techniques in the design of the drillship, verification surveys during
construction and surveys for maintenance of class.

Portions of the drillship not included in the risk assessment are to comply with the applicable parts of the
ABS Rules and Guides.

The following are the responsibility of the owner/operator and to be considered by ABS:

i) Risk acceptance criteria

ii) Hazard identification

iii) Risk assessment
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iv) Risk management

v) Compliance of the system under consideration with the applicable requirements of Flag and
Coastal State

3 Definitions
The following definitions of symbols and terms are to be understood (in the absence of other
specifications) where they appear in the Guide.

3.1 Length
3.1.1 Scantling Length (L)

L is the distance in meters (feet) on the summer load line from the fore side of the stem to the
centerline of the rudder stock. For use with the Rules, L is not to be less than 96% and need not be
greater than 97% of the length on the summer load line. The forward end of L is to coincide with
the fore side of the stem on the waterline on which L is measured.

3.1.2 Freeboard Length (Lf)(Lf) is the distance in meters (feet) on a waterline at 85% of the least molded depth measured
from the top of the keel from the fore side of the stem to the centerline of the rudder stock or 96%
of the length on that waterline, whichever is greater. Where the stem is a fair concave curve above
the waterline at 85% of the least molded depth and where the aftermost point of the stem is above
the waterline, the forward end of the length, Lf, is to be taken at the aftermost point of the stem
above that waterline. See 1/3.1.2 FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 2

3.3 Breadth (B)
B is the greatest molded breadth in meters (feet).

3.5 Depth
3.5.1 Molded Depth (D)

D is the molded depth at side in meters (feet) measured at the middle of L from the molded base
line to the top of the freeboard-deck beams. In vessels having rounded gunwales, D is to be
measured to the point of intersection of the molded lines of the deck and side shell plating. In
cases where watertight bulkheads extend to a deck above the freeboard deck and are to be
recorded in the Record as effective to that deck, D is to be measured to the bulkhead deck.
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3.5.2 Scantling Depth (Ds)
The depth Ds for use with scantling requirements is the distance in meters (feet) from the molded
base line to the strength deck as defined in 1/3.13.3 of this Guide.

3.7 Draft (d)
d is the molded draft, and is the distance in meters (feet) from the molded base line to the summer load
line.

3.9 Molded Displacement (Δ)
Δ is the molded displacement of the vessel in metric tons (long tons), excluding appendages, taken at the
summer load line.

3.11 Block Coefficient (Cb)
Cb is the block coefficient obtained from the following equation:

Cb = Δ/1.025LBwld (SI & MKS units)

Cb = 35Δ/LBwld (US units)

where

Δ = molded displacement, as defined in 1/3.9.

L = scantling length, as defined in 1/3.1.1

d = draft, as defined in 1/3.7

B wl = the greatest molded breadth at summer load line

3.13 Decks
3.13.1 Freeboard Deck

The freeboard deck normally is the uppermost continuous deck having permanent means for
closing all openings. Where a vessel is designed for a special draft, considerably less than that
corresponding to the least freeboard obtainable under the International Load Line Regulations, the
freeboard deck, for the purpose of the Rules, may be taken as the actual lowest deck from which
the draft can be obtained under those regulations.

3.13.2 Bulkhead Deck
The bulkhead deck is the highest deck to which the watertight bulkheads extend and are made
effective.

3.13.3 Strength Deck
The strength deck is the deck that forms the top of the effective hull girder at any part of its length.
See 3-2-1/11.1 of the Marine Vessel Rules.

3.13.4 Superstructure Deck
A superstructure deck is a deck above the freeboard deck to which the side shell plating extends.
Except where otherwise specified, the term ‘‘superstructure deck’’ where used in the Rules refers
to the first such deck above the freeboard deck.

3.15 Deadweight and Lightship Weight
For the purpose of this Guide, deadweight is the difference in metric tons (long tons) between the
displacement of the drillship at its summer load line in water having a specific gravity of 1.025 and the
lightship weight. For the purpose of this Guide, lightship weight is the displacement of the drillship with
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all of its machinery, equipment and outfit, including permanent ballast, required spare parts and liquids in
machinery and piping to their working levels but without liquids in storage or reserve supply tanks, items
of consumable or variable loads, stores or crews and their effects.

3.17 Mode of Operation
A Mode of Operation is a condition or manner in which a drillship may operate or function while on
location or in transit and includes the following.

3.17.1 Normal Drilling Condition
A Normal Drilling Condition is a condition wherein a unit is on location to perform drilling or
other related functions, and combined environmental and operational loading are within the
appropriate design limits established for such operations. The drillship may be either afloat or
moored to the sea bed.

3.17.2 Severe Storm Condition
A Severe Storm Condition is a condition wherein a drillship may be subjected to the most severe
environmental loadings for which it was designed. During the severe storm condition, it may be
necessary to discontinue drilling or similar operations due to the severity of the environmental
loadings. The drillship may be either afloat or moored to the sea bed.

3.17.3 Transit Conditions
Transit Conditions are all drillship movements from one geographical location to another.

3.19 Units
This Guide is written in three systems of units, viz., SI units, MKS units and US customary units. Each
system is to be used independently of any other system.

Unless indicated otherwise, the format of presentation in this Guide of the three systems of units is as
follows:

SI units (MKS units, US customary units)
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S E C T I O N  2
Design Considerations

1 General Requirements

1.1 General
The proposed scantlings are to comply with the requirements specified in this Guide and where referenced
in the Marine Vessel Rules and MOU Rules. The hull structure strength requirements specified in this
Guide are based on a “net” scantling approach. The drillship is to be designed for unrestricted service,
unless a Restricted Service notation is requested. The design criteria for the hull structure of drillships
are applied in two phases. In the first phase, initial design scantlings of the structural hull design are
selected, considering nominal, maximum expected loadings that a component is likely to experience during
its lifetime of operation. This phase is called the Initial Scantling Evaluation (ISE) and is governed by the
criteria contained in Section 4. A second phase requires structural analyses of major portions of the hull
structure to verify the adequacy of the structural system’s performance, including strength checks for
failure modes associated with yielding, buckling and ultimate strength. This phase is referred to as the
Total Strength Assessment (TSA) and is governed by the criteria specified in Section 5.

The strength requirements of the hull structure specified in the ISE phase and the TSA phase are based on
net scantlings. The finite element structural analyses required in the TSA phase may be carried out using
either net scantlings or gross scantlings. If the TSA analyses are carried out using gross scantlings, the
resulting stresses are to be converted to net scantling stresses according to 5/1.7 to check the strength
requirements. The nominal design corrosion values given in 2/3.3 TABLE 1 are deducted from gross
scantlings to obtain net scantlings. Owner’s extra scantlings (i.e., Owner’s specified additional thickness),
as included in the vessel’s design specifications, are not to be used in the evaluation.

The application of the hull design criteria to reflect the mode of operation can be accomplished through the
introduction of a series of Environmental Severity Factors (ESFs). Reference is to be made to 3/1.1 and
Appendix A1 for the applicable structural design and analysis criteria that have been modified to reflect
site-specific service conditions. ESFs for North Atlantic environmental conditions are to be used as a
minimum requirement for the transit, normal drilling and severe storm conditions. For normal drilling
conditions, environmental conditions provided by the owner or designer may be used in lieu of the North
Atlantic environmental conditions for TSA strength evaluation. If the environmental conditions provided
by the owner or designer are more severe than the North Atlantic conditions, then the more severe
environmental condition are required to be used as the minimum requirement for the normal drilling
condition.

The design and analysis requirements for the topside and hull interface structures are contained in Section
7. The strength requirements of these structures are based on gross scantlings and are in accordance with
offshore practice.
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1.3 Initial Scantling Requirements
For unrestricted service the longitudinal strength of the hull structure is to satisfy the hull girder strength
requirements of 4/3. The total hull girder shear force and bending moment is to be considered as the
maximum algebraic sum of the maximum still water shear force and bending moment for on-site
conditions (normal drilling or severe storm) or transit condition combined with the corresponding wave-
induced shear force and bending moments for on-site or transit. The initial thickness of plating, the section
modulus of longitudinals/stiffeners, and the scantlings of the transverse bulkhead structures of the hull
structure are to be determined in accordance with the initial scantling criteria of Section 4 for the “net”
scantlings. When using “net” scantlings the relevant nominal design corrosion values given in 2/3.3
TABLE 1 are then added to obtain the full or “gross” scantling requirements.

1.5 Total Strength Assessment – Failure Modes
In the total strength assessment required in Section 5, either “net” scantling or “gross” scantling values
may be used in the finite element model. When “gross” scantlings are used the resulting stresses are to be
converted to net scantling stresses according to 5/1.7 to check the strength requirements which are based
on net scantlings.

A total strength assessment of the structures, determined on the basis of the initial strength criteria in
Section 4 is to be carried out in accordance with Section 5 against the following four failure modes:

1.5.1 Material Yielding
The calculated stress intensities are not to be greater than the yielding state limit given in 5/3.1 for
all load cases specified in 3/9.

1.5.2 Buckling and Ultimate Strength
For each individual member, plate or stiffened panel, the buckling and ultimate strength is to be in
compliance with the requirements specified in 5/5. In addition, the hull girder ultimate strength is
to be in accordance with 4/3.5 and Appendix A3.

1.5.3 Fatigue
The fatigue strength of structural details and welded joints in highly stressed regions is to be
analyzed in accordance with 5/9 and Appendix A2.

1.5.4 Hull Girder Ultimate Strength
The hull girder ultimate longitudinal bending capacities for either hogging or sagging conditions
are to be evaluated in accordance with Appendix A3. The hull girder ultimate bending capacity for
the severe storm or North Atlantic environmental conditions, whichever is more severe, is to
satisfy the limit state specified in 4/3.9.

1.7 Topside and Hull Interface Structures
The hull design must consider the interface between deck-mounted (or above-deck) equipment modules
and the hull structure. The interface structure is defined as the attachment zone of load transmission
between the main hull structure and hull mounted equipment, such as topside module stools, crane
pedestals and foundations, derrick support, flare boom foundation, gantry foundation, mooring, blow-out
preventer (BOP) and lower marine riser package (LMRP) support foundations, etc. The zone includes
components of the hull underdeck structures in way of module support stools and foundations, such as
deck transverse web frames, deck plating, deck longitudinals and upper parts of longitudinal and transverse
bulkhead structures, as well as foundations of the hull-mounted equipment. The analysis of the hull
interface structure as defined above is to be performed using direct calculation of local 3-D hull interface
finite element models as described in 7/1.

The structural strength of topside structures such as mud modules, mud process modules, subsea control
module, drill floor and substructure, riser storage area, well test area, BOP guide frame, helicopter deck,
etc., are to be assessed according to 7/3.5.
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1.9 Material Selection
Material selection for hull structures, hull interface structures and topside structures are included in
Appendix A6.

3 Net Scantlings and Nominal Design Corrosion Values

3.1 General
As indicated in 2/1.1, the strength criteria specified in this Guide are based on a “net” scantling approach.
The “net” thickness or scantlings correspond to the minimum strength requirements acceptable for
classification. In addition to the coating protection specified in the Marine Vessel Rules for all ballast
tanks, nominal design corrosion values for plating and structural members as given in 2/3.3 TABLE 1 are
to be added to the net scantlings. These minimum corrosion values are intended for a design service life of
20 years. Where the design life is greater than 20 years, the minimum corrosion values of the hull structure
are to be increased in accordance with 2/3.3. These minimum values are introduced solely for the purpose
of scantling requirements and strength criteria as indicated in 2/1.1, and are not to be interpreted as renewal
standards.

In view of the anticipated higher corrosion rates for structural members in some regions, such as highly
stressed areas, it is recommended that additional design margins are considered for the primary and critical
structural members to minimize repairs and maintenance costs. The beneficial effects of these design
margins on reduction of stresses and increase of the effective hull girder section modulus can be
appropriately accounted for in the design evaluation.

3.3 Nominal Design Corrosion Values for Design Life Greater than 20 years
When the structural design life is greater than 20 years, the nominal design corrosion values (NDCV) of
the hull structure are to be increased from those in 2/3.3 TABLE 1 as follows:

i) For plating and structural members with 2.0 mm NDCV for 20-years design life, additional 0.1
mm per year for design life greater than 20-years. For example, 2.5 mm NDCV for 25-year design
life.

ii) For plating and structural members with 1.5 mm NDCV for 20-years design life, additional 0.075
mm per year for design life greater than 20-years. For example, 1.875 mm NDCV for 25-year
design life.

iii) For plating and structural members with 1.0 mm NDCV for 20-years design life, additional 0.05
mm per year for design life greater than 20-years. For example, 1.25 mm NDCV for 25-year
design life.

iv) For void or dry spaces, no change in NDCV as it is considered independent of design life.

The NDCV values are to be considered minimum nominal design corrosion values. Actual corrosion could
be more or less than the NDCV values. The designer or owner may specify additional design corrosion
margins based on maintenance plans.

The rounding of the calculated thickness is to be the nearest half millimeter. For example:

● For 10.75 ≤tcalc < 11.25 mm, the required thickness is 11 mm

● For 11.25 ≤tcalc < 11.75 mm, the required thickness is 11.5 mm

When the difference between the required net thickness and the offered net thickness is less than 0.25 mm,
the offered net thickness is acceptable if the rounded required gross thickness is smaller or equal to the
offered gross thickness. For example, the calculated required net thickness is 11.27 mm with a nominal
design corrosion margin of 1.25 mm based on a 25 year design life. Then the rounded required net
thickness is 11.5 mm. The offered gross thickness is 12.5 mm, therefore the offered net thickness is 11 .25
mm (12.5 mm – 1.25 mm). The calculated required gross thickness is 12.52 mm (11.27 mm + 1.25 mm)
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and the rounded required gross thickness is 12.5 mm. The offered net thickness of 11.25 mm is therefore
acceptable, rather than the rounded required net thickness of 11.5 mm.

TABLE 1
Nominal Design Corrosion Values (NDCV) (1, 2)

Structural Element/Location

Nominal Design Corrosion Values
in mm (in.)

Liquid
Tank
(Oil)

Ballast
Tank/
Liquid
Tank

(Water/
Mud)

Void/Dry
Space

Deck Plating 1.0 (0.04) 2.0 (0.08) 1.0 (0.04)

Side Shell Plating N.A. 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Bottom Plating and Bilge Strakes N.A. 1.0 (0.04) 1.0 (0.04)

Inner Bottom Plating Ballast Tank/Liquid Tank (Water/
Mud)

1.5 (0.06) 2.0 (0.08) 1.5 (0.06)

Void/Dry Space 1.0 (0.04) 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Moonpool Bulkhead and Transom (Exposed to atmosphere or sea) 1.0 (0.04) 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Tight/Non-Tight Tween Deck
Tight/Non-Tight Flat
Tight Stringer

Liquid Tank (Oil) 1.0 (0.04) 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Ballast Tank/Liquid Tank (Water/
Mud)

1.5 (0.06) 2.0 (0.08) 1.5 (0.06)

Void/Dry Space 1.0 (0.04) 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Other Longitudinal Bulkhead Plating
Transverse Bulkhead Plating

Liquid Tank (Oil) 1.0 (0.04) 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Ballast Tank/Liquid Tank (Water/
Mud)

1.5 (0.06) 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Void/Dry Space 1.0 (0.04) 1.0 (0.04) 1.0 (0.04)

Deck Stiffeners and Deck Supporting Members
Stiffeners and supporting members on tank top and supporting members in Splash
Zone (1.5 meters down from tank top)

1.5 (0.06) 2.0 (0.08) 1.0 (0.06)

Double Bottom Tanks Internals (Stiffeners, Floors and Girders) N.A. 2.0 (0.08) 1.0 (0.06)

Double Bottom Tight Girder Ballast Tank/Liquid Tank (Water/
Mud)

N.A. 2.0 (0.08) 1.5 (0.06)

Void/Dry Space N.A. 1.5 (0.06) 1.0 (0.04)

Vertical Stiffeners and Supporting Members Elsewhere (3) 1.0 (0.04) 1.0 (0.04) 1.0 (0.04)

Non-vertical Longitudinals/Stiffeners and Supporting Members Elsewhere (4) 1.5 (0.06) 2.0 (0.08) 1.0 (0.04)

Exposed to atmosphere on both sides 1.0 (0.04)

Notes:

1 It is recognized that corrosion depends on many factors including coating properties, cargo composition and
temperature of carriage, and that actual wastage rates observed may be appreciably different from those given
here.
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2 Pitting and grooving are regarded as localized phenomena and are not covered in this table.

3 Vertical elements are defined as elements sloped at an angle greater than 25° to the horizontal line.

4 Non vertical elements are defined as elements sloped at an angle less than 25° to the horizontal line.
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S E C T I O N  3
Loads

1 General

1.1 The Concept and Application of Environmental Severity Factors
The structural design loads for drillships shall consider transit, drilling and severe storm conditions. To
adjust the loadings and load effects produced at the on-site conditions (compared to the transit unrestricted
ocean condition), a series of “Environmental Severity Factors” (ESFs) can be derived for the normal
drilling and severe storm conditions that are specified by the Owner. There are two types of ESFs, which
are referred to as “Alpha” type (α) and “Beta” type (β). The α factors are used to adjust fatigue strength
performance expectations between the unrestricted ocean service and the on-site conditions. The β factors
are used primarily to adjust the dynamic component of loads that are used to establish: hull girder strength
(i.e., wave-induced hull girder loads), individual scantling design equations, the loads used in the strength
analyses of the hull, and ancillary forces, such as those from the motion of equipment masses located on or
above the main deck. In practice, the hull may be loaded over a large range of cargo loading patterns and
external drafts. The implied value of all ESFs of both the alpha and beta types for the unrestricted full
ocean condition is 1.0.

The determination of the environmental severity factors is to be carried out in accordance with Appendix
A1 using the ABS Eagle Drillship program. The values of β to be used in this Guide is to be in accordance
with 2/1.1. The values of α to be used in this Guide is not to be more than 1.0.

1.3 Load Components
In the design of the hull structure of drillships, all load components with respect to the hull girder and local
structure as specified in this Section are to be taken into account. These include static loads in still water,
wave-induced motions and loads, topside loads, sloshing, slamming, dynamic and ice loads, where
applicable.

3 Static Loads
The sign convention for bending moments and shear forces is as follows in 3/3.1 FIGURE 1.

3.1 Still-water Bending Moment and Shear Force
Still-water bending moment and shear force calculations, determining the bending moment and hull girder
shear force values along the drillship’s entire length, are to be submitted together with the distribution of
lightship weights.

The calculations are to consider the loading conditions for departure, arrival, transit, normal drilling and
severe storm conditions including the effect of bunker, fresh water and consumable stores. Where loading
conditions are considered more severe, calculations for such conditions are to be submitted in addition to
those listed.
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When a direct calculation of wave-induced loads [i.e., longitudinal bending moments and shear forces,
hydrodynamic pressures (external) and inertial forces and added pressure heads (internal)] is not
submitted, envelope curves of the still-water bending moments (hogging and sagging) and shear forces
(positive and negative) are to be provided.

Loading patterns based on the operational modes of transit, normal drilling and severe storm conditions
shall be considered in determining local static loads.

FIGURE 1 
Sign Convention

5 Wave-induced Loads
Where a direct calculation of the wave-induced loads is not available, the approximation equations given
below with Environmental Severity Factors (ESFs) may be used to calculate the design loads in the transit,
normal drilling and severe storm conditions.

When a direct calculation of the wave-induced loads is performed, envelope curves of the combined wave
and still-water bending moments and shear forces, covering all the anticipated loading conditions, are to be
submitted for review.

5.1 Vertical Wave Induced Longitudinal Bending Moments and Shear Forces
5.1.1 Vertical Wave Bending Moment Amidships

The wave bending moment, expressed in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft), for transit, normal drilling and
severe storm conditions may be obtained from the following equations.

Mws = − k1βVBMC1L2B Cb+ 0 . 7 × 10−3 Sagging Moment

Mwℎ = + k2βVBMC1L2BCb × 10−3 Hogging Moment

Section 3 Loads 3
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wherek1 = 110 (11.22, 1.026)k2 = 190 (19.37, 1.772)βVBM = ESF for vertical bending moment as defined in Appendix A1C1 = 10 . 75− 300− L100 1 . 5 90 ≤ L ≤ 300 m

= 10.75 300 < L ≤ 350 m

= 10 . 75− 350− L150 1 . 5 350 ≤ L ≤ 500 m

C1 = 10 . 75− 984− L328 1 . 5 295 ≤ L ≤ 984 ft

= 10.75 984 < L < 1148 ft

= 10 . 75− L − 1148492 1 . 5 1148 ≤ L ≤ 1640 ft

L = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)B = breadth of vessel, as defined in 1/3.3, in m (ft)Cb = block coefficient, as defined in 1/3.11, but not to be taken less than 0.6

5.1.2 Envelope Curve of Wave Bending Moment
The vertical wave bending moment along the length, L, of the vessel, may be obtained by
multiplying the midship value by the distribution factor, M, given in 3/5.1.3 FIGURE 2.

5.1.3 Wave Shear Force
The envelopes of maximum shearing forces induced by waves, Fw, as shown in Section 3, Figures
3 and 4, may be obtained from the following equations.

Fwp = + kβVSFF1C1LB Cb+ 0 . 7 × 10−2 for positive shear force

Fwn = − kβVSFF2C1LB Cb+ 0 . 7 × 10−2 for negative shear force

whereFwp,Fwn = maximum shearing force induced by wave, in kN (tf, Ltf)βVSF = ESF for vertical shear force as defined in Appendix A1k = 30 (3.059, 0.2797)F1 = distribution factor, as shown in 3/5.1.3 FIGURE 3F2 = distribution factor, as shown in 3/5.1.3 FIGURE 4C1, L,B and Cb are as given in 3/5.1.1.
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FIGURE 2 
Distribution Factor M

FIGURE 3 
Distribution Factor F1
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FIGURE 4 
Distribution Factor F2

5.3 Horizontal Wave Induced Bending Moment and Shear Forces
5.3.1 Horizontal Wave Bending Moment

The horizontal wave bending moment, expressed in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft), positive (tension port) or
negative (tension starboard), may be obtained from the following equation:MH = ±mℎK3βHBMC1L2DCb × 10−3
wheremℎ = distribution factor, as given by 3/5.3.2 FIGURE 5K3 = 180 (18.34, 1.68)βHBM = ESF for horizontal bending moment as defined in Appendix A1C1, L and Cb are as given in 3/5.1.1.

D = depth of vessel, as defined in 1/3.5, in m (ft)

5.3.2 Horizontal Wave Shear Force
The envelope of horizontal wave shearing force, FH, expressed in kN (tf, Ltf), positive (toward
port forward) or negative (toward starboard aft), may be obtained from the following equation:FH = ± fℎkβHSFC1LD Cb+ 0 . 7 × 10−2
wherefℎ = distribution factor as given in 3/5.3.2 FIGURE 6k = 36 (3.67, 0.34)βHSF = ESF for horizontal shear force as defined in Appendix A1C1, L and Cb are as defined in 3/5.1.1 and D is defined in 3/5.3.1.
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FIGURE 5 
Distribution Factor mℎ

FIGURE 6 
Distribution Factor fℎ

5.5 External Pressures
5.5.1 Pressure Distribution

The external pressures, pe, (positive toward inboard), imposed on the hull in seaways can be
expressed by the following equation at a given location:pe = ρg(ℎs+ βEPS/EPPkuℎde) ≥ 0   N/cm2(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
where
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ρg = specific weight of sea water

= 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft)ℎs   = hydrostatic pressure head in still water, in m (ft)βEPS/EPP = ESF for external pressure starboard/port, as defined in A1/3ku = load factor, and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specified.ℎde = hydrodynamic pressure head induced by the wave, in m (ft), may be calculated as follows:

= kcℎdi
wherekc = correlation factor for a specific combined load case, as given in 3/7.3 and 3/9ℎdi = hydrodynamic pressure head, in m (ft), at location i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5; see 3/5.5.3 FIGURE 7)

= kℓαiℎdo in m (ft)kℓ = distribution factor along the length of the drillship

= 1 + (kℓo− 1)cosμ, kℓo is as given in 3/5.5.3 FIGURE 8

= 1.0 amidshipsℎdo = 1 . 36kC1 in m (ft) in m (ft)C1 = as defined in 3/5.1.1k = 1 (1, 3.281)αi = distribution factor around the drillship’s girth at location i.
= 1 . 00− 0 . 25cosμ for i = 1, at WL, starboard

= 0 . 40− 0 . 10cosμ for i = 2, at bilge, starboard

= 0 . 30− 0 . 20sinμ for i = 3, at bottom centerline

= 2α3− α2 for i = 4, at bilge, port

= 0 . 75− 1 . 25sinμ for i = 5, at WL, portαi at intermediate locations of i may be obtained by linear interpolation.μ = wave heading angle, to be taken from 0° to 90° (0° for head sea, 90° for beam sea for wave coming
from starboard)

The distribution of the total external pressure including static and hydrodynamic pressure is
illustrated in 3/5.5.3 FIGURE 9.

5.5.2 Extreme Pressures
In determining the required scantlings of local structural members, the extreme external pressure,pe, to be used, is as defined in 3/5.5.1 with ku as given in 3/7 and 3/9.

5.5.3 Simultaneous Pressures
When performing 3D structural analysis, the simultaneous pressure along any portion of the hull
girder may be obtained from:
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pes = ρg(ℎs+ βEPS/EPPkfkuℎde) ≥ 0 N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

whereβEPS/EPP = ESF for external pressure starboard/port, as defined in A1/3kf is a factor denoting the phase relationship between the reference station and adjacent stations
considered along the drillship’s length, and may be determined as follows:kf = kfo 1− 1− cos2π x − xoL cosμ
wherex = distance from A.P. to the station considered, in m (ft)xo = distance from A.P. to the reference station*, in m (ft).L = vessel length, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)μ = wave heading angle, to be taken from 0° to 90°kfo = ±1.0, as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1

* The reference station is the point along the drillship’s length where the wave trough or crest is
located and may be taken as the target location of hull girder loads of the 3-D structural model.

The simultaneous pressure distribution around the drillship’s girth is to be determined based on the
wave heading angles specified in 3/7 and 3/9.

FIGURE 7 
Distribution of ℎdi
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FIGURE 8 
Pressure Distribution Function kℓo

FIGURE 9 
Illustration of Determining Total External Pressure
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5.7 Internal Pressures – Inertia Forces and Added Pressure Heads
5.7.1 Ship Motions and Accelerations

In determining cargo pressures and liquid pressures, the dominating drillship motions, pitch and
roll, and the resultant accelerations induced by the wave are required. When a direct calculation is
not available, the equations given below may be used.

5.7.1(a) Pitch. The pitch amplitude: (positive bow up)ϕ = βPMOk1(10/Cb)1/4/L , in deg., but need not to be taken more than 10 deg.

The pitch natural period:Tp = k2 Cbdi   seconds .
whereβPMO = ESF for pitch motion, as defined in A1/3k1 = 1030 (3378) for L in m (ft)k2 = 3.5 (1.932) for di in m (ft)di = draft amidships for the relevant loading conditions.L and Cb are defined in 1/3.1.1 and 1/3.11, respectively.

5.7.1(b) Roll. The roll amplitude: (positive starboard down)θ = CRβRMO(35− kθCdiΔ/1000) if Tr > 20 secondsθ = CRβRMO(35− kθCdiΔ/1000)(1 . 5375− 0 . 027Tr) if 12 . 5 ≤ Tr ≤ 20 secondsθ = CRβRMO(35− kθCdiΔ/1000)(0 . 8625 + 0 . 027Tr) if Tr ≤ 12 . 5 seconds

whereθ is in degrees, but need not to be taken greater than 30°.kθ = 0.005 (0.05, 0.051)CR = 1.05βRMO = ESF for roll motion, as defined in A1/3Cdi  = 1 . 06(di/df)− 0 . 06di   = draft amidships for the relevant loading conditions, m (ft)df   = draft, as defined in 1/3.7, m (ft)Δ = kdLBdfCb kN (tf, Ltf)kd   = 10.05 (1.025, 0.0286)L and B are as defined in 1/3.

The roll natural motion period:
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Tr = k4kr/GM1/2 seconds

wherek4 = 2 (1.104) for kr,GM in m (ft)kr = roll radius of gyration, in m (ft), and may be taken as

= 0 . 35B for draft greater than 2/3df
= 0 . 45B for draft between 1/2df and 2/3df
= 0 . 39B for draft not greater than 1/2dfGM = metacentric height, to be taken as:

= GM (full) for full draft

= 1.1 GM (full) for 9/10df
= 1.5 GM (full) for 2/3df
= 2.0 GM (full) for 1/2df

Linear interpolation may be used for intermediate draftsGM(full) = metacentric height for full draft condition
If GM(full) is not available, GM(full) may be taken as 0.12B for the purpose of
estimation.

5.7.1(c) Accelerations. The vertical, longitudinal and transverse accelerations of hold contents
(cargo or ballast), av, aℓ and at may be obtained from the following formulae:av = CvβVACkvaog m/sec2 (ft/sec2) positive downwardaℓ = CℓβLACkℓaog m/sec2 (ft/sec2) positive forwardat = CtβTACktaog m/sec2 (ft/sec2) positive starboard

whereao   = ko(2 . 4/L1/2+ 34/L − 600/L2) for L in m

= ko(4 . 347/L1/2+ 111 . 55/L − 6458/L2) for L in ftko = 1 . 34− 0 . 47CbCv = cosμ+ (1 + 2 . 4   z/B)(sinμ)/kv
μ = wave heading angle in degrees, 0° for head sea, and 90° for beam sea for wave coming from

starboardβVAC   = ESF for vertical acceleration, as defined in A1/3βLAC = ESF for longitudinal acceleration, as defined in A1/3βTAC = ESF for transverse acceleration, as defined in A1/3kv = [1 + 0 . 65(5 . 3− 45/L)2   (x/L − 0 . 45)2]1/2 for L in m

= [1 + 0 . 65(5 . 3− 147 . 6/L)2   (x/L − 0 . 45)2]1/2 for L in ft
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Cℓ = 0 . 35− 0 . 0005(L − 200) for L in m

= 0 . 35− 0 . 00015   (L − 656) for L in ftkℓ = 0.5 + 8y/LCt = 1 . 27[1 + 1 . 52(x/L − 0 . 45)2]1/2kt   = 0 . 35 + y/BL and B are the length and breadth of the vessel respectively, as defined in 1/3, in m (ft).x = longitudinal distance from the A.P. to the station considered, in m (ft)y = vertical distance from the waterline to the point considered, in m (ft), positive upwardz = transverse distance from the centerline to the point considered, in m (ft), positive starboardg = acceleration of gravity = 9.8 m/sec2 (32.2 ft/sec2)

5.7.2 Internal Pressures
5.7.2(a) Distribution of Internal Pressures. The internal pressure, pi(positive toward tank
boundaries) for a completely or partially filled tank may be obtained from the following formula:pi = ksρg(η+ Δη+ kuℎd)po ≥ 0   N/cm2(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
wherepo = (pvp− pn) ≥ 0 in liquid tank with oil or water/mud, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 in ballast tankpvp  = pressure setting on pressure/vacuum relief valve ≤ 6.90 N/cm2 (0.71 kgf/cm2, 10.00 lbf/in2) for
integral gravity tankspn = 2.06 N/cm2 (0.21 kgf/cm2, 3.00 lbf/in2)ρg = specific weight of the liquid, to be not less than 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft)η = local coordinate in vertical direction for tank boundaries measuring from the top of the completely
filled tanks, or from the free surface of the liquid for a partially filled tank, as shown in 3/5.7.2
FIGURE 10, in m (ft)Δη = 0 for the liquid of ballast tank whose tank top extends to the upper deck or for a partially-filled tank
whose the free surface of the liquid is below the tank top

= a distance equivalent to 2/3 of the distance from tank top to the top of the overflow (The exposed
height is minimum 760 mm above freeboard deck or 450 mm above superstructure deck.) for the
lower tank whose tank top does not extend to the upper deck.ks = load factor

= 1.0 for all loads from ballast tanks

= 0.878 for ρg of 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft) for all loads from liquid tank
with oil or water/mud

= 1.0 for ρg of 1.118 N/cm2-m (0.114 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4942 lbf/in2-ft) and above for all loads from liquid
tank with oil or water/mud
For ρg of oil or water/mud between 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft) and 1.118
N/cm2-m (0.114 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4942 lbf/in2-ft), the factor ks may be determined by interpolationku = load factor and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specified
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ℎd = wave-induced internal pressure head, including inertial force and added pressure head.

= kc(ηai/g+ Δℎi) in m(ft)kc = correlation factor and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specifiedai = effective resultant acceleration at the point considered, and may be approximated by:0 . 71Cdp[wvav+wℓ(ℓ/ℎ)aℓ+ wt(b/ℎ)at]   m/sec2(ft/sec2)Cdp is specified in 3/5.7.2(d).av, aℓ and at are as given in 3/5.7.1(c).wv,wℓ and wt are weighted coefficients, showing directions, as specified in Section 3, Tables 1
and 2.Δℎi = added pressure head due to pitch and roll motions at the point considered, in m (ft), may be calculated

as follows:

In general, the added pressure head may be calculated based on the distance from the reference
point of the tank to the point considered in the direction of gravitational force in the vessel-fixed
coordinate system. The reference point is (1) the highest point of the tank boundary after the
inclination of the tank due to roll and pitch, or (2) the average height of the points, after roll and
pitch, which is Δη above the top of the tank at the overflow, whichever is greater.

For prismatic tanks on starboard side, whose tank top extends to the upper deck, added pressure
head may be calculated as follows:

i) For bow down and starboard down (ϕe < 0, θe > 0)
Δℎi = ξsin( – ϕe) + Cru(ζesinθecosϕe+ ηecosθecosϕe− η)ζe   = b − ζηe   = η

ii) For bow up and starboard up (ϕe > 0, θe < 0)
Δℎi = (ℓ− ξ)sinϕeCru(ζesin( – θe)cosϕe+ ηecosθecosϕe− η)ζe   = ζ − δbηe   = η − δℎξ, ζ, η are the local coordinates, in m (ft), for the point considered with respect to the origin in

3/5.7.2 FIGURE 10.Cru is specified in 3/5.7.2(d).δb and δℎ are the local coordinate adjustments, in m (ft), for the point considered with respect to
the origin shown in 3/5.7.2 FIGURE 10.

where
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θe = 0.71 Cθ   θϕe = 0 . 71Cϕ   ϕℓ = length of the tank, in m (ft)ℎ = depth of the tank, in m (ft)b = breadth of the tank considered, in m (ft)ϕ and θ are pitch and roll amplitudes, as given in 3/5.7.1(a) and 3/5.7.1(b).Cϕ and Cθ are weighted coefficients, showing directions as given in Section 3, Tables 1 and 2.

For prismatic lower tanks on starboard side, whose tank top does not extend to the upper deck, the
added pressure head may be calculated as follows assuming the reference point based on the
average height of the overflow.

i) For bow down and starboard down (ϕe < 0, θe > 0)Δℎi = (ξ − ℓ/2)sin(− ϕe) + Cru(ζesinθecosϕe+ ηecosθecosϕe− ηe)ζe = ba− ζηe = η+ Δη
ii) For bow up and starboard up (ϕe > 0, θe < 0)Δℎi = (ℓ/2− ξ)sinϕe+ Cru{ζesin(− θe)cosϕe+ ηecosθecosϕe− ηe}ζe = ζ − baηe = η+ Δηba is the transverse distance of over flow from ξ axis. All other parameters are as defined above.

5.7.2(b) Extreme Internal Pressure. For assessing local structures at a tank boundary, the extreme
internal pressure with as specified in 3/7 is to be considered.

5.7.2(c) Simultaneous Internal Pressures. In performing a 3D structural analysis, the internal
pressures may be calculated in accordance with 3/5.7.2(a) and 3/5.7.2(b) above for tanks in the
mid-body. For tanks in the fore or aft body, the pressures are to be determined based on linear
distributions of accelerations and motions along the length of the vessel according to 3/5.7.1(c).

5.7.2(d) Definition of Tank Shape and Associated Coefficients

i) Rectangular Tank

The following tank is considered as a rectangular tank:b/b1 ≤ 3 . 0   or   ℎ/ℎ1 ≤ 3 . 0
whereb = extreme breadth of the tank consideredb1 = least breadth of wing tank part of the tank considered
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ℎ = extreme height of the tank consideredℎ1 = least height of double bottom part of the tank considered, as shown in 3/5.7.2 FIGURE 10

The coefficients Cdp and Cru of the tank are as follows:Cdp = 1 . 0Cru = 1 . 0
ii) J-shaped Tank

A tank having the following configurations is considered as a “J-shaped” tank.b/b1 ≥ 5 . 0   and   ℎ/ℎ1 ≥ 5 . 0
The coefficients Cdp and Cru are as follows:Cdp = 0 . 7Cru = 1 . 0

iii) In the case where the minimum tank ratio of b/b1 or ℎ/ℎ1, whichever is lesser, is greater
than 3.0 but less than 5.0, the coefficient Cdp of the tank is to be determined by the
following interpolation:

An intermediate tank between rectangular and J-shaped tank:Cdp = 1 . 0− 0 . 15 (the lesser of b/b1   or   ℎ/ℎ1 – 3 . 0)Cru = 1 . 0
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FIGURE 10 
Definition of Tank Geometry

For lower ballast tanks, η is to be measured from a point located at 2/3 the distance from the top of
the tank to the top of the overflow (minimum 760 mm above deck).
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FIGURE 11 
Location of Tank or Hold for Nominal Pressure Calculation

7 Nominal Design Loads

7.1 General
The nominal design loads specified below are to be used for determining the required scantlings of hull
structures in conjunction with the specified permissible stresses given in Section 4.

7.3 Hull Girder Loads – Longitudinal Bending Moments and Shear Forces
7.3.1 Total Vertical Bending Moment and Shear Force

The total longitudinal vertical bending moments and shear forces may be obtained from the
following equations:Mt = Msw+ kukcβVBMMw   kN−m(tf −m, Ltf − ft)Ft = Fsw+ kukcβVSFFw   kN(tf, Ltf)
whereMsw,Mw = still-water bending moment and wave-induced bending moment, respectively, as specified in

3/3.1 and 3/5.1.1 for either hogging or sagging conditions.Fsw,   Fw = still-water and wave-induced shear forces, respectively, as specified in 3/3.1 and 3/5.1.3 of
for either positive or negative shears.
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ku = load factor and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specifiedkc = correlation factor and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specified.βVBM = ESF for vertical bending moment as defined in A1/3.βVSF = ESF for vertical shear force as defined in A1/3.

For determining the hull girder section modulus for 0 . 4L amidships, as specified in 4/3, the
maximum still-water bending moments, either hogging or sagging, are to be added to the hogging
or sagging wave bending moments, respectively. Elsewhere, the total bending moment may be
directly obtained based on the envelope curves, as specified in 3/3.1 and 3/5.1.

For this purpose,ku = 1 . 0 , and kc = 1 . 0
7.3.2 Horizontal Wave Bending Moment and Shear Force

For non-head sea conditions, the horizontal wave bending moment and the horizontal shear force,
as specified in 3/5.3, are to be considered as additional hull girder loads, especially for the design
of the side shell and inner skin structures. The effective horizontal bending moment and shear
force,MHE and FHE, may be determined by the following equations:MHE = kukcMH   kN−m(tf −m, Ltf − ft)FHE = kukcFH   kN   (tf, Ltf)
where ku and kc are a load factor and a correlation factor, respectively, which may be taken as
unity unless otherwise specified.

7.5 Local Loads for Design of Transverse Bulkhead Structures
In determining the required scantlings of the stringers, stiffeners and plating of transverse bulkhead
structures, the nominal loads induced by the liquid pressures distributed over both sides of the structural
panel at the tank boundaries are to be considered for the worst possible load combinations. In general,
considerations are to be given to the following two load cases accounting for the worst effects of the
dynamic load components.

i) Maximum internal pressures for a fully filled tank with the adjacent tanks empty and minimum
external pressures, where applicable.

ii) Empty tank with the surrounding tanks full and maximum external pressures, where applicable.

Taking the side shell supporting structure as an example, the nominal loads may be determined from either:

i. pi = ksρg   (η+ kuℎd)pe = ρg   (ℎs+ βEPS/EPPkuℎde) max. and
min.

ii. pi = 0pe = ρg(ℎs+ βEPS/EPPkuℎde) and
max.

whereku = 1.0βEPS/EPP = ESF for external pressure starboard/port, as defined in A1/3ρg, η, ℎd, ℎs, ℎde, ks are as defined in 3/5.5 and 3/5.7.
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Specific information required for calculating the nominal loads are given in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for various
structural members and configurations.

7.7 Local Pressures for Design of Plating and Longitudinals
In calculating the required scantlings of plating, longitudinals and stiffeners, the nominal pressures are to
be considered for the two load cases given in 3/7.5, using ku = 1.1 for pi and pe instead of ku = 1.0 as
shown above.

The necessary details for calculating pi and pe are given in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2.

9 Combined Load Cases

9.1 Combined Load Cases for Structural Analysis
For assessing the strength of the hull girder structure and in performing a structural analysis as outlined in
Section 5, the combined load cases specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1 are to be considered. Additional
combined load cases may be required as warranted.

The modes of operation of the drillship to be considered for each combined load case in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1
are the transit condition, normal drilling condition and severe storm condition, each condition with loading
patterns according to the loading manual. As a minimum for each of the modes of operation, the maximum
static hull girder load (maximum still water shear force and bending moment) conditions, with
corresponding load patterns in the loading manual, together with the combined load cases in Section 3,
Table 1 are to be analyzed. In addition tank testing and drydocking conditions (afloat condition prior to
drydocking) in still water conditions are to be analyzed. Tank test loading patterns are to consider each
tank with hydrostatic test head and adjacent tanks or holds empty at 1/3 draft. For double bottom tanks the
hydrostatic test head is the greater of the head to the top of overflow, or to the bulkhead deck. For other
tanks the hydrostatic test head is the greater of the head to the top of overflow, or to 2.4 m (8 ft) above top
of tank, or to the top of the tank plus setting of any pressure relief valve.

The combined load cases as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1 with loading patterns for transit, normal drilling
and severe storm conditions, and corresponding hull girder loads, are to be included in the FE analysis. In
addition, tank testing and drydocking conditions in still water conditions are also to be analyzed.

The total external pressure distribution including static and hydrodynamic pressure is illustrated in 3/5.5.3
FIGURE 9.

9.3 Combined Load Cases for Fatigue Analysis
For the transit and normal drilling conditions, corresponding loading patterns and their associated
probability of operating duration are to be considered for each combined load case specified in A2/7.5.2
TABLE 2.

9.5 Combined Load Cases for Failure Assessment
For assessing the failure modes with respect to material yielding and buckling, the following combined
load cases shall be considered.

9.5.1 Yielding, Buckling and Ultimate Strength of Local Structures
For assessing the yielding, buckling and ultimate strength of local structures, the combined load
cases as given in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1 are to be considered.

9.5.2 Fatigue Strength
For assessing the fatigue strength of structural joints, the combined load cases given in 3/9.3 are to
be used for a first level fatigue strength assessment as outlined in Appendix A2, “Fatigue
Assessment of Drillships”.
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TABLE 1
Combined Load Cases* (1 February 2021)

 L.C.
1**

L.C.
2**

L.C.
3**

L.C.
4**

L.C.
5**

L.C.
6**

L.C.
7**

L.C.
8**

L.C.
9**

L.C.
10**

A. Hull Girder Loads (See 3/5)

Vertical
B.M.

Sag (-) Hog
(+)

Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+)

kc 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.7

Vertical
S.F.

— — — — — — — — (+) (-)

kc — — — — — — — — 1.0 1.0

Horizontal
B.M.

    (-) (+) (-) (+)   

kc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

Horizontal
S.F.

— — — — — — — —   

kc — — — — — — — — 0.0 0.0

B. External Pressure (See 3/5.5)kc 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0kfo -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0

C. Internal Tank Pressure (See 3/5.7)kc 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5wv 0.75 -0.75 0.75 -0.75 0.25 -0.25 0.4 -0.4 0.75 -0.75wℓ Fwd
Bhd
0.25

Fwd
Bhd
-0.25

Fwd
Bhd
0.25

Fwd
Bhd
-0.25

— — Fwd
Bhd 0.2

Fwd
Bhd
-0.2

Fwd
Bhd
0.25

Fwd
Bhd
-0.25

Aft
Bhd
-0.25

Aft
Bhd
0.25

Aft Bhd
-0.25

Aft Bhd
0.25

— — Aft Bhd
-0.2

Aft Bhd
0.2

Aft Bhd
-0.25

Aft Bhd
0.25

wt — — — — Port
Bhd
-0.75

Port
Bhd
0.75

Port
Bhd
-0.4

Port
Bhd 0.4

— —

— — — — Stbd
Bhd
0.75

Stbd
Bhd
-0.75

Stbd
Bhd 0.4

Stbd
Bhd
-0.4

— —

cϕ , Pitch -0.35 0.35 -0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.3 -0.7 0.7cθ , Roll 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.3 -0.3 0.0 0.0

D. Reference Wave Heading and Motion of Drillship

Heading
Angle

0 0 0 0 90 90 60 60 0 0
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 L.C.
1**

L.C.
2**

L.C.
3**

L.C.
4**

L.C.
5**

L.C.
6**

L.C.
7**

L.C.
8**

L.C.
9**

L.C.
10**

Heave Down Up Down Up Down Up Down Up Down Up

Pitch Bow
Down

Bow
Up

Bow
Down

Bow Up — — Bow
Down

Bow Up Bow
Down

Bow Up

Roll — — — — Stbd
Down

Stbd Up Stbd
Down

Stbd Up — —

* ku = 1.0 for all load components.

*
*

Load cases 1 through 8 are to be analyzed for the structural model that is fully balanced under the boundary
forces to achieve the target hull girder vertical bending moment at the section of the concerned hold. Load
cases 9 and 10 are to be analyzed for the structural model that is fully balanced under the boundary forces to
achieve the target hull girder vertical shear force at the fwd transverse bulkhead of the concerned hold.
Maximum hull girder vertical bending moment within that hold is to be adjusted to be the target hull girder
vertical bending moment.

TABLE 2 
Design Pressure for Local and Supporting Members (1 February 2021)

A. Plating & Longitudinals/Stiffeners
The nominal pressure, p = |pi− pe | ,, is to be determined from load cases “a” & “b” below, whichever is greater, with ku =
1.10 and kc= 1.0 unless otherwise specified in the table

 Case “a” – At fwd end of the tank Case “b” – At mid tank/fwd end of tank

Structural Members/
Components

Draft/Wave
Heading Angle

Location and
Loading Pattern

Coefficients Draft/Wave
Heading Angle

Location and
Loading Pattern

Coefficientspi pe pi pe
1. Bottom Plating

& Long’l
2/3 design
draft/0°

Full ballast tank Ai Ae design draft/0° Midtank of empty
ballast tanks

— Be
2. Inner Bottom

Plating & Long’l
(adjacent to
liquid tank)

2/3 design
draft/0°

Full ballast tank,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

Ai — design draft/0° Fwd end of full
liquid tank, ballast
tanks empty

Ai —

 Inner Bottom
Plating & Long’l
(void or dry
space)

    ** Flooded
Condition

Flooded hold,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

  

3. Side Shell
Plating & Long’l

2/3 design
draft/60°

Starboard side of
full ballast tank

Bi Ae design draft/60° Midtank of empty
ballast tanks

— Be
4. * Deck Plating

& Long’l (liquid
tank)

design draft/0° Full liquid tank Di —     

5. Deck Plating &
Long’l (Ballast
Tank)

2/3 design
draft/0°

Full ballast tank Di —     
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 Case “a” – At fwd end of the tank Case “b” – At mid tank/fwd end of tank

Structural Members/
Components

Draft/Wave
Heading Angle

Location and
Loading Pattern

Coefficients Draft/Wave
Heading Angle

Location and
Loading Pattern

Coefficientspi pe pi pe
6. * Long’l Bhd.

Plating & Long’l
(liquid tank)

design draft/60° Starboard side of
full liquid tank,
ballast tank except
J-shape or double
bottom ballast tank
with adjacent tank
or hold empty

Bi —  Starboard side of
full J-shape or
double bottom
ballast tank with
adjacent tank or
hold empty

Bi  

 * Long’l Bhd.
Plating & Long’l
(void or dry
space)

    ** Flooded
Condition

Flooded hold,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

  

7. * Centerline
Bhd. Plating &
Long’l (liquid
tank)

design draft/60° Starboard side of
full liquid tank,
ballast tank with
adjacent tank or
hold empty

Ei —     

 * Centerline
Bhd. Plating &
Long’ l (void or
dry space)

    ** Flooded
Condition

Flooded hold,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

  

8. * Moonpool
Transverse Side
Plating &
Stiffener

2/3 design
draft/0°

Full ballast tank,
liquid tank

Ai Ae design draft/0° Adjacent tank or
hold empty

— Be
 * Moonpool

Longitudinal
Side Plating &
Long’l

2/3 design
draft/60°

Starboard side of
full ballast tank

Bi Ae design draft/60° Adjacent tank or
hold empty

— Be
9. * Trans. Bhd.

Plating &
Stiffener (liquid
tank not adjacent
to side shell)

design draft/0° Fwd. bhd. of full
liquid tank,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

Ai —     

 (Void or dry
space)

    ** Flooded
Condition

Flooded hold,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

  

10. * Trans. Bhd.
Plating &
Stiffener (liquid
tank adjacent to
side shell)

2/3 design
draft/0°

Fwd. bhd. of full
liquid tank,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

Ai —     

 (Void or dry
space)

    ** Flooded
Condition

Flooded hold,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty
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 Case “a” – At fwd end of the tank Case “b” – At mid tank/fwd end of tank

Structural Members/
Components

Draft/Wave
Heading Angle

Location and
Loading Pattern

Coefficients Draft/Wave
Heading Angle

Location and
Loading Pattern

Coefficientspi pe pi pe
11. Watertight

Bottom Girder
Plating & Long’l

2/3 design draft/
60°

Starboard side of
full ballast tank
with adjacent tank
or hold empty

Bi —     

12. Tween deck
Plating & Long’l

    ** Flooded
Condition

Flooded hold,
adjacent tanks or
holds empty

  

13. Watertight Flat
Plating & Long’l

2/3 design draft/
60°

Starboard side of
full liquid tank,
ballast tank with
adjacent tank or
hold empty

  ** Flooded
Condition

Adjacent hold is
flooded with tanks
or holds empty

  

* See Note 4

** See Note 5

Notes

1 For calculating pi and pe , the necessary coefficients are to be determined based on the following designated groups:

a) For piAi : wv = 0 . 75,wℓ(fwdbhd) = 0 . 25,wℓ(aftbhd) = − 0 . 25,wt = 0 . 0, cϕ = − 0 . 7, cθ = 0 . 0Bi : wv = 0 . 4,wℓ(fwdbhd) = 0 . 2,wℓ(aftbhd) = − 0 . 2,wt(starboard) = 0 . 4,wt(port) = − 0 . 4,cϕ = − 0 . 7, cθ = 0 . 7Di : wv = − 0 . 75,wℓ(fwdbhd) = 0 . 25,wt = 0 . 0, cϕ = − 0 . 7, cθ = 0 . 0Ei : wv = 0 . 4,wℓ(fwdbhd) = 0 . 2,wt(centerline) = 0 . 4, cϕ = − 0 . 7, cθ = − 0 . 7
b) For peAe:kℓo = 1 . 0, ku = 1 . 0, kc = − 0 . 5Be:kℓo = 1 . 0

2 For structures within 0.4L amidships, the nominal pressure is to be calculated for a hold located amidships. Each hold with
liquid oil or water/mud in the region is to be considered as located amidships, as shown in 3/5.7.2 FIGURE 11. The nominal
pressure is to be calculated at the location being considered for the structures beyond 0.4L amidships.

3 In calculation of the nominal pressure, ρg of the fluid cargoes is not to be taken less than 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m,
0.4444 lbf/in2-ft).

4 For structural members 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10, sloshing pressures are to be considered in accordance with 3/11.3. For calculation of
sloshing pressures, refer to 3/11.5 with ρg not less than 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft).

5 The nominal pressure for the watertight requirement in the flooded condition may be taken as the hold flooded to the deepest
equilibrium waterline in the compartments damaged condition. This waterline level is not to be less than the hold flooded to
the freeboard deck, as allowed in 1/3.13.1 for the structural members above 0.5*Depth. 0.75 times the vertical distance from
the structural members to the freeboard deck, but not less than 0.35*depth, is to be applied for members below 0.5*depth.
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11 Sloshing Loads

11.1 General
11.1.1

Except for tanks that are situated wholly within the double side or double bottom, the natural
periods of liquid motions and sloshing loads are to be examined in assessing the strength of
boundary structures for all liquid cargo or ballast tanks which will be partially filled between 20%
and 90% of tank capacity. The sloshing pressure heads given in this Subsection may be used for
determining the strength requirements for the tank structures. Alternatively, sloshing loads may be
calculated either by model experiments or numerical simulation using three-dimensional flow
analysis for unrestricted service conditions and for sea conditions of the specific site of operation.
Methodology and procedures of tests and measurements or analysis methods are to be fully
documented and submitted for review.

11.1.2
The effects of impulsive sloshing pressures on the design of the main supporting structures of tank
transverse and longitudinal bulkheads are subject to special consideration.

11.1.3  (1 November 2021)
Dynamic loads induced by the sloshing flow of entrapped water in the moonpool are to be
calculated, either through model experiments or numerical simulations using CFD or other
analysis methods accepted by ABS, and included in the fatigue strength calculation of the
moonpool bulkheads and their main supporting structures. Where the appendage structures
attached to the moonpool bulkheads are essential to the overall integrity of the moonpool
bulkheads, the effects of sloshing flow on the appendage structures are to be considered in the
strength and fatigue analysis.

11.3 Strength Assessment of Tank Boundary Structures
11.3.1 Tank Length and Pitch Induced Sloshing Loads

Tanks of length 54 m (177 ft) or greater are to satisfy requirements of either of the preventative
measures given in 3/11.3.3 or 3/11.3.4. Where the tank has smooth surfaces, one or more swash
bulkheads are to be fitted. Structural reinforcement is to be provided to the tank ends, when the
calculated pressure is higher than the pressure, pi, as specified in 4/13.

Tanks of length 54 m (177 ft) or greater that have ring webs are to have a partial non-tight
bulkhead (i.e., non-full depth swash bulkhead) to eliminate the possibility of resonance at all
filling levels. The partial non-tight bulkhead may be waived if it can be demonstrated through the
application of model experiments or numerical simulation using three-dimensional flow analysis
that sloshing impacts do not occur. The height of the swash bulkhead is to be determined on the
basis of calculation using three-dimensional flow analysis as described in 3/11.1.1.

Where the tank length is less than 54 m (177 ft), and if either of the preventative measures given
in 3/11.3.3 or 3/11.3.4 is not satisfied, the tank boundary structures are to be designed in
accordance with 4/13 to withstand the sloshing pressures specified in 3/11.5.

11.3.2 Roll Induced Sloshing Loads
Tanks that do not satisfy either of the preventative measures given in 3/11.3.3 or 3/11.3.4, with
respect of roll resonance, are to have their tank boundary structures designed in accordance with
4/13 to withstand the sloshing pressures specified in 3/11.5.

11.3.3
For long or wide liquid tanks, non-tight bulkheads or ring webs or both are to be designed and
fitted to eliminate the possibility of resonance at all filling levels.
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Long tanks have length, ℓ, exceeding 0.1L. Wide tanks have width, b, exceeding 0.6B.

11.3.4
For each of the anticipated loading conditions, the “critical” filling levels of the tank should be
avoided so that the natural periods of fluid motions in the longitudinal and transverse directions
will not synchronize with the natural periods of the drillship’s pitch and roll motions, respectively.
It is further recommended that the natural periods of the fluid motions in the tank, for each of the
anticipated filling levels, be at least 20% greater or smaller than that of the relevant drillship’s
motion.

The natural period of the fluid motion, in seconds, may be approximated by the following
equations:

Tx = (βTℓe)1/2/k in the longitudinal direction

Ty = (βLbe)1/2/k in the transverse direction

whereℓe = effective length of the tank, as defined in 3/11.5.1, in m (ft)be = effective breadth of the tank, as defined in 3/11.5.1 in m (ft)k = [(tanℎH1)/(4π/g)]1/2H1 = πdℓ/ℓe   or   πdb/beβT,βL,dℓ and db are as defined in 3/11.5.1. The natural periods given in 3/5.7 for pitch and roll of
the drillship,Tp and Tr, using the actual GM value, if available, may be used for this purpose.
Otherwise, 2/3 of scantling draft can be used in 3/5.7 for calculating the natural pitch and roll
periods of the drillship.

11.5 Sloshing Pressures
11.5.1 Nominal Sloshing Pressure

For cargo tanks with filling levels within the critical range specified in 3/11.3.2, the internal
pressures pis, including static and sloshing pressures, positive toward tank boundaries, may be
expressed in terms of equivalent liquid pressure head, ℎe, as given below:pis = ksρgℎe ≥ 0 in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

whereks = load factor as defined in 3/5.7.2(a)ℎe = ku[ℎc+ (ℎt− ℎc)(y − dm)/(ℎ− dm)] for y > dm
= cmℎm+ kuℎc for 0 . 15ℎ ≤ y ≤ dm (cmℎm need not exceed ℎ)ℎe calculated at y = 0 . 15ℎ for y < 0 . 15ℎ, but ℎe is not to be smaller than cmℎm.cm = coefficient in accordance with 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 13ℎm = static pressure head, taken as the vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the filling level, dm,

down to the point considered. dm, the filling level for maximum ℎc calculated with Cϕs and Cθs
equal to 1.0, is not to be taken less than 0.55h.
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dm = filling level, in m (ft), as shown in 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 12ku = load factor, and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specified.ℎc = maximum average sloshing pressure heads, in m (ft), to be obtained from calculations as specified
below for at least two filling levels, 0 . 55ℎ and the one closest to the resonant period of ship’s
motions, between 0 . 2ℎ and 0 . 9ℎ.ℎc may be taken as constant over the tank depth, h (See 3/11.5.2
FIGURE 12)ℎt = sloshing pressure heads for upper bulkhead, in m (ft), to be obtained from calculation belowℎ = depth of tank, in m (ft)y = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the tank bottom to the point consideredρg is as defined in 3/5.7.2.

The values of hc and ht may be obtained from the following equations:ℎc = kc(Cϕsℎℓ2+ Cϕsℎb2)1/2   in   m(ft)ℎt = kc(Cϕsℎtℓ2 + Cθsℎtb2 )1/2       in   m   (ft)
wherekc = correlation factor for combined load cases, and may be taken as unity unless otherwise specified.ℎℓ = ϕesℓeCtℓβT[0 . 018 + Cfℓ(1 . 0− dℓ/Hℓ)/ϕes]dℓ/Hℓ       m(ft)   for   ϕesℎb = θesbeCtbβL[0 . 016 + Cfb(1 . 0− db/Hb)/θes]db/Hb       m(ft)   for   θesCϕs and Cθs are the weighted coefficients as given in 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 13,

whereβT represents β for transverse bulkheads and βL represents β for the longitudinal bulkheads.ϕes = 0 . 71ϕθes = 0 . 71θ
The pitch amplitude ϕ and roll amplitude θ are as defined in 3/5.7.1 with di = 2/3df and V = 10
knotsℓe = effective tank length that accounts for the effect of deep ring-web frames, in m (ft)

= βT* 2ℓbe = effective tank width that accounts for the effect of deep ring-web frames, in m (ft)

= β L *2 bβ * = 1.0 for tanks without deep ring webs,

= 0 . 25[4 . 0− (1− α * )− (1− α * )2] for α* to be determined at do,βT* represents β * for transverse bulkheads.βL* represents β* for longitudinal bulkheads.
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β = (βo)(βu)(βs)βT represents β for transverse bulkheads.βL represents β for longitudinal bulkheads.βo = 1.0 for tanks without a swash bulkhead

= 0 . 25[4 . 0− (1αo)(1− αo)2] for tanks with a swash bulkheadβu = 1.0 for tanks without any deep bottom transverse and
deep bottom longitudinal girder

= 0 . 25[4 . 0dℓ1/ℎ− (dℓ1/ℎ)2] for tanks with deep bottom transverses

= 0 . 25[4 . 0− db1/ℎ− (db1/ℎ)2] for tanks with deep bottom longitudinal girdersβs = 1.0 for boundary bulkheads that:

i) Do not contain any deep horizontal girders; or

ii) Do contain deep horizontal girders but with an opening ratio, αs, less than 0.2 or greater
than 0.4

= 0 . 25[4 . 0− (1− αs)− (1− αs)2] for bulkheads with deep horizontal girders having an opening
ratio, αs, between 0.2 and 0.4α = opening ratio (see 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 14)

For αo,3/11.5.2 FIGURE 15, opening ratios of swash bulkheads, shall be used for all filling levels
considered. Also, 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 15, local opening ratio for do = 0 . 7ℎ, bounded by the range
between 0 . 6ℎ and 0 . 9ℎ, shall be considered for openings within the range. The smaller of the
two opening ratios calculated, based on 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 15 for this filling level, shall be used as
the opening ratio.

For α*, 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 15, opening ratio of deep ring-webs, filling level do shall be used.

For αs, 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 15, opening ratio of a deep horizontal girder on a boundary bulkhead, is
applicable to a filling level just above the horizontal girder in the zones illustrated in the figure.
Not to be considered for do = 0 . 7ℎ, unless a sizable girder is installed between0 . 7ℎ and ℎ. Also
not to be considered if opening area in the girder is less than 20% or greater than 40% of the area
of the girder (i.e., αs = 1)

Cfℓ = 0 . 792[dℓ/(βTℓe)]1/2+ 1 . 98Cfb = 0 . 704[db/(βLbe)]1/2+ 1 . 76Ctℓ = 0 . 9   xo1/[1 + 9(1−   xo)2] ≥ 0 . 25xo = Tx/Tpxo1 = xo if xo ≤ 1 . 0
= 1/xo if xo > 1 . 0Ctb = 0 . 9yo1/[1 + 9(1− yo)2] ≥ 0 . 25yo = Ty/Tr If roll radius of gyration is not known,0 . 39B may be used in the calculation of Tr
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yo1 = yo if yo ≤ 1 . 0
= 1/yo if yo > 1 . 0Tx and Ty are as defined in 3/11.3.4.Tp and Tr are as defined in 3/5.7.

do = filling depth, in m (ft)dℓ = do− dℓ1[1 – σn2(n+ 1)/2]1/2kℓ1− 0 . 45dℓ2   kℓ2     and ≥ 0 . 0db = do − db1[1 – σm2 (m+ 1)/2]1/2kb1− 0 . 45db2kb2     and ≥ 0 . 0Hℓ = ℎ− dℓ1[1 – σn2(n+ 1)/2]1/2kℓ1− 0 . 45dℓ2kℓ2Hb = ℎ− db1[1 – σm2 (m+ 1)/2]1/2kb1−   0 . 45db2kb2dℓ1 = height of deep bottom transverses measured from the tank bottom, (3/11.5.2 FIGURE 16), in m (ft)dℓ2 = bottom height of the lowest openings in non-tight transverse bulkhead measured above the tank
bottom or top of bottom transverses (3/11.5.2 FIGURE 16), in m (ft)n = number of deep bottom transverses in the tankdb1 = height of deep bottom longitudinal girders measured from the tank bottom (3/11.5.2 FIGURE 16), in
m (ft)db2 = bottom height of the lowest openings in non-tight longitudinal bulkhead measured above the tank
bottom, or top of bottom longitudinal girders (3/11.5.2 FIGURE 16), in m (ft)m = number of deep bottom longitudinal girders in the tankkℓ1 = -1 if do ≤ dℓ1 if do ≤ dℓ1

= 1 if do > dℓ1 if do > dℓ1kℓ2 = -1 do ≤ dℓ2 if do ≤ dℓ2
= 1 do > dℓ2 if do > dℓ2kb1 = -1 if do ≤ db1 if do ≤ db1
= 1 if do > db1 if do > db1kb2 = -1 if do ≤ db2 if do ≤ db2
= 1 if do > db2 if do > db2σn = (4/π)(n+ 1)/[n(n+ 2)]cos[π/{2(n+ 1)}]σm = (4/π)(m+ 1)/[m(m   2)]cos[π/{2(m+ 1)}]ℓs(bs) shall be used in place of ℓe(be) for a filling level below the completely solid portion of the

nontight bulkhead, i.e., the region below the lowest opening, (3/11.5.2 FIGURE 16), whereℓs(bs)
is taken as the distance bounded by the solid portion of the nontight bulkhead below the lowest
opening and the tight bulkhead.dℓ,Hℓ anddb,Hb need not consider the effect of dℓ2 and db2,
respectively.ℎtl = 0 . 0068βT′   ℓeCtℓ′ (ϕes+ 40)(ϕes)1/2   m(ft)
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ℎtb = 0 . 0055βL′   beCtb′ (θes+ 35)   (θes)1/2   m(ft)
whereCtl′  and Ctb′  are Ctℓ and Ctb for ℎm = 0 . 70ℎ;βT′  and βL′  correspond to β for do = 0 . 7ℎ;ϕes and θes
are as defined previously.Cϕs and Cθs are weighted coefficients, as given in 3/11.5.2 FIGURE 13.ℎtl shall not be less than ℎp; ℎtb shall not be less than ℎrℎp = ℓsin(ϕes)ℎr = bsin(θes)

11.5.2 Sloshing Loads Normal to the Web Plates of Horizontal and Vertical Girders
In addition to the sloshing loads acting on the bulkhead plating, the sloshing loads normal to the
web plates of horizontal and vertical girders are to be also considered for assessing the strength of
the girders. The magnitude of the normal sloshing loads may be approximated by taking 25% ofℎc or ℎt for ku = 1 . 0, whichever is greater, at the location considered.
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FIGURE 12 
Vertical Distribution of Equivalent Sloshing Pressure Head, ℎe
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FIGURE 13 
Horizontal Distribution of Simultaneous Sloshing Pressure Heads, ℎc (ϕs θs)   or   ℎt (ϕs θs)
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FIGURE 14 
Definitions for Opening Ratio, α

FIGURE 15 
Opening Ratios
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FIGURE 16 
Dimensions of Internal Structures

13 Impact Loads

13.1 Impact Loads on Bow
When experimental data or direct calculations are not available, nominal bow impact pressures due to
waves above the load waterline (LWL) in the region from the forward end to the collision bulkhead may be
obtained from the following equation:Pbij = kCkCijVij2 sinγij kN/m2 (tf/m2, Lt/ft2)

where:k = 1.025 (0.1045, 0.000888)Cij = {1 + cos2[90(Fbi – 2aj)/Fbi]}1/2
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Vij = ω1sinαij+ ω2(βWHTL)1/2ω1 = 3.09 (10.14) for m(ft)ω2 = 1.0 (1.8) for m(ft)βWHT = ESF for Wave Height as defined in A1/3γij = tan-1(tanβij/cosαij) not to be taken less than 50 degreesαij = local waterline angle measured from the centerline, see 3/13.1 FIGURE 17βij = local body plan angle measured from the horizontal, see 3/13.1 FIGURE 17Fbi = freeboard from the highest deck at side to the load waterline (LWL) at station i, see 3/13.1 FIGURE 17aj = vertical distance from LWL to WL-j, see 3/13.1 FIGURE 17i, j = station and waterline to be taken to correspond to the locations under consideration, as required by
6/3.1.1Ck = 0.7 at collision bulkhead and 0.9 at 0.0125L, linear interpolation for in between

= 0.9 between 0.0125L and FP

= 1.0 at and forward of FP.

FIGURE 17 
Definition of Bow Geometry
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13.3 Bottom Slamming
For drillships with heavy weather ballast draft forward less than 0.04L, bottom slamming loads are to be
considered for assessing strength of the flat of bottom plating forward and the associated stiffening system
in the fore body region.

13.3.1 Bottom Slamming Pressure
The equivalent bottom slamming pressure for strength formulation and assessment is to be
determined based on well-documented experimental data or analytical studies. When these direct
calculations are not available, nominal bottom slamming pressures may be determined by the
following equations:Psi = kki[vo2+MViEni]Ef   kN/m2(tf/m2, Ltf/ft2)
wherePsi = equivalent bottom slamming pressure for section ik = 1.025 (0.1045, 0.000888)ki = 2 . 2   b * /do+ α ≤ 40b * = half width of flat of bottom at the i-th ship station, see 3/13.3.1 FIGURE 18do = 1/10 of the section draft at the heavy ballast condition, see 3/13.3.1 FIGURE 18α = a constant as given in 3/13.3.1 TABLE 3Ef = f1ω1(L)1/2f1 = 0.004 (0.0022) for m (ft)

Where b represents the half breadth at the 1/10 draft of the section, see 3/13.3.1 FIGURE 18. Linear
interpolation may be used for intermediate values.vo = co(L)1/2, in m/s(ft/s)co = 0.29 (0.525) for m(ft)MRi = 1 . 391Aiβvm(L/Cb)1/2   for   L   in   meters

= 8 . 266   Aiβvm(L/Cb)1/2   for   L   in   feetβvm = ESF for vertical relative motion as defined in A1/3

Cb = as defined in 1/3.11MVi = BiMRi
Ai and Bi are as given in 3/13.3.1 TABLE 4.Gei = e[− (vo2/MVi+ di2/MRi)]
di = local section draft, in m (ft)Eni = natural log of ni
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ni = 5730(MVi/MRi)1/2Gei,   if   ni  < 1   then   Psi = 0ω1 = natural angular frequency of the hull girder 2-node vertical vibration of the drilling unit in the wet
mode and the heavy weather ballast draft condition, in rad/second. If not known, the following
equation may be used:

= μ[BD3/(ΔSCb3L3)]1/2+ co ≥ 3 . 7μ = 23400 (7475, 4094)Δs = Δb[1 . 2 + B/(3db)]Δb = drilling unit displacement at the heavy ballast condition, in kN(tf,Ltf)db = mean draft of drilling unit at the heavy ballast condition, in m(ft)co = 1.0 for heavy ballast draftL,B and D are as defined in 1/3.

TABLE 3
Values of α

b/do α b/do α
1.00 0.00 4.00 20.25

1.50 9.00 5.00 22.00

2.00 11.75 6.00 23.75

2.50 14.25 7.00 24.50

3.00 16.50 7.50 24.75

3.50 18.50 25.0 24.75

TABLE 4
Values of Ai and Bi

Section i from F.P. Ai Bi
-0.05L 1.25 0.3600

0 1.00 0.4000

0.05L 0.80 0.4375

0.10L 0.62 0.4838

0.15L 0.47 0.5532

0.20L 0.33 0.6666

0.25L 0.22 0.8182

0.30L 0.22 0.8182
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FIGURE 18 
Distribution of Bottom Slamming Pressure Along the Section Girth

13.5 Bowflare Slamming
For drilling units possessing bowflare and having a shape parameter Ar greater than 21 m (68.9 ft), in the
forebody region, bowflare slamming loads are to be considered for assessing the strength of the side
plating and the associated stiffening system in the forebody region of the drilling unit at its scantling draft.Ar = maximum value of Ari in the forebody regionAri = bowflare shape parameter at a station i forward of the quarter length, up to the FP of the drilling unit, to be

determined between the LWL and the upper deck/forecastle, as follows:

= (bT/H)2Σbj[1 + (sj/bj)2]1/2, j = 1,n;n ≥ 3
wheren = number of segmentsbT = ΣbjH = Σsjbj = local change (increase) in beam for the j-th segment at station i (see 3/13.5.1 FIGURE 19)sj = local change (increase) in freeboard up to the highest deck for the j-th segment at station i forward (see

3/13.5.1 FIGURE 19)

13.5.1 Nominal Bowflare Slamming
When experimental data or direct calculation is not available, nominal bowflare slamming
pressures may be determined by the following equations:
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Pij = Poij or Pbij as defined below, whichever is greaterPoij = k1(9MRi− ℎij2 )1/2 kN/m2 (tf/m2, Ltf/ft2)Pbij = k2[C2+ KijMVi(1 + Eni)] kN/m2 (tf/m2, Ltf/ft2)

wherek1 = 9.807 (1, 0.0278)k2 = 1.025 (0.1045, 0.000888)C2 = 39.2 (422.46) for m (ft)nij = 5730(MVi/MRi)1/2Gij ≥ 1 . 0Eni = natural log of nijGij = e(− ℎij2 /Mri)MRi = 1 . 391AiβRVM(L/Cb)1/2 for L in Meters

= 8 . 266   AiβRVM(L/Cb)1/2 for L in FeetAi = as shown in Section 3, Table 5βRVM = ESF for relative vertical motion as defined in A1/3Cb = as defined in 1/3.11L = length of drilling unit as defined in 1/3.1.1MVi = BiMRi , where Bi is given in 3/13.5.1 TABLE 5ℎij = vertical distance measured from the load waterline (LWL) at station i to WLj on the bowflare. The
value of ℎij is not to be taken less than 2.0 m (6.56 ft)Kij = fij[rj/(bij+ 0 . 5ℎij)]3/2[ℓij/rj]rj = (MRi)1/2bij = local half beam of WLj at station i. The value of bij is not to be taken less than 2.0 m (6.56 ft)ℓij = longitudinal distance of WLj at station i measured from amidshipsfij = [90/βij− 1]2[tan(βij)/3 . 14]2cosγβij = local body plan angle measured from the horizontal, in degrees, need not be taken less than 35
degrees, see 3/13.5.1 FIGURE 19γ = drilling unit stem angle at the centerline measured from the horizontal, 3/13.5.1 FIGURE 20, in
degrees, not to be taken greater than 75 degrees
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TABLE 5
Values of Ai and Bi *Ai Bi

-0.05L 1.25 0.3600

FP 1.00 0.4000

0.05L 0.80 0.4375

0.10L 0.62 0.4838

0.15L 0.47 0.5532

0.20L 0.33 0.6666

0.25L 0.22 0.8182

0.30L 0.22 0.8182

* Linear interpolation may be used for intermediate values.

FIGURE 19 
Definition of Bowflare Geometry for Bowflare Shape Parameter
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FIGURE 20 
Stem Angle, γ

13.5.2 Simultaneous Bowflare Slamming Pressure
For performing structural analyses to determine overall responses of the hull structures, the spatial
distribution of instantaneous bowflare slamming pressures on the forebody region of the hull may
be expressed by multiplying the calculated maximum bowflare slamming pressures, Pij, at
forward ship stations by a factor of 0.71 for the region between the stem and 0.3L from the FP.

13.7 Green Water on Deck
When experimental data or direct calculations are not available, nominal green water pressure imposed on
deck along the drilling unit’s length, including the extension beyond the FP, may be obtained from the
following equations.Pgi = K{[βRVMAi(B/L)1/4/Cb] – k1Fbi} kN/m2 (tf/m2, Ltf/ft2)

wherePgi = Green water pressure, uniformly distributed across the deck at specified longitudinal section i along the
drilling unit’s length under consideration (see 3/13.7 TABLE 6 below). Pressure in between is obtained
by linear interpolation.Pgi is not to be taken less than 20.6 kN/m2 (2.1 tf/m2, 0.192 Lt/ft2).K = 10.052 (1.025, 0.09372)k1 = 1.0 (3.28) for m (ft)Ai = as shown in 3/13.7 TABLE 6βRVM = ESF factor of relative vertical motion, as defined in A1/3
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Cb = as defined in 1/3.11L = scantling length of drilling unit, in m (ft), as defined in 1/3.1.1B = greatest molded breath of drilling unit, in m (ft), as defined in 1/3.3Fbi = freeboard from the highest deck at side to the load waterline (LWL) at station i, in m (ft), see 3/13.1
FIGURE 17

TABLE 6
Values of Ai

Section i from F.P. Ai
-0.05L 23.3

0 20.7

0.05L 18.2

0.10L 16.1

0.15L 14.7

0.20L 14.3

0.25L 14.2

0.30L 14.1

0.35L 14

0.40L 14

0.45L 14

0.50L 14

0.55L 14

0.60L 14

0.65L 14

0.70L 14

0.75L 14.2

0.80L 14.2

0.85L 14.2

0.90L 14.7

0.95L 17.1

1.00L 19.9

15 Deck Loads

15.1 General
For the design and evaluation of deck structures, the following loads due to drilling and other equipment
are to be considered:

i) Static weight of on deck drilling and other equipment in upright condition.
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ii) Dynamic loads due to ship motions.

iii) Wind load.

As indicated in 1-1-7/1 of the MOU Rules Supplement to the ABS Rules for Conditions of Classification –
Offshore Units and Structures (Part 1), a loading plan is to be prepared for each design. This plan is to
show the maximum uniform and concentrated loadings to be considered for all areas for each mode of
operation. In the preparation of this plan, the following loadings are to be considered as minimums.

Crew spaces (walkways, general traffic areas, etc.)

4510 N/m2 (460 kgf/m2, 94 lbf/ft2) or 0.64 m (2.1 ft) head

Work areas

9020 N/m2 (920 kgf/m2, 188 lbf/ft2) or 1.28 m (4.2 ft) head

Storage areas

13000 N/m2 (1325 kgf/m2, 272 lbf/ft2) or 1.84 m (6.0 ft) head

15.3 Loads for On-Site Operation
The nominal forces at each deck from individual deck equipment modules, pipe racks, etc. at its center of
gravity can be obtained from the following equations:Fv =W[cos(0 . 71Cϕϕ)cos(0 . 71Cθθ) + 0 . 71cvav/g]Ft =W[sin(0 . 71Cθθ) + 0 . 71cTat/g] + ktFwindFℓ =W[− sin(0 . 71Cϕϕ) + 0 . 71cLaℓ/g] + kℓFwind
whereϕ and θ are the pitch and roll amplitudes defined in 3/5.7.1.ϕ , in degrees, need not to be taken more than 10 degrees.

θ, in degrees, need not to be taken more than 30 degrees.av, at and αℓ are the vertical, transverse and longitudinal accelerations, as specified in 3/5.7.1 for heading
angles μ in 3/15.3 TABLE 7

Note:

The accelerations specified in 3/5.7.1 are to be considered preliminary values and may be used only when values from model
tests or ship motion calculations are not yet available. The final design forces from deck production modules are to be
calculated using acceleration values obtained from model test data or ship motions calculations for the site location.Fv = vertical load from each deck load, positive downwardFt = transverse load from each deck load, positive starboardFℓ = longitudinal load from each deck load, positive forwardW = weight of the deck load, in kN (tf, Ltf)Fwind = kAwindCsCℎVwind2  = wind force, in kN (tf, Ltf)
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Two combinations of wave-induced and wind forces are to be considered:Fv,Ft with factor kt = 1 and Fℓ with factor kℓ = 0Fv,Ft with factor kt = 0 and Ft with factor kℓ = 1
The deck load is to be obtained for the maximum weight of on deck production facilities for head sea
(Load Case A), beam sea (Load Case B) and oblique sea (Load Case C) listed in 3/15.3 TABLE 7, where
the correlation factors cv, cT, cL,Cϕ and Cθ for each load case are also shown.

TABLE 7
Correlation Factors cv, cT, cL,Cϕ and Cθ

Load Case LC A (head sea) LC B (beam sea) LC C (oblique)cv 0.8 0.4 0.7cL 0.6 0 0.7cT 0 0.9 0.7Cϕ -1 0 -0.7Cθ 0 1 0.7

Wave heading angle μ in
deg.

0 90 60

whereVwind = wind velocity based on 1-hour average speedAwind = projected area of windage on a plane normal to the direction of the wind, in m2(ft2)Cs = shape coefficient, defined in 3-1-3/1.3 of the MOU RulesCℎ = height coefficient, defined in 3-1-3/1.3 of the MOU Rules for 1-hour average wind

The forces from the drilling derrick and other on deck drilling equipment can be obtained based on long-
term prediction for the realistic sea states of the specific site of operation. In no case are the forces Fv,Ft
and Fℓ to be less than those obtained using the values of Environmental Severity Factors (ESFs)
established from A1/3.

15.5 Loads in Transit Condition
Nominal loads of the drilling related equipment on deck during transit condition can be obtained from the
equations in item 3/15.3, above. Alternatively, corresponding forces can be calculated based on the sea
condition for the specific voyage.
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S E C T I O N  4
Initial Scantling Evaluation

1 General

1.1 Strength Requirement
This Section specifies the minimum strength requirements for hull structure with respect to the
determination of initial scantlings, including the hull girder, shell and bulkhead plating and longitudinals/
stiffeners. Once the minimum scantlings are determined, the strength of the resulting design is to be
assessed in accordance with Section 5. The assessment is to be carried out by means of an appropriate
structural analysis as per 5/11, in order to establish compliance with the failure criteria in 5/3. Structural
details are to comply with 4/1.5.

The requirements for hull girder strength are specified in 4/3. The required minimum scantlings of double
bottom structures, side shell and deck, and longitudinal and transverse bulkheads are specified in
Subsections 4/7 through 4/17 below. For hull structures beyond 0.4L amidships, the initial scantlings are
determined in accordance with Section 4 and Section 6.

1.3 Calculation of Load Effects
Calculation of local load effects in terms of bending moments, shear forces and resulting stresses in main
supporting members are to be determined from the total strength 3D structural analysis as outlined in 5/11,
for the combined load cases with loading patterns of the drillship as specified in 3/9.1. The main
supporting members are beams, girders or stringers which are found in double bottom floors and girders,
transverse side structure, deck transverses, bulkhead stringers and vertical webs on longitudinal bulkheads.

1.5 Structural Details
The strength criteria specified in this Section and Section 6 are based on assumptions that all structural
joints and welded details are properly designed and fabricated and are compatible with the anticipated
working stress levels at the locations considered. It is critical to closely examine the loading patterns, stress
concentrations and potential failure modes of structural joints and details during the design of highly
stressed regions. In this exercise, failure criteria specified in 5/3 may be used to assess the adequacy of
structural details.

1.7 Evaluation of Grouped Stiffeners
Within the hold spaces, excluding the machinery space, where several stiffener members in a group with
some variation in requirement are selected as equal, the section modulus requirement may be taken as the
average of each individual requirement in the group. However, the section modulus requirement for the
group is not to be taken less than 90% of the largest section modulus required for individual stiffeners
within the group. Sequentially positioned stiffeners of equal scantlings may be considered a group.
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3 Hull Girder Strength

3.1 Hull Girder Section Modulus
3.1.1 Hull Girder Section Modulus Amidships (1 July 2017)

The required hull girder section modulus 0.4L amidships is to be calculated in accordance with
4/3.3, 4/3.5 and 4/3.7. For the determination of initial net structural scantlings, the net hull girder
section modulus amidships, SMn, is to be calculated in accordance with 4/3.1.2 below.

3.1.2 Effective Longitudinal Members
The hull girder section modulus calculation is to be carried out in accordance with 4/3.7, as
modified below. To suit the strength criteria based on a “net” ship concept, the nominal design
corrosion values specified in 2/3.3 TABLE 1 are to be deducted from gross scantlings in
calculating the net section modulus, SMn.

3.1.3 Extent of Midship Scantlings
The longitudinal strength members included in the hull girder section modulus amidships are to be
extended as necessary to meet the hull girder section modulus required at the location being
considered. The required hull girder section modulus can be obtained as Mt/fp at the location
being considered, except if (Mt)max/fp is less than SMmin in Subsection 4/4/3.3.1(b). In this case,
the required section modulus is to be obtained by multiplying SMmin by the ratio of Mti/(Mt)max
where Mti is the total bending moment at the location under consideration and (Mt)max is the
maximum total bending moment amidships.

3.3 Bending Strength Standard
3.3.1 Hull Girder Section Modulus

3.3.1(a) Section Modulus. The required gross hull girder section modulus is to be the greater of the
values obtained from the following equation or 4/3.3.1 (b):SM = Mt/fp cm2−m2(in2−ft2)

whereMt = total bending moment, as obtained belowfp = nominal permissible bending stress within 0.4L amidship

= 17.50 kN/cm2 (1.784 tf/cm2, 11.33 Ltf/in2) at sea

= 13.13 kN/cm2 (1.340 tf/cm2, 8.5 Ltf/in2) in port

= nominal permissible bending stress forward of 0.9L from A.P. and aft of 0.1L from A.P.

= 12.50 kN/cm2 (1.274 tf/cm2, 8.09 Ltf/in2) at sea

= 9.38 kN/cm2 (0.956 tf/cm2, 6.07 Ltf/in2) in port

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate location

The total bending moment, Mt, is to be considered as the maximum algebraic sum (see sign
convention in 3/3.1 FIGURE 1) of still-water bending moment and wave-induced bending
moment, as follows:Mt = Msw+Mw
where
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Msw = still-water bending moment in accordance with 3/3.1, in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft).Mw = maximum wave-induced bending moment in accordance with 3/5.1.1

3.3.1(b) Minimum Section Modulus. The minimum hull girder section modulus amidships is not to
be less than obtained from the following equation:SMmin = C1C2L2B(Cb+ 0 . 7) cm2-m2(in2-ft2)

whereC1 = as defined in 3/5.1.1C2 = 0.01 (0.01, 1.44 × 10-4)L = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1, in m (ft)B = breadth of vessel, as defined in 1/3.3, in m (ft)Cb = block coefficient, as defined in 1/3.11, but is not to be taken less than 0.6

3.3.1(c) Extension of Midship Section Modulus. In general, where the still-water bending moment
envelope curve is not submitted or where 4/3.3.1(b) governs, scantlings of all continuous
longitudinal members of the hull girder are to be maintained throughout 0.4 amidships and then
may be gradually tapered beyond.

Where the scantlings are based on the still-water bending moment envelope curves, items included
in the hull girder section modulus amidships are to be extended as necessary to meet the hull
girder section modulus required at the location being considered.

3.3.1(d) Tapering of Deck Sectional Area. In general, the tapering of deck sectional areas beyond
the amidship 0.4 is to be in accordance with 4/3.3.1(c). The deck sectional area at 0.15 from the
ends may be one-half of the amidships deck area clear of moonpool. In way of a superstructure
beyond the amidship 0.4, the strength deck area may be reduced to approximately 70% of the deck
area required at that location if there were no superstructure.

3.3.2 Hull Girder Moment of Inertia
The hull girder moment of inertia, I, amidships is to be not less than:I = L ⋅ SM/33 . 3 cm2-m2(in2-ft2)

whereL = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1, in m (ft)SM = required hull girder section modulus, in cm2-m2 (in2-ft2). See 4/3.3.1.

3.5 Longitudinal Strength with Higher-Strength Materials
3.5.1 General

Vessels where the effective longitudinal material of either the upper or lower flanges of the main
hull girder, or both, are constructed of materials having mechanical properties greater than those
of ordinary-strength hull structural steel, are to have longitudinal strength generally in accordance
with the preceding paragraphs of this section, but the value of the hull girder section modulus and
permissible shear stress may be modified as permitted by 4/3.5.3 and 4/3.5.4 respectively.
Application of higher-strength material is to be continuous over the length of the vessel to
locations where the stress levels will be suitable for the adjacent mild-steel structure. Higher-
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strength steel is to be extended to suitable locations below the strength deck and above the bottom,
so that the stress levels will be satisfactory for the remaining mild steel structure. Longitudinal
framing members are to be continuous throughout the required extent of higher-strength steel.

3.5.2 Hull Girder Moment of Inertia
The hull girder moment of inertia is to be not less than required by 4/3.3.2.

3.5.3 Hull Girder Section Modulus
When either the top or bottom flange of the hull girder, or both, is constructed of higher-strength
material, the section modulus, as obtained from 4/3.3, may be reduced by the factor Q.SMℎts = Q(SM)
whereSM = section modulus as obtained from 4/3.3

Q = 0.78 for H32 strength steel

= 0.72 for H36 strength steel

= 0.68 for H40 strength steelQ factor for steels having other yield points or yield strengths will be specially considered.

3.5.4 Hull Girder Shearing Force
Where the side shell or longitudinal bulkhead is constructed of higher strength material, the
permissible shear stresses indicated in 4/5 may be increased by the factor 1/Q. For plate panel
stability, see 5/5.

3.7 Section Modulus Calculation
3.7.1 Items Included in the Calculation

In general, the following items may be included in the calculation of the hull girder section
modulus, provided that they are continuous or effectively developed:

● Deck plating (strength deck and other effective decks)

● Shell and inner bottom plating

● Deck and bottom girders

● Plating and longitudinal stiffeners of longitudinal bulkheads

● All longitudinals of deck, side, bottom and inner bottom

3.7.2 Effective Areas Included in the Calculation
In general, all openings are to be deducted from the sectional areas of longitudinal strength
members to be used in the hull girder section modulus calculation, except that small isolated
openings need not be deducted, provided that these openings and the shadow area breadths of
other openings in any one transverse section do not reduce the hull girder section modulus by
more than 3%. The breadth or depth of such openings is not to be greater than 1200 mm (47 in.) or
25% of the breadth or depth of the member in which it is located, whichever is less, with a
maximum of 75 mm (3 in.) for scallops. The length of small isolated openings, which are not
required to be deducted, is generally not to be greater than 2500 mm (100 in.). The shadow area of
an opening is the area forward and aft of the opening enclosed by lines drawn tangential to the
corners of the opening and intersecting each other to form an included angle of 30 degrees. See
4/3.7.3 FIGURE 1
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3.7.3 Section Modulus to the Deck or Bottom
The section modulus to the deck, or bottom, is obtained by dividing the moment of inertia I by the
distance from the neutral axis to the molded deck line at side or to the base line, respectively.

FIGURE 1 
Effective Area of Hull Girder Members

3.9 Hull Girder Ultimate Strength
In addition to the strength requirements specified in 4/3.1, the vertical hull girder ultimate strength for
either hogging or sagging conditions for the severe storm or North Atlantic environmental conditions,
whichever is more severe, is to satisfy the limit state as specified below. It need only be applied within the
0.4L amidship region.γsMs+ γwMw ≤ Mu/γu
whereMs = permissible still-water bending moment, in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft)Mw = vertical wave-induced bending moment in accordance with 3/5.1.1, in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft)Mu = hull girder ultimate strength, which may be determined from the equations as given in

Appendix 3, in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft)γs = load factor for the maximum permissible still-water bending moment, but not to be taken as
less than 1.0γw = load factor for the wave-induced bending moment, but not to be taken as less than below for
the given limits

= 1.3 for Ms < 0 . 2Mt   or   Ms > 0 . 5Mt
= 1.2 for 0 . 2Mt ≤ Ms ≤ 0 . 5   Mt
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Mt = total bending moment, in kN-m (tf-m, Ltf-ft)

= Ms+Mwγu = safety factor for the vertical hull girder bending capacity, but not to be taken as less than 1.15

5 Shearing Strength

5.1 General
The net thickness of the side shell and longitudinal bulkhead plating is to be determined based on the total
vertical shear force, Ft, and the permissible shear stress given below.

5.3 Methods of Calculation
The nominal total shear stress fs in the side shell or longitudinal bulkhead plating is related to the shear
flow N at that point, by the following equation:fs = N/t kN/cm2(tf/cm2, Ltf/in2)

whereN = shear flow, in kN/cm (tf/cm, Ltf/in)t = net thickness of the plating, in cm (in.)

5.5 Calculation of the Shear Flow Around Closed Sections
The shear flow of a closed and prismatic structure is expressed by the following equation.N = (Ftm/I) + Ni kN/cm (tf/cm, Ltf/in)

whereFt = total shear force at the section under consideration, in kN (tf, Ltf)

= FS+ FW kN (tf, Ltf)FS = still-water shear force based on the still-water shear force envelope curve for all anticipated loading conditions
in accordance with 3/3.1, at location considered, in kN (tf, Ltf).FW = vertical wave shear force, as given in 3/5.1.3 in kN (tf, Ltf). FW for in-port condition may be taken as zero.m = first moment of the “net” hull girder section, in cm3 (in3), about the neutral axis of the section, in cm3 (in3), of
the area of the longitudinal material between the zero shear level and the vertical level, at which the shear
stress is being calculated

= ∫opZt   ds   +   ∑i = on aizi    cm3(in3)I = moment of inertia of the “net” hull girder section, in cm4 (in4)Ni = constant shear flow around the cell regarded as an integration constant of unknown value arising from
substituting the statically indeterminate structure by statically determinate one, in kN/cm (tf/cm, Ltf/in)Z = distance from section neutral axis to a point in the girth, positive downward, in cm (in.)a = equivalent sectional area of the stiffener or girder attached to the deck, shell and bulkhead plating, in cm2 (in2)s = length along girth and longitudinal bulkhead, in cm (in.)
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5.5.1 Calculation of m
To calculate the value of m requires the knowledge or assumption of a zero shear point in the
closed cell. As an example, in the case of a simplified tanker section, the deck point at the
centerline is a known point of zero shear in the absence of the centerline girder. An arbitrary point
may be chosen in the wing tank cell. Superposition of the constant Ni to the shear flow resulting
from the assumption of zero shear point will yield to the correct shear flow around the wing cell.

5.5.2 Determination of NiNi is determined by using Bredt’s torsion formula, making use of the assumption that there is no
twist in the cell section, i.e., the twist moment resulting from the shear flow around a closed cell is
to equal zero, or ∮Ndst = 0
In a multicell structure of n number of cells, the formula can be written for the ith cell as follows.∮iNdst = FI ∮i   mi dst + Ni − 1∮   dst + Ni+ 1   ∫Div dst = 0
Div = common division between cell i and the adjacent cells i - 1 and i+ 1.

The first term represents twist moment around cell i at the assumed statically determined status.
The m values are calculated upon arbitrary zero shear points in the cell i and the adjacent cells.
The remaining terms in the equations represent the balancing twist moments around cell i and of
those carried out by the common divisions in the adjacent cells i − 1 and i+ 1.

To determine the constant shear flow in the cells N1,   N2, . . .Ni,Nn,n number of similar
equations are formed for each cell and are solved simultaneously.

5.7 Allowable Stresses
5.7.1 At Sea

The allowable shear stress at sea, based on net scantlings, is 11.96 kN/cm2(1.220 tf/cm2,7.741
Ltf/in2). For higher-strength steel, the allowable stress may be increased by a factor of 1/Q where
Q is as defined in 4/3.5.3.

5.7.2 In Port
The allowable still water shear stress in-port, based on net scantlings, is 10.87/Q kN/cm2(1.114/Q
tf/cm2,7.065/Q Ltf/in2). For higher-strength steel, the allowable stress may be increased by a factor
of 1/Q where Q is as defined in 4/3.5.3.

5.9 Three Dimensional Analysis
The total shear stresses in the side shell and longitudinal bulkhead plating (net thickness) may be
calculated using a 3D structural analysis to determine the general shear distribution and local load effects
for the critical shear strength conditions among all of the anticipated loading conditions.

7 Double Bottom Structures

7.1 General
7.1.1 Arrangement

Centerline and side girders are to be fitted, as necessary, to provide sufficient stiffness and strength
for docking loads as well as those specified in Section 3.

Struts connecting the bottom and inner bottom longitudinals are not to be fitted.
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7.1.2 Keel Plate
The net thickness of the flat plate keel is to be not less than that required for the bottom shell
plating at that location by 4/7.3.1 increased by 1.5 mm (0.06 in.), except where the submitted
docking plan (see 3-1-2/11 of the Marine Vessel Rules) specifies all docking blocks be arranged
away from the keel.

7.1.3 Bottom Shell Plating –Definition
The term “bottom shell plating” refers to the plating from the keel to the upper turn of the bilge for
0.4L amidships.

7.1.4 Bilge Longitudinals
Longitudinals around the bilge are to be graded in size from that required for the lowest side
longitudinal to that required for the bottom longitudinals. Where longitudinals are omitted in way
of the bilge, the bottom and side longitudinals are to be arranged so that the distance between the
nearest longitudinal and the turn of the bilge is not more than 0.4s (s is the spacing of bottom (Sb)
or side (Ss) longitudinals), as applicable (see 4/7.1.4 FIGURE 2).

FIGURE 2

7.3 Bottom Shell and Inner Bottom Plating
The thickness of the bottom shell and inner bottom plating over the midship 0.4L is to satisfy the hull
girder section modulus requirements in 4/3. The buckling and ultimate strength are to be in accordance
with the requirements in 5/5.5. In addition, the net thickness of the bottom shell and inner bottom plating is
to be not less than the following.

7.3.1 Bottom Shell Plating
The net thickness of the bottom shell plating, tn, is to be not less than t1, t2 and t3, specified as
follows:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2      mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2   p/f2)1/2      mm (in.)
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t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2      mm (in.)

wheres = spacing of bottom longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.500p = pa− puℎ or pb, whichever is greater, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)puℎ = 0 . 12γ(ℎℓwttanϕe)1/2 where ℓwt ≥ 0 . 20L
= 0 where ℓwt ≤ 0 . 15L

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate values of ℓwt.pa and pb are nominal pressures, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in load case “a” and “b” in
3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for bottom plating, respectively.γ = specific weight of the ballast water, 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444

lbf/in2-ft)ℎ = height of double side ballast tank at drillship’s side, in m (ft)ℓwt = length at tank top of double side ballast tank, in m (ft)L = drillship length, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)ϕe = effective pitch amplitude, as defined in 3/5.7.2 with Cϕ = 1 . 0f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= (1− 0 . 70α1SMRB/SMB)Smfy ≤ fmaxfmax = 0 . 40Smfy 0 . 4L amidship (L ≥ 190   m)
= (0 . 40 + 0 . 1(190− L)/40)   Smfy 0 . 4L amidship (L < 190   m)
= 0 . 55Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationα1 = Sm1fy1/SmfySMRB = reference net hull girder section modulus based on the material factor of the
bottom flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)

= 0.92SMSM = required gross hull girder section modulus at the location under consideration, in
accordance with 4/3.3 and 4/3.5.3, based on the material factor of the bottom
flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)SMB = design (actual) net hull girder section modulus to the bottom, in cm2-m (in2-ft), at
the location under considerationf2 = permissible bending stress in the transverse direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 . 80   Smfy 0 . 4L amidship
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= 1 . 00   Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationSm = strength reduction factor

= 1 for Ordinary Strength Steel, as
specified in 2-1-2/15.9 TABLE 2 of
the ABS Rules for Materials and
Welding (Part 2)

= 0.95 for Grade H32, as specified in
2-1-3/7.3 TABLE 2 of the ABS Rules
for Materials and Welding (Part 2)

= 0.908 for Grade H36, as specified in
2-1-2/15.9 TABLE 2 of the ABS
Rules for Materials and Welding
(Part 2)

= 0.875 for Grade H40, as specified in
2-1-3/7.3 TABLE 2 of the ABS Rules
for Materials and Welding (Part 2)Sm1 = strength reduction factor for the bottom flange of the hull girderfy = minimum specified yield point of the material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fy1 = minimum specified yield point of the bottom flange of the hull girder, in N/cm2

(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)E = modulus of elasticity of the material, may be taken as 2.06 × 107 N/cm2 (2.1 × 106

kgf/cm2, 30 × 106 lbf/in2) for steelc = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2N = Rb(Q/Qb)1/2Rb = (SMRBH/SMB)1/2SMRBH = reference net hull girder section modulus for hogging bending moment based on
the material factor of the bottom flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)

= 0 . 92SMHSMH = required gross hull girder section modulus, in accordance with 4/3.3.1 and 4/3.5.3,
for hogging total bending moment at the location under consideration, based on
the material factor of the bottom flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)Q,Qb = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the bottom shell plating under
consideration and the bottom flange of the hull girder, respectively.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.

In addition to the foregoing, the net thickness of the bottom shell plating, outboard of 0.3B from
the centerline of the drillship, is to be not less than that of the lowest side shell plating required by
4/9.1 adjusted for the spacing of the longitudinals and the material factors.
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7.3.2 Inner Bottom Plating
The net thickness of the inner bottom plating, tn, is to be not less than t1, t2 and t3, specified as
follows:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2      mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2      mm (in.)t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2      mm (in.)

where

s = spacing of inner bottom longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = pa− puℎ or pb, whichever is greater, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)pa and pb are nominal pressures, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in load case “a” and “b” in
3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for inner bottom plating, respectively.puℎ is defined in 4/7.3.1.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= (1− 0 . 52α1SMRB/SMB)Smfy ≤ fmax, where SMB/SMRB is not to be taken more than 1.4

= 0 . 65Smfy , for flooded conditionfmax = 0 . 57Smfy 0 . 4L amidship

= 0 . 65Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationf2 = permissible bending stress in the transverse direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 . 85Smfy 0 . 4L amidship

= 1 . 00Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationα1 = Sm1fy1/SmfySm = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of inner bottom materialSm1 = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of bottom flange material.fy = minimum specified yield point of the inner bottom material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fy1 = minimum specified yield point of the bottom flange material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)c = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2
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N = Rb[(Q/Qb)(y/yn)]1/2Q = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the inner bottom platingy = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the inner bottom to the neutral axis of the hull girder
sectionyn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the bottom to the neutral axis of the hull girder sectionSMRB, SMB,Rb,Qb and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

Where the breadth of the center hold exceeds 0.6B, or the wing spaces are U-shaped, the net
thickness of the inner bottom plating in the center hold, outboard of 0.3B from the centerline of
the hold, is also to be not less than that of the adjacent strake on the outer longitudinal bulkhead
(inner skin) required by 4/13.1, adjusted for the spacing of the longitudinals and the material
factors.

7.5 Bottom and Inner Bottom Longitudinals
The net section modulus of each bottom or inner bottom longitudinal, in association with the effective
plating to which it is attached, is to be not less than obtained from the following equations:SM = M/fb     cm3(in3)
whereM = 1000psℓ2/k N−cm(kgf−cm, lbf−in.)k = 12 (12, 83.33)

s = spacing of longitudinals, in mm (in.)ℓ = span of the longitudinal between effective supports, as shown in 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 3, in m (ft)p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified in 4/7.3.1 and 4/7.3.2 for bottom and inner bottom
longitudinals, respectivelyfb = permissible bending stresses, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= (1 . 0− 0 . 65α1SMRB/SMB)Smfy ≤ fmax for bottom longitudinals

= (1 . 0− 0 . 50α1SMRB/SMB)Smfy ≤ fmax for inner bottom longitudinalfmax = 0 . 55Smfy 0 . 4L amidship (bottom longitudinal)

= 0 . 70Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end (bottom longitudinal)

= 0 . 65Smfy 0 . 4L amidship (Inner bottom longitudinal)

= 0 . 75Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end (Inner bottom longitudinal)

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationα1 = Sm1fy1/SmfySm = strength reduction factor, as defined in 4/7.3.1, for the material of longitudinals consideredSm1 = strength reduction factor, as defined in 4/7.3.1, for the bottom flange materialfy = minimum specified yield point for the material of longitudinals considered, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fy1 = minimum specified yield point of the bottom flange material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
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SMRB and SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

The net section modulus of the bottom longitudinals, outboard of 0.3B from the centerline of the drillship,
is also to be not less than that of the lowest side longitudinal required by 4/9.5, adjusted for the span and
spacing of the longitudinals and the material factors.

Where the breadth of center hold exceeds 0.6B, or the wing spaces are U-shaped, the net section modulus
of the inner bottom longitudinals in the center hold, outboard of 0.3B from the centerline of the hold, is
also to be not less than that of the lowest outer longitudinal bulkhead longitudinal required by 4/13.5,
adjusted for the span and spacing of the longitudinals and the material factors.

In determining compliance with the foregoing, an effective breadth, be , of attached plating is to be used in
calculation of the section modulus of the design longitudinal. be is to be obtained from line a) of 4/7.7.6
FIGURE 4.

7.7 Bottom Girders/Floors
The minimum scantlings for bottom girders/floors are to be determined from 4/7.7.1, 4/7.7.2, 4/7.7.3 and
4/7.7.4, as follows:

7.7.1 Bottom Centerline Girder
The net thickness of the centerline girder amidships, where no centerline bulkhead is fitted, is to
be not less than t1 as defined below:

t1 = (0.045L + 4.5)R   mm within the 0.75L amidship

= (0.00054L + 0.177)R   in.

= 0.80(0.045L + 4.5)R   mm outside of 0.75L amidship

= 0.80(0.00054L + 0.177)R   in.

The net thickness, t2, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.t2 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2 mm(in.)

wherec = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2 but need not be greater than 0 . 45(Q/Qb)1/2N = Rb(Q/Qb)1/2Q = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the bottom girders = spacing of longitudinal stiffeners on the girder, in mm (in.)R = 1.0 for ordinary mild steel

= fym/Smfyℎ for higher strength materialfym = specified minimum yield point for ordinary strength steel, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

fyℎ = specified minimum yield point for higher tensile steel, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)L = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)
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Sm,E,Rb,Qb and fy are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

7.7.2 Bottom Side Girder
The net thickness of the bottom side girders is to be not less than t1, as defined below:

t1 = (0.026L + 4.5)R   mm within the 0 . 75L amidship= (0 . 00031L+ 0 . 177)R   in.= 0 . 80(0 . 026L+ 4 . 5)R   mm outside of 0 . 75L amidship= 0 . 80(0 . 00031L+ 0 . 177)R   in.

The net thickness, t2, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.t2 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2 mm(in.)

wherec = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2, but need not be greater than 0 . 45(Q/Qb)1/2N = Rb(Q/Qb)1/2Q = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the bottom girders = spacing of longitudinal stiffeners on the girder, in mm (in.)L,R, Sm and fy are as defined above.

7.7.3 Floors
The net thickness of the floors is to be not less than t1 and t2, as specified below:t1 = (0 . 026L+ 4 . 50)R mm= (0 . 00031L+   0 . 177)R in.R and L are as defined above.

7.7.4 Bottom Girders under Longitudinal Bulkhead
The net thickness of the bottom centerline and side girders under longitudinal bulkheads is to be
not less than t1and t2, as defined below:

t1 = (0.045L + 3.5)R   mm within the 0.75L amidship

= (0.00054L + 0.138)R   in.

= 0.80(0.045L + 3.5)R   mm outside of 0.75L amidship

= 0.80(0.00054L + 0.138)R   in.

The net thickness, t2, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.t2 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2     mm (in.)
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wherec = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2N = Rb(Q/Qb)1/2Q = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the bottom girders = spacing of longitudinal stiffeners on the girder, in mm (in.)L,R, Sm and fy are as defined above.E,Rb and Qb are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

7.7.5 Watertight Bottom Girder Plating
The net thickness of the watertight bottom girder plating is to be not less than t1, t2 and t3, as
specified below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2   mm (in.)

but not less than 9.5 mm (0.37 in.) wheres = spacing of watertight bottom girder longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.5p = pn− puo in ballast tank, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)pn is nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the lower edge of each plate, as defined in
3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for longitudinal bulkhead plating.puo is also defined in 4/9.1.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.f1 = permissible bending stress, in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [1− 0 . 21z/B − 0 . 47α1(SMRB/SMB)]SmfySMB/SMRB is not to be taken more than 1 . 2α1 or 1.4, whichever is lesser.

α1 = Sm1fy1/SmfySm = strength reduction factor of the steel grade for the watertight bottom girder plating obtained from
4/7.3.1fy = minimum specified yield point of the watertight bottom girder plating, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
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z = transverse distance, in m (ft), measured from the centerline of the section to the watertight bottom
girder under considerationf2 = permissible bending stress, in the vertical direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= Smfyc = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2c is not to be taken less than 0.33, but need not be greater than 0 . 45(Q/Qb)1/2.N = Rb[(Q/Qb)]1/2Q = material conversion factor in 4/5.1 for the watertight bottom girder platingB = drillship’s breadth, in m (ft), as defined in as defined in 1/3.3, in m (ft)SMRB, SMB,Rb,Qb and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

Sm1 and fy1 are as defined in 4/7.5.

7.7.6 Watertight Bottom Girder Longitudinals
The net section modulus of each individual longitudinal stiffener on watertight bottom girder, in
association with the effective plating to which it is attached, is to be not less than obtained from
the following equation:SM = M/fb     cm3 (in3)M = 1000c1psℓ2/k     N-cm (kgf-cm, lbf-in.)

wherek = 12 (12, 83.33)c1 = 1.0 for longitudinals and horizontal stiffeners

= 1 + γ/ℓ10p for vertical stiffenersγ = specific weight of the liquid, ≥ 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft)s = spacing of longitudinals or vertical/horizontal stiffeners, in mm (in.)ℓ = span of longitudinals or stiffeners between effective supports, in m (ft)p = pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the longitudinal or stiffener considered, as specified in
4/7.7.5.fb = permissible bending stresses, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2).

= 1 . 4[1 . 0− 0 . 28(z/B)− 0 . 52α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 90Smfyz = transverse distance, in m (ft), measured from the centerline of the drillship to the longitudinal under
consideration at its connection to the associated plateSm, fy and α1 are as defined in 4/7.5.SMRB and SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

The effective breadth of plating, be, is as defined in line a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.
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FIGURE 3 
Unsupported Span of Longitudinal
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FIGURE 4 
Effective Breadth of Plating be

 

 

a) For bending at midspanbe/s = 1 . 219 – 0 . 965/(cℓ0/s) , when cℓ0/s < 4 . 5
otherwisebe/s = 1 . 0cℓo/s 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 and

greaterbe/s 0.58 0.73 0.83 0.90 0.95 0.98 1.0

a) For bending at endsbe/s = (0 . 124cℓ/s – 0 . 062)1/2 , when cℓ/s < 8 . 5
otherwisebe/s = 1 . 0

cℓ/s 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4.0be/s 0.25 0.35 0.43 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.67

9 Side Shell and Deck – Plating and Longitudinals

9.1 Side Shell Plating
The net thickness of the side shell plating, in addition to compliance with 4/5, is to be not less than t1, t2
and t3, as specified below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm(in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm(in.)
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t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2   mm(in.)

wheres = spacing of side longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = pa− puo   or   pb , whichever is greater, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)puo = 0 . 24γ(ℎℓwtbwttanϕetanθe)1/3 where ℓwt ≥ 0 . 20L
= 0 where ℓwt ≤ 0 . 15L

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate values of ℓwt.pa and pb are nominal pressures at the lower edge of each plate, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in
load case “a” and “b” 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for side shell plating, but are not to be less than 65% of those
calculated at the upper turn of bilge.bwt = breadth at tank top of double side ballast tank, in m (ft)ϕe = effective pitch amplitude, as defined in 3/5.7.2, with Cϕ = 0 . 7θe = effective roll amplitude, as defined in 3/5.7.2, with Cθ = 0 . 7L is drillship length, as defined in 1/3.1.1), in m (ft).γ , h and ℓwt are also defined in 4/7.3.1.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material required
at the location under consideration.f1 = permissible bending stress, in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [0 . 86− 0 . 50α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yb)]Smfy ≤ fmax below neutral axis

= fmax above neutral axisSMB/SMRB is not to be taken more than 1.4.fmax = 0 . 43Smfy , 0 . 4L amidship for L ≥ 190 m (623
ft)

= [0 . 43 + 0 . 17(190− L)/40]Smfy , 0 . 4L amidship for L < 190 m (623
ft)

= 0 . 65Smfy Aft peak bulkhead to the aft end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationf2 = permissible bending stress in the vertical direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 . 80Smfy 0 . 4L amidship

= 1 . 00Smfy Aft peak bulkhead to the aft end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate location
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α1 = Sm1fy1/SmfySm = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of side shell plating materialSm1 = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of bottom flange materialfy = minimum specified yield point of the side shell material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fy1 = minimum specified yield point of the bottom flange material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)yb = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the upper turn of bilge to the neutral axis of the sectionc = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2N = Rd(Q/Qd)1/2 for the sheer strake

= Rd[(Q/Qd)(y/yn)]1/2 for other locations above neutral axis

= Rb[(Q/Qb)(y/yn)]1/2 for locations below neutral axisRd = (SMRDS/SMD)1/2y = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the
lower edge (upper edge) of the side shell strake, when the strake under consideration is below (above)
the neutral axis for N.

= vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the
lower edge of the side shell strake under consideration for f1.SMRDS = reference net hull girder section modulus for sagging bending moment, based on the material factor
of the deck flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)

= 0 . 92SMSSMS = required gross hull girder section modulus, in accordance with 4/3.3.1 and 4/3.5.3, for sagging total
bending moment at the location under consideration, based on the material factor of the deck flange
of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)Q,Qd = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the side shell plating under consideration and the deck flange
of the hull girder, respectively.yn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the bottom (deck) to the neutral axis of the section, when
the strake under consideration is below (above) the neutral axis.SMRB, SMB,Rb,Qb and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.SMD is as defined in 4/9.5.

The minimum width of the sheer strake for the midship 0 . 4L is to be in accordance with the following
equations:b = 5L+ 800   mm for L < 200 mb = 1800   mm for 200 ≤ L ≤ 427 mb = 0 . 06L+ 31 . 5   in. for L < 656 ft

b = 71   in. for 656 ≤ L ≤ 1400 ft

whereL = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1, in m (ft)b = width of sheer strake, in mm (in.)
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The scantlings of the side shell structure forward of 0 . 4L amidships are to satisfy the requirements in 6/3.

The thickness of the sheer strake is to be increased 25% in way of breaks of superstructures, but this
increase need not exceed 6.5 mm (0.26 in.).

The top edge of the sheer strake is to be smooth and free of notches. Fittings and bulwarks are not to be
welded to the top of the sheer strake within the amidships 0 . 8L,nor in way of superstructure breaks
throughout. Special consideration can be given for heavy lift cranes or other equipment foundations
supported on top of the shear strake provided that strength and fatigue analysis of the foundations are
satisfied.

9.3 Deck Plating
The thickness of the strength deck plating is to be not less than that needed to meet the hull girder section
modulus requirement in 4/3.3. The buckling and ultimate strength are to be in accordance with the
requirements in 5/5. In addition, the net thickness of deck plating is to be not less than t1, t2 and t3, as
specified below for the midship 0 . 4L :t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm(in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm(in.)t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2   mm(in.)

wheres = spacing of deck longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = pn in cargo tank, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= pn− puℎ in ballast tank, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

In no case is p to be taken less than 2.06 N/cm2 (0.21 kgf/cm2, 2.987 lbf/in2).pn is nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2lbf/in2), as defined in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for deck plating.puℎ is defined in 4/7.3.1.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material required
at the location under consideration.f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 . 15Smfyf2 = permissible bending stress in the transverse direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 . 80Smfyc = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 ≥ cmincmin = 0 . 5(0 . 6 + 0 . 0015L) 0 . 4L amidship for SI or MKS units
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= 0 . 5(0 . 6 + 0 . 00046L) 0 . 4L amidship for U.S. units

= 0 . 30Q1/2 Peak bulkhead to the end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationL = length of drillship, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)N = Rd(Q/Qd)1/2Rd = (SMRDS/SMD)1/2Q = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the deck platingSm, fy and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.SMRDS and Qd are as defined in 4/9.1.SMD is as defined in 4/9.5.

The thickness of the stringer plate is to be increased 25% in way of breaks of superstructures, but this
increase need not exceed 6.5 mm (0.25 in.). The required deck area is to be maintained throughout the
midship 0 . 4L of the drillship or beyond the end of a superstructure at or near the midship 0 . 4L point.
From these locations to the ends of the drillship, the deck area may be gradually reduced in accordance
with 4/3.3.1(d). Where bending moment envelope curves are used to determine the required hull girder
section modulus, the foregoing requirements for strength deck area may be modified in accordance with
4/3.3.1(d). Where so modified, the strength deck area is to be maintained a suitable distance from
superstructure breaks and is to be extended into the superstructure to provide adequate structural
continuity.

9.5 Deck and Side Longitudinals
The net section modulus of each individual side or deck longitudinal, in association with the effective
plating to which it is attached, is to be not less than obtained from the following equation:SM = M/fb     cm3(in3)M = 1000psℓ2/k     N-cm (kgf-cm, lbf-in)

wherek = 12 (12, 83.33)p = pai− puo or pb, whichever is greater, for side longitudinals, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= pn for deck longitudinals in cargo tank, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= pn− puℎ for deck longitudinals in ballast tank, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

In no case is p to be taken less than 2.06 N/cm2 (0.21 kgf/cm2, 2.987 lbf/in2).pa and pb are nominal pressures, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in load case “a” and “b” , at the
side longitudinal considered, in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for side longitudinals, respectively.pn is nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 for deck longitudinals.puo and puℎ are defined in 4/9.1 and 4/7.3.1, respectively.
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s and ℓ are as defined in 4/7.5.

fb = permissible bending stresses, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= (1 . 0− 0 . 60α2SMRD/SMD)Smfy for deck longitudinals

= 1 . 0[0 . 86− 0 . 52α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ fmax
for side longitudinals below neutral axis

= 2 . 0[0 . 86− 0 . 52α2(SMRD/SMD)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ fmax
for side longitudinals above neutral axisfmax = 0 . 75Smfy 0 . 4L amidship

= 0 . 90Smfy Peak bulkhead to the end

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationα1 = Sm2fy2/SmfySm,   fy and α1 are as defined in 4/7.5.

Sm2 = strength reduction factor, as obtained from 4/7.3.1, for the steel grade of top flange material of the hull girder.fy2 = minimum specified yield point of the top flange material of the hull girder, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)SMRD= reference net hull girder section modulus based on the material factor of the top flange of the hull girder, in
cm2-m (in2-ft)

= 0 . 92   SMSM = required gross hull girder section modulus at the location under consideration, in accordance with 4/3.3.1 and
4/3.5.3, based on the material factor of the top flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)SMD = design (actual) net hull girder section modulus at the deck, in cm2-m (in2-ft), at the location under
considerationSMRB and SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

y = vertical distance in m (ft) measured from the neutral axis of the section to the longitudinal under consideration
at its connection to the associated plateyn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the deck (bottom) to the neutral axis of the section, when the
longitudinal under consideration is above (below) the neutral axis.

Where the wing spaces are U-shaped, the net section modulus of deck longitudinals in the wing spaces is
to be not less than that of the uppermost side longitudinal, adjusted for the span and spacing of the
longitudinal and the material factors.

Where the breadth of center hold exceeds 0 . 6B, the net section modulus of deck longitudinals in the
center hold, located outboard of 0 . 3B from the centerline of the hold, is also to be not less than that of the
uppermost boundary longitudinal bulkhead longitudinal required by 4/13.5, adjusted for the span and
spacing of the longitudinal and the material factors.

In determining compliance with the foregoing, an effective breadth, be, of attached plating is to be used in
the calculation of the section modulus of the design longitudinal.be is to be obtained from line a) of 4/7.7.6
FIGURE 4.
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The net moment of inertia about the neutral axis of deck longitudinals and side longitudinals within the
region of 0 . 1D from the deck, in association with the effective plating (bwLtn), is to be not less than
obtained from the following equation:io = kAeℓ2fy/E     cm4(in4)

wherek = 1220 (1220, 17.57)Ae = net sectional area of the longitudinal with the associated effective plating bwLtn, in cm2 (in2)bwL = csc = 2 . 25/β − 1 . 25/β2 for β ≥ 1 . 25
= 1.0 for β < 1 . 25β = (fy/E)1/2s/tntn = net thickness of the plate, in mm (in.)D = depth of drillship, as defined in 1/3.5, in m (ft)ℓ, s and fy are as defined in 4/7.5.E is as defined in 4/7.3.1.

11 Side Shell and Deck –Main Supporting Members

11.1 General
The main supporting members, such as transverses and girders, are to be arranged and designed with
sufficient stiffness to provide support to the drillship’s hull structures. In general, the deck transverses, side
transverses and bottom floors are to be arranged in one plane to form continuous transverse rings. Deck
girders, where fitted, are to extend throughout the cargo tank spaces and are to be effectively supported at
the transverse bulkheads.

Generous transitions are to be provided at the intersections of main supporting members to provide smooth
transmission of loads and to minimize the stress concentrations. Abrupt changes in sectional properties and
sharp re-entrant corners are to be avoided.

The strength of the resultant design is verified with the subsequent total strength assessment in Section 5,
and the structural properties of the main supporting members and end brackets are to comply with the
failure criteria specified in 5/3.

11.3 Minimum Thickness for Web Portion of Main Supporting Members
In general, the net thickness of the web plate of the main supporting members, except stringers in double
side structures, is to be not less than t, as obtained below:t1 = 0 . 012L+ 6 . 7   mm= 0 . 144L × 10− 3 + 0 . 264   in.

but t need not be taken greater than 10.0 mm (0.394 in.)
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The net thickness of side stringers in double side structures is not to be less than t1 and t2, as specified
below:t1 = 0 . 012L+ 6 . 7   mm= 0 . 144L × 10− 3 + 0 . 264   in.

but t1 need not be taken greater than 9.0 mm (0.355 in.)t2 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2    mm (in.)

whereL = length of the drillship, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft),c = 0.7N2- 0.2, not to be less than 0.32s = spacing of longitudinals, in mm (in.)Sm = strength reduction factor, obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of the side stringerfy = minimum specified yield point of the side stringer material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)N = Rd[(Q/Qd)(y/yn)]1/2 for side stringers above neutral axis

= Rb[(Q/Qb)(y/yn)]1/2 for side stringers below neutral axisQ = material conversion factor 4/3.5.3 for the side stringer under considerationy = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the side
stringer under considerationE,Rb and Qb are as defined in 4/7.3.1.Rd,Qd and yn are as defined in 4/9.1.

11.5 Minimum Depth for Web Portion of Main Supporting Members
Generally the depths of supporting members are not to be less than three times the depth of the slots for
longitudinals.

11.7 Brackets
Generally, brackets are to have a thickness not less than that of the member supported, are to have flanges
or face plates at their edges and are to be suitably stiffened.

11.9 Web Stiffeners and Tripping Brackets
11.9.1 Web Stiffeners

Special attention is to be given to the stiffening of web plate panels close to change in contour of
the web or where higher strength steel is used.

Web stiffener attachment to the deep webs, longitudinals and stiffeners is to be effected by
continuous welds.

Where depth/thickness ratio of the web plating exceeds 200, a stiffener is to be fitted parallel to
the flange or face plate at approximately one-quarter depth of the web from the flange or face
plate.
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Alternative system of web-stiffening of the main supporting members may be considered based on
the structural stability of the web and satisfactory levels of the shear stresses in the welds of the
longitudinals to the web plates.

11.9.2 Tripping Bracket
Tripping brackets, arranged to support the flanges, are to be fitted at intervals of about 3 m (9.84
ft), close to any changes of section, and in line with the flanges of struts.

11.11 Slots and Lightening Holes
When slots and lightening holes are cut in transverses, webs, floors, stringers and girders, they are to be
kept well clear of other openings. The slots are to be neatly cut and well rounded. Lightening holes are to
be located midway between the slots and at about one-third of the depth of the web from the shell, deck or
bulkhead. Their diameters are not to exceed one-third the depth of the web. In general, lightening holes are
not to be cut in those areas of webs, floors, stringers, girders and transverses where the shear stresses are
high. Similarly, slots for longitudinals are to be provided with filler plates or other reinforcement in these
same areas. Where it is necessary to cut openings in highly stressed areas, they are to be effectively
compensated. Continuous fillet welds are to be provided at the connection of the filler plates to the web
and at the connection of the filler plate to the longitudinals.

13 Longitudinal and Transverse Bulkheads

13.1 Longitudinal Bulkhead Plating
The net thickness of the longitudinal bulkhead plating is to be not less than t1, t2 and t3, as specified
below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2   mm (in.)

but not less than 9.0 mm (0.355 in.) wheres = spacing of longitudinal bulkhead longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.5p = pressure at the lower edge of each plate, pi, or maximum slosh pressure, ps, whichever is greater, in N/cm2

(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

In no case is p to be taken less than 2.06 N/cm2 (0.21 kgf/cm2, 2.987 lbf/in2).

pi = pn in liquid tank or hold, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= pn− puo in ballast tank, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)pn is nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the lower edge of each plate, as defined in 3/9.5.2
TABLE 2 for longitudinal bulkhead plating.puo is also defined in 4/9.1.
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The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material required
at the location under consideration.ps = kspis , not to be taken less than kspis(mid)pis = nominal slosh pressure, as specified in 3/11.5.1pis(mid) = nominal slosh pressure at the mid-tank of the bulkhead at the same height as the point under

considerationks = bt/ℓt, 0 . 9 ≥ ks ≥ 0 . 65   (ks = 0 . 9 for pis(mid))f1 = permissible bending stress, in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [1− 0 . 28z/B − 0 . 52α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yn)]Smfy, below neutral axis

= [1− 0 . 28z/B − 0 . 52α2(SMRD/SMD)(y/yn)]Smfy, above neutral axis

= 0 . 65Smfy , for flooded conditionbt and ℓt are the width and length, respectively, of the cargo tank being considered.SMB/SMRB is not to be taken more than 1 . 2α1 or 1.4, whichever is lesser.

α1 = Sm1fy1/Smfyα2 = Sm2fy2/SmfySm = strength reduction factor of the steel grade for the longitudinal bulkhead plating obtained from 4/7.3.1fy = minimum specified yield point of the longitudinal bulkhead plating, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)z = transverse distance, in m (ft), measured from the centerline of the section to the bulkhead strake under
considerationyn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the deck (bottom) to the neutral axis of the section, when the strake
under consideration is above (below) the neutral axisf2 = permissible bending stress, in the vertical direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= Smfyc = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2c for the top strake is not to be taken less than 0 . 4Q1/2, but need not be greater than 0.45.c for other strakes is not to be taken less than 0.33, but need not be greater than 0 . 45(Q/Qd)1/2 for strakes above the

neutral axis nor greater than 0 . 45(Q/Qb)1/2 for strakes below the neutral axis.N = Rd[(Q/Qd)(y/yn)]1/2 for strake above the neutral axis

= Rb[(Q/Qb)(y/yn)]1/2 for strake below the neutral axisy = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the upper
edge (lower edge) of the bulkhead strake, when the strake under consideration is above (below) the neutral
axis for N

= vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the lower
edge of the bulkhead strake under consideration for f1
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Q = material conversion factor in 4/5.1 for the longitudinal bulkhead platingB = drillship’s breadth, in m (ft), as defined in as defined in 1/3.3, in m (ft)SMRB, SMB,Rb,Qb and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.Sm1 and fy1 are as defined in 4/7.5.Rd and Qd are as defined in 4/9.1.SMRD, SMD, Sm2 and fy2 are as defined in 4/9.5.

The minimum width of the top strake for the midship 0.4L is to be obtained from the following equation:b = 5L+ 800 mm for L ≤ 200 m

= 1800 mm for 200 < L ≤ 500 mb = 0 . 06L+ 31 . 5 in. for L ≤ 656 ft

= 70.87 in. for 656 < L ≤ 1640 ftL = length of drillship, as defined in 3-1-1/3.1 of the Marine Vessel Rules, in m (ft)b = width of top strake, in mm (in.)

13.3 Moonpool Longitudinal Side Plating
The net thickness of the moonpool longitudinal side plating, in addition to compliance with 4/5, is to be
not less than t1, t2, and t3, as specified below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)t3 = cs(Smfy/E)1/2   mm (in.)

Where the moonpool longitudinal bulkhead plating is transversely stiffened locally, the net thickness of the
moonpool longitudinal bulkhead plating is not to be less than t4, specified as follows, instead of t1, t2, andt3.t4 = 0 . 73st(k2p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)

wheres = spacing of side longitudinals, in mm (in.)st = spacing of moonpool longitudinal bulkhead transverse stiffeners, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = pressure at the lower edge of each plate, pa,pb, or maximum slosh pressure, ps, whichever is greater, in N/cm2

(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
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pa or pb is nominal pressures at the lower edge of each plate, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in load
case “a” or “b” 3/13.3.1 TABLE 3 for moonpool side plating, but not to be less than 65% of those
calculated at the base line.ps is defined in 4/13.1.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material required
at the location under consideration.f1 = permissible bending stress, in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [0 . 86− 0 . 50α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yb)]Smfy≤ 0 . 43Smfy, for L ≥ 190 m (623 ft), below neutral axis≤ [0 . 43 + 0 . 17(190− L)/40]Smfy, for L < 190 m (623 ft), below neutral axisSMB/SMRB is not to be taken more than 1.4.

= 0 . 43Smfy, for L ≥ 190 m (623 ft), above neutral axis

= [0 . 43 + 0 . 17(190− L)/40]Smfy for L < 190 m (623 ft), above neutral axisf2 = permissible bending stress in the vertical direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0 . 80Smfyα1 = Sm1fy1/SmfySm = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of moonpool longitudinal side plating
materialSm1 = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of bottom flange materialfy = minimum specified yield point of the moonpool longitudinal side material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fy1 = minimum specified yield point of the bottom flange material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)yb = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the baseline to the neutral axis of the sectionc = 0 . 7N2− 0 . 2 , not to be less than 0 . 4Q1/2N = Rd[(Q/Qd)(y/yn)]1/2 for locations above neutral axis

= Rb[(Q/Qb)(y/yn)]1/2 for locations below neutral axisRd = (SMRDS/SMD)1/2y = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the
lower edge (upper edge) of the moonpool longitudinal side strake, when the strake under consideration
is below (above) the neutral axis for N.

= vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder transverse section to the
lower edge of the moonpool longitudinal side strake under consideration for f1.SMRDS = reference net hull girder section modulus for sagging bending moment, based on the material factor of
the deck flange of the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)

= 0.92SMS
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SMS = required gross hull girder section modulus, in accordance with 4/3.3.1 and 4/3.5.3, for sagging total
bending moment at the location under consideration, based on the material factor of the deck flange of
the hull girder, in cm2-m (in2-ft)Q,Qd = material conversion factor in 4/3.5.3 for the side shell plating under consideration and the deck flange of
the hull girder, respectively.yn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the bottom (deck) to the neutral axis of the section, when the
strake under consideration is below (above) the neutral axis.SMRB, SMB,Rb,Qb and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.SMD is as defined in 4/9.5.

13.5 Transverse Bulkhead Plating and Moonpool Transverse Side Plating
The net thickness of transverse bulkhead plating and moonpool transverse side plating is to be not less thant, as specified below.t = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)

but not less than 9.0 mm (0.355 in.)

wheres = spacing of transverse bulkhead stiffeners, in mm (in.)k2 = 0.50p = pi or maximum slosh pressure, ps, whichever is greater, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2). In no case is p to be taken
less than 2.06 N/cm2 (0.21 kgf/cm2, 2.987 lbf/in2).pi = pn in liquid tank not adjacent to side shell or dry space or void space, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2,

lbf/in2)

= pn− puℎ in liquid tank adjacent to side shell, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)pn is nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the lower edge of each plate, as defined in 3/9.5.2
TABLE 2 for transverse bulkhead plating.puℎ is also defined in 4/7.3.1.

ps = kspis , not to be taken less than kspis(mid)pis = nominal slosh pressure, as specified in 3/11.5.1pis(mid) = nominal slosh pressure at the mid-tank of the bulkhead at the same height as the point under
consideration.ks = ℓt/bt, 0 . 9 ≥ ks ≥ 0 . 65(ks = 0 . 9   for   pis(mid))f2 = permissible bending stress, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.85 SmfySm and fy are as defined in 4/7.3.1.ℓt, bt are defined in 4/13.1.
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Where the wing spaces are U-shaped, the net thickness of transverse bulkhead plating in the wing spaces is
also to be not less than as obtained from the above equation with the following substituted for p and f2.
wherep = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified for side shell structure (item 3 case a) in 3/9.5.2

TABLE 2, at the lower edge level of each transverse bulkhead platef2 = Smfy , in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

Where the breadth of center hold exceeds 0 . 6B, the net thickness of transverse bulkhead plating in the
center hold, outboard of 0 . 3B from the centerline of the hold, is also to be not less than as obtained from
the above equation with the following substituted for p and f2:p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified for inner skin longitudinal bulkhead structure (item

6 case a) in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2, at the lower edge level of each transverse bulkhead platef2 = Smfy , in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

13.7 Longitudinals and Vertical/Horizontal Stiffeners
The net section modulus of each individual longitudinal or vertical/horizontal stiffener on longitudinal and
transverse bulkheads, in association with the effective plating to which it is attached, is to be not less than
obtained from the following equation:SM = M/fb     cm3 (in3)M = 1000c1psℓ2/k     N-cm (kgf-cm, lbf-in.)

wherek = 12 (12, 83.33)c1 = 1.0 for longitudinals and horizontal stiffeners

= 1 + γℓ/10p for vertical stiffenersγ = specific weight of the liquid, ≥ 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft)s = spacing of longitudinals or vertical/horizontal stiffeners, in mm (in.)ℓ = span of longitudinals or stiffeners between effective supports, in m (ft)p = pressure, pi, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the longitudinal or stiffener considered, as specified in 4/13.1
and 4/13.3, or maximum slosh pressure, ps, whichever is greater. For vertical stiffeners, pressure is to be
taken at the middle of span of each stiffener.ps = c3pis , not to be taken less than c3pis(mid)pis(mid) = nominal slosh pressure at the mid-tank of the bulkhead at the same height as the point under
considerationpis = nominal slosh pressure, as specified in 3/11.5.1c3 = as specified below:
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● for transverse bulkheads
0.60 for angle or T-bar, 0.68 for bulb plate or flat bar, and 0.73 for corrugation, if tank length ℓt is greater than 1.4
times tank width bt and no transverse swash bulkheads in the tank.
Otherwise, c3 = cst(cst = 1 . 0 for pis(mid))cst = ℓt/bt,   1 . 0 ≥ cst ≥ 0 . 71

● for longitudinal bulkheads
0.60 for angle or T-bar, 0.68 for bulb plate or flat bar and 0.73 for corrugation, if tank width bt is greater than 1.4
times tank length ℓt and no longitudinal swash bulkheads in the tank.
Otherwise, c3 = csℓ(csℓ = 1 . 0   for   pis(mid))csℓ = bt/ℓt,   1 . 0 ≥ csℓ ≥ 0 . 71fb = permissible bending stresses, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2).

= 0.70 Smfy for transverse bulkhead stiffeners

= 1 . 4[1 . 0− 0 . 28(z/B)− 0 . 52α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 95Smfy for longitudinal bulkhead
longitudinals below neutral axis

= 2 . 2[1 . 0− 0 . 28(z/B)− 0 . 52α2(SMRD/SMD)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 95Smfy for longitudinal
bulkhead longitudinals above neutral axis

= 1 . 0[0 . 86− 0 . 52α1(SMRB/SMB)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 75Smfy for moonpool longitudinal bulkhead
longitudinals below neutral axis

= 2 . 0[0 . 86− 0 . 52α2(SMRD/SMD)(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 75Smfy for moonpool longitudinal bulkhead
longitudinals above neutral axisz = transverse distance, in m (ft), measured from the centerline of the drillship to the longitudinal under
consideration at its connection to the associated plateℎ = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the tank bottom to the longitudinal under considerationH = depth of the tank, in m (ft)B = drillship’s breadth, as defined in 1/3.5, in m (ft)Sm, fy and α1 are as defined in 4/7.5.α2, y,yn, SMRD and SMD are as defined in 4/9.5.SMRB and SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

The effective breadth of plating, be, is as defined in line a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.

Where the wing spaces are U-shaped, the net section modulus of transverse bulkhead stiffeners in the wing
spaces is also to be not less than as obtained from the above equation with the following substituted for p
and fb :p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified for side shell structure (item 3 case a) in 3/9.5.2

TABLE 2 at each transverse bulkhead stiffener level.fb = Smfy , in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

Where the breadth of center hold exceeds 0 . 6B, the net section modulus of transverse bulkhead stiffeners
in the center hold, located outboard of0 . 3B from the centerline of the hold, is also to be not less than as
obtained from the above equation with the following substituted for p and fb :
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p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified for inner skin longitudinal bulkhead structure (item
6 case a) in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 at each transverse bulkhead stiffener level.fb = Smfy , in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

The net moment of inertia of longitudinals on the longitudinal bulkhead, and moonpool longitudinal
bulkhead, with the associated effective plating, within the region of 0.1D from the deck is to be not less
than io, as specified in 4/9.5.

15 Stringers Forming Tank Boundaries

15.1 Side Stringers Forming Tank Boundaries
The net thickness of the side stringer plating is to be not less than t1 and t2, as specified below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)

wheres = spacing of side longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [1− 0 . 70α1SMRB/SMB(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy below neutral axes

= [1− 0 . 70α2SMRD/SMD(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy above neutral axesf2 = permissible bending stress in the transverse direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.85 SmfySm = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of side stringer plating materialfy = minimum specified yield point of the side stringer plating material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)y = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder section to the side stringer under
considerationyn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the bottom (main
deck) to the neutral axis of the hull girder sectionα1, SMRB, SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1 and α2, SMRD, SMD are as defined in 4/9.5.

15.3 Watertight Flat Forming Tank Boundaries
The net thickness of the watertight flat plating is to be not less than t1 and t2, as specified below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)
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wheres = spacing of side longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [1− 0 . 70α1SMRB/SMB(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy below neutral axes

= [1− 0 . 70α2SMRD/SMD(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy above neutral axesf2 = permissible bending stress in the transverse direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.85 SmfySm = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of watertight flat plating materialfy = minimum specified yield point of the watertight flat plating material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)y = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder section to the watertight flat under
considerationyn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the bottom (main deck) to the neutral axis of the hull girder sectionα1, SMRB,   SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1 and α2, SMRD, SMD are as defined in 4/9.5.

15.5 Tween Deck Forming Tank Boundaries
The net thickness of the tween deck plating is to be not less than t1and t2, as specified below:t1 = 0 . 73s(k1p/f1)1/2   mm (in.)t2 = 0 . 73s(k2p/f2)1/2   mm (in.)

wheres = spacing of side longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as specified in Section 3, Table 2f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= [1− 0 . 70α1SMRB/SMB(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy below neutral axes

= [1− 0 . 70α2SMRD/SMD(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy above neutral axesf2 = permissible bending stress in the transverse direction, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.85 SmfySm = strength reduction factor obtained from 4/7.3.1 for the steel grade of tween deck plating materialfy = minimum specified yield point of the tween deck plating material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
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y = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the neutral axis of the hull girder section to the tween deck under
considerationyn = vertical distance, in m (ft), measured from the bottom (main deck) to the neutral axis of the hull girder sectionα1, SMRB, SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1 and α2, SMRD, SMD are as defined in 4/9.5.

15.7 Longitudinal Stiffeners
The net section modulus of each individual longitudinal stiffener on stringers forming the tank boundaries,
in association with the effective plating to which it is attached, is to be not less than obtained from the
following equation:SM = M/fb     cm3 (in3)M = 1000   psℓ2/k     N-cm (kgf-cm, lbf-in.)

wherek = 12 (12, 83.33)γ = specific weight of the liquid, ≥ 1.005 N/cm2-m (0.1025 kgf/cm2-m, 0.4444 lbf/in2-ft)s = spacing of longitudinals or vertical/horizontal stiffeners, in mm (in.)ℓ = span of longitudinals or stiffeners between effective supports, in m (ft)p = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the longitudinal considered, as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2fb = permissible bending stresses, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2).

= [1− 0 . 70α1SMRB/SMB(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy below neutral axis

= [1− 0 . 70α2SMRD/SMD(y/yn)]Smfy ≤ 0 . 85Smfy above neutral axis

= Smfy for flooded conditionSm, fy and α1, SMRB, SMB are as defined in 4/7.3.1.α2, SMRD and SMD are as defined in 4/9.5.y, yn are as defined in 4/15.5.

The effective breadth of plating, be, is as defined in line a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.

15.9 Minimum Thickness for Non-tight Flat and Non-tight Tween Deck
The net thickness of non-tight flat and non-tight tween deck is not to be less than t1, as specified below:t1 = 0 . 012L+ 5 . 2   mm

= 0.144L × 10-3 + 0.205   in.

but t1 need not be taken greater than 8.0 mm (0.315 in.)

15.11 Tween Deck Not Forming Tank Boundary
The net thickness t of tween deck plating on which cargo is carried is not to be less than t, as specified
below:t = (s ℎ/C – a)Q+ b   mm(in . )
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whereC = 254 (460)α = 3.8 (0.15)b = 4.3 (0.17)Q = material factor, as defined in 4/3.5.3s = beam or longitudinal spacing, in mm (in.)ℎ = height, in m (ft), as follows:

= height at side for tween decks when P < 25.66 kN/m2 (2617 kgf/m2, 536 lbf/ft2)

= height at side for tween decks or P/7.01 m (P/715 m, P/44.7 ft), whichever is greater, when P ≥ 25.66 kN/m2

(2617 kgf/m2, 536 lbf/ft2)P = uniform loading, in kN/m2 (kgf/m2, lbf/ft2)

15.13 Stiffeners on Tween Deck Not Forming Tank Boundary
The net section modulus of each stiffener, in association with the effective plating to which it is attached, is
not to be less than that obtained from the following equation:SM = kcℎsℓ2Q     cm3 (in3)

wherek = 7.8 (0.0041)c = 0.9s = spacing of the stiffeners, in m (ft)ℎ = height, in m (ft), as follows:

= height at side for tween decks when P < 25.66 kN/m2 (2617 kgf/m2, 536 lbf/ft2)

= height at side for tween decks or P/7.01 m (P/715 m, P/44.7 ft), whichever is greater, when P ≥ 25.66 kN/m2

(2617 kgf/m2, 536 lbf/ft2)P = uniform loading, in kN/m2 (kgf/m2, lbf/ft2)ℓ = span of stiffeners between effective supports, as shown in 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 3, in m (ft)Q = material factor, as specified in 4/3.5.3

17 Corrugated Bulkheads

17.1 General
All vertically corrugated transverse and longitudinal bulkheads in liquid tanks are to be designed in
compliance with the requirements specified in this Subsection and the strength assessment criteria with
respect to yielding, buckling and ultimate strength, and fatigue, as specified in Section 5.

In general, the approximation equations given below are applicable to vertical corrugations with
corrugation angles, ϕ(4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5), within the range between 60 and 90 degrees. For corrugation
angles less than 60 degrees and corrugation in the horizontal direction, direct calculations may be required.
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17.3 Plating
The net thickness of the vertically corrugated plating is not to be less than t1 and t2, obtained from the
following equations:

t1 = 0 . 516k1a(pℓ/f1)1/2   mm (in.) for flange and web platingt2 = 100F/(df2)   mm (in.) for web plating

but not less than 9.5 mm (0.37 in.)

whereα = width of flange plating, in mm (in.) as shown in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5c = width of web plating, in mm (in.) as shown in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5d = depth of corrugation, in mm (in.) as shown in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5ϕ = corrugation angle, as shown in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5k1 = (1− c/a+ c2/a2)1/2F = shear force, in N (kgf, lbf), imposed on the web plating at the lower end of corrugation span

= k2sℓ(0 . 375pℓ+ 0 . 125pu)k2 = 10 (10, 12)s = spacing of corrugation, in mm (in.), i.e., a+ ccosϕ, as shown in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5

= span of corrugation, in m (ft), taken as the distance between lower and upper stools at centerlinepℓ,pu = nominal pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), at the lower and upper ends of span, respectively, as
specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2f1 = permissible bending stress, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.90 Smfyf2 = permissible shear stress, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.45 SmfyE, Sm and fy are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

The plate thickness, as determined above based on the maximum anticipated pressures, is to be generally
maintained throughout the entire corrugated bulkhead, except that the net thickness of plating above 2/3 of
span, ℓ, from the bottom of the corrugated bulkhead may be reduced by 20%.

17.5 Stiffness of Corrugation
17.5.1 Depth/Length Ratio

The depth/length ratio (d/ℓ) of the corrugation is not to be less than 1/15, where d and ℓ are as
defined in 4/17.3 above

17.5.2 Section Modulus
The net section modulus for any unit corrugation is not to be less than obtained from the following
equation for all anticipated service loading condition:SM = M/fb     cm3 (in3)
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M = 1000Cps2ℓ02/k     N-cm (kgf-cm, lbf-in)

wherek = 12 (12, 83.33)ℓ0 = nominal length of corrugation, in m (ft)C = the bending moment coefficient, 0.6p = (pℓ+ pu)/2 , N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

f b = permissible bending stress, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.90 SmfySm andfy are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

The developed net section modulus SM may be obtained from the following equation, wherea, c,d, tf (net), and tw (net), all in cm (in), are as indicated in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5.SM = d(3atf+ ctw)/6     cm3 (in3)

FIGURE 5 
Definition of Parameters for Corrugation

17.7 Supporting Structures
The stool may be eliminated for a smaller capacity of tank provided at least one of the following
requirements considering the arrangement of drillship is complied with:

i) Sloping plates are fitted at both ends connections of the corrugation to the panel of corrugated
bulkhead with proper brackets and diaphragms to effectively support the panels of the corrugated
bulkhead. Brackets or diaphragms are to be in line with double bottom girders or floors. Cutouts
for stiffeners in way of supporting floors or girders near the end of sloping plates are to be fitted
with full collar plates. Scallops in brackets or diaphragms in way of the connection to corrugation
flange and web are not permitted. See 4/17.7 FIGURE 6 below.
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FIGURE 6

i) Brackets, stiffeners or diaphragms are to be fitted in line with corrugation flange when the tank is
located above of inner bottom. See 4/17.7 FIGURE 7 below.

FIGURE 7 
Supporting Structures for Corrugation
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S E C T I O N  5
Total Strength Assessment

1 Structural Analysis

1.1 General
In assessing the adequacy of the structural configuration and the initially selected scantlings, the strength
of the hull girder and the individual structural member or element is to be in compliance with the failure
criteria specified in 5/3 below. In this regard, the structural response is to be calculated by performing a
structural analysis, as specified in 5/11, or by other equivalent and effective means. Due consideration is to
be given to structural details, as specified in 4/1.5.

1.3 Loads and Load Cases
In determination of the structural response, all possible modes of operation are to be considered including
transit, normal drilling and severe storm conditions. As a minimum, loading patterns representing
maximum still water hull girder bending moments and shear forces are to be analyzed for each mode of
operation, considering static loads together with the combined load cases according to 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1.
See also 3/9.1 and A4/13.

Deck loads as specified in 3/15 are also to be considered. Bowflare/bottom slamming and other loads, as
specified in 3/13, are also to be considered as necessary.

1.5 Stress Components
The total stresses in stiffened plate panels are divided into the following three categories:

1.5.1 Primary
Primary stresses are those resulting from hull girder bending. The primary bending stresses may
be determined by simple beam method using the specified total vertical and horizontal bending
moments and the effective net hull girder section modulus at the section considered. These
primary stresses, designated by fL1 (fL1V, fL1H for vertical and horizontal bending, respectively),
may be regarded as uniformly distributed across the thickness of plate elements, at the same level
measuring from the relevant neutral axis of the hull girder.

1.5.2 Secondary
Secondary stresses are those resulting from bending of large stiffened panels between longitudinal
and transverse bulkheads, due to local loads in an individual liquid or ballast tank.

The secondary bending stresses, designated by fL2 or fT2, are to be determined by performing a
3D FEM analysis, as outlined in this Section.
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For stiffened hull structures, there is another secondary stress due to the bending of longitudinals
or stiffeners with the associated plating between deep supporting members or floors. The latter
secondary stresses are designated by fL2*  or fT2* , and may be approximated by simple beam theory.

The secondary stresses, fL2, fT2, fL2* or fT2* , may be regarded as uniformly distributed in the
flange plating and face plates.

1.5.3 Tertiary
Tertiary stresses are those resulting from the local bending of plate panels between stiffeners. The
tertiary stresses, designated by fL3 or fT3, can be calculated from classic plate theory. These
stresses are referred to as point stresses at the surface of the plate.

1.7 Stress Adjustment
The component strength formulations specified in 5/3, 5/5.5 and 5/5.7 are expressed in terms of net
scantlings. However the total strength assessment finite element analyses required in 5/11 to check for
yielding, buckling and ultimate strength may be carried out using either net scantlings or gross scantlings.
If gross scantlings are used, the direct stresses fL1, fL2, fT1, fT2, fLT, fa that are calculated are to be
increased proportionately by the ratio of gross to net scantlings as follows:

For plate: fL1, fL2, fT1, fT2, fLT Net = tgrosstnet × fL1, fL2, fT1, fT2, fLT Gross
For
corrugated
bulkhead:

fLb, fTb, fb, fLT Net = tgrosstnet × fLb, fTb, fb, fLT Gross
For web plate: fLb, fb, fLT Net = tgrosstnet × fLb, fb, fLT Gross
For stiffener: fL1, fL2 Net = AgrossAnet × fL1, fL2 Gross

3 Failure Criteria – Yielding

3.1 General
The calculated stresses in the hull structure are to be within the limits given below for the entire combined
load cases specified in 3/9.5. The allowable stress limits are based on net scantlings.

3.3 Watertight Structural Members and Elements
3.3.1 Plating

For plating away from knuckle, horizontal girder or stringer or cruciform connections of high
stress concentrations and subject to both in-plane and lateral loads, the combined effects of all of
the calculated stress components are to satisfy the following:fi ≤ Smfy
wherefi = stress intensity

= fL2+ fT2 − fLfT+ 3fLT2 1/2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2fL = calculated total in-plane stress in the longitudinal direction including primary and secondary stresses
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= fL1+ fL2+ fL2* + fL3     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fL1 = direct stress due to the primary (hull girder) bending, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings, N/cm2

(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fL2 = direct stress due to the secondary bending between bulkheads in the longitudinal direction, adjusted
based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fT = calculated total direct stress in the transverse/vertical direction, including secondary stresses

= fT1+ fT2+ fT2* + fT3     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fT1 = direct stress due to sea and cargo load in the transverse/vertical direction, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if

gross scantlings, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fT2 = direct stress due to the secondary bending between bulkheads in the transverse/ vertical direction,
adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fLT = calculated total in-plane shear stress, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/
in2)fy = specified minimum yield point, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)Sm = strength reduction factor, as defined in 4/7.3.1fL2* = direct stress due to local bending of longitudinal between transverses in the longitudinal direction,
N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fT2* = direct stress due to local bending of stiffeners in the transverse/vertical direction, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2,
lbf/in2)

FIGURE 1 
Stress Checking Points of Plate

● At End (point 1)

fL2* = − Cr psℓ212SMPLT1 , fT2* = 0
whereCr = reduction factor for shear lag= 0.08 ℓ/ss = spacing of longitudinals (stiffeners), in cm (in.)
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ℓ = unsupported span of the longitudinal (stiffener), in cm (in.)

p = net lateral pressure for the combined load cases considered, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), with
positive (+) sign convention where pressure is applied from longitudinal/stiffener side and
negative (-) sign convention where pressure is applied from plate side as shown in the following
sketch:

 

 SMPLT1 = net section modulus of the longitudinal (stiffener) with effective breadth of plating, 0.1ℓ or s,
whichever is less, in cm3 (in3)

● At Middle (point 2)

fL2* = psℓ224SMPLT2 , fT2* = 0
where

SMPLT2 = net section modulus of the longitudinal (stiffener) with effective breadth of plating, be = s, in
cm3 (in3)

fL3, fT3 = plate bending stresses between stiffeners in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
respectively, and may be approximated as follows. The sign of tertiary stress is determined by
the condition that the stress intensity fi is maximized.

● At End (point 1)fL3 = ± 0 . 182p s/tn 2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2     for   ℓ > 2= ± 0 . 266p ℓ/tn 2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2     for   ℓ < 2fT3 = 0
● At Middle (point 2)fL3 = 0fT3 = ± 0 . 266p s/tn 2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2       for   ℓ > s= ± 0 . 182p ℓ/tn 2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2     for   ℓ < s
wheretn = net plate thickness, in cm (in.)

For longitudinal plating within two longitudinals or stiffeners from knuckle or cruciform
connections of high stress concentrations, the combined effects of the calculated stress
components are to satisfy the following stress limit:
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fi ≤ 0 . 80Smfy
wherefi = stress intensity= fL2+ fT2 − fLfT+ 3fLT2 1/2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fL = calculated total in-plane stress in the longitudinal direction including primary and secondary stresses,

adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings= fL1+ fL2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fT = calculated total direct stress in the transverse/vertical direction, including secondary stresses, adjusted

based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings= fT1+ fT2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
In addition, the failure criteria for knuckle or cruciform connections in 5/13 are to be complied
with.

3.3.2 Stiffeners
For stiffeners subject to both in-plane and lateral loads, the combined effects of all of the
calculated stress components are to satisfy the following:fi ≤ Smfy
wherefi = stress intensity

= fa+ fL2*     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2fa = total direct axial stress of stiffener including primary and secondary stresses adjusted based on
5/1.7 if gross scantlings

= fL1+ fL2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fL2* = direct stress due to local bending of longitudinal between transverses in the longitudinal direction,

N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= psℓ2/14SMFACE1               at end (point 1)
= −psℓ2/24SMFACE2             at middle (point 2)p = net lateral pressure for the combined load cases considered, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined

in 4/3.3.1SMFACE1 = section modulus of stiffener at face with effective breadth of plating, 0.1ℓ or s, whichever is lessSMFACE2 = section modulus of stiffener at face with effective breadth of plating, 0.2ℓ or s, whichever is less

3.5 Non-tight Structural Members and Elements
3.5.1 Web Plates

For web plates of main supporting members, the combined effects of all of the calculated stress
components are to satisfy the following:
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fi ≤ Smfy
wherefi = stress intensity= fL2+ fT2 − fLfT+ 3fLT2 1/2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fL = calculated total in-plane stress in the longitudinal direction including primary and secondary

stresses, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings= fL1+ fL2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fT = calculated total direct stress in the transverse/vertical direction, including secondary stresses,

adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings= fT1+ fT2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fLT = calculated total in-plane shear stress, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross

scantlingsfy = specified minimum yield point, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)Sm = strength reduction factor, as defined in 4/7.3.1

3.5.2 Flanges of Web Plates
For flanges of web plates of main supporting members, the combined effects of all of the
calculated stress components are to satisfy the following:fi ≤ Smfy
where

fi = fa     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
fa = total direct axial stress of flanges including primary and secondary stresses, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if

gross scantlings= fL1+ fL2     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
5 Failure Criteria – Buckling and Ultimate Strength

5.1 General
5.1.1 Approach

The strength criteria given here correspond to either serviceability (buckling) limit states or
ultimate limit states for structural members and panels, according to the intended functions and
buckling resistance capability of the structure. For plate panels between stiffeners, buckling in the
elastic range is acceptable, provided that the ultimate strength of the structure satisfies the
specified design limits. The critical buckling stresses and ultimate strength of structures may be
determined based on either well-documented experimental data or a calibrated analytical
approach. When a detailed analysis is not available, the equations given in 5/7.1 may be used to
assess the buckling strength.
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5.1.2 Buckling Control Concepts
The strength criteria in 5/5.3 through 5/5.11 are based on the following assumptions and
limitations with respect to buckling control in design.

5.1.2(a) The buckling strength of longitudinals and stiffeners is generally greater than that of the
plate panels they support.

5.1.2(b) All longitudinals with their associated effective plating are to have moments of inertia not
less than io given in 5/7.9.1.

5.1.2(c) The main supporting members, including transverses, girders and floors, with their
associated effective plating are to have the moments of inertia not less than Is given in 5/7.9.3.

5.1.2(d) Face plates and flanges of girders, longitudinals and stiffeners are proportioned such that
local instability is prevented. (See 5/7.9.4)

5.1.2(e) Webs of longitudinals and stiffeners are proportioned such that local instability is
prevented. (See 5/7.9.5).

5.1.2(f) Webs of girders, floors and transverses are designed with proper proportions and stiffening
systems to prevent local instability. Critical buckling stresses of the webs may be calculated from
equations given in 5/7.3.

For structures which do not satisfy these assumptions, a detailed analysis of buckling strength
using an acceptable method is to be submitted for review.

5.3 Plate Panels
5.3.1 Buckling Limit State

The buckling limit state for plate panels between stiffeners is defined by the following equation:fLb/fcL 2+ fTb/fcT 2+ fLT/fcLT 2 ≤ 1 . 0
where

fLb = fL1+ fL2 = calculated total compressive stress in the longitudinal direction for the plate, in
N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), induced by bending of the hull girder and large stiffened
panels between bulkheadsfTb = fT1+ fT2 = calculated total compressive stress in the transverse/vertical direction, in N/cm2

(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fLT = calculated total in-plane shear stress, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fcL , fcT and fcLT are the critical buckling stresses corresponding to uniaxial compression in the
longitudinal, transverse/vertical directions and edge shear, respectively, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2),
and may be determined from the equations given in 5/7.3.fL1 , fL2, fT1,fT2 and fLT are to be determined for the panel in question under the load cases
specified in 3/9.5.2 including the primary and secondary stresses, as defined in 5/1.5, and adjusted
based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings.

5.3.2 Effective Width
When the buckling limit state specified in 5/5.3.1 above is not satisfied, the effective width bwL orbwT of the plating given below is to be used instead of the full width between longitudinals , s, for
verifying the ultimate strength, as specified in5/5.3.3 below. When the buckling limit state in
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5/5.3.1 above is satisfied, the full width between longitudinals, s, may be used as the effective
width, bwL, for verifying the ultimate strength of longitudinals and stiffeners secified in 5/5.5.

5.3.2(a) For long plate:bwL/s = C
where

C = 2 . 25/β − 1 . 25/β2         for   β ≥ 1 . 25
= 1 . 0                               for   β < 1 . 25β = fy/E 1/2s/tns = longitudinal spacing, in mm (in.)tn = net thickness of the plate, in mm (in.)E = Young’s modulus, 2.06 × 107N/cm2 (2.1 × 106 kgf/cm2, 30 × 106lbf/in2) for steelfy = specified minimum yield point of the material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

5.3.2(b) For wide plate (compression in transverse direction):bwT/ℓ = Cs/ℓ + 0 . 115 1− s/ℓ 1 + 1/β2 2 ≤ 1 . 0
whereℓ = spacing of transverses, in cm (in.)s = longitudinal spacing, in cm (in.)C , β are as defined in 5/5.3.2(a) above.

5.3.3 Ultimate Strength
For assessing the ultimate strength of plate panels between stiffeners, special attention is to be
paid to the longitudinal bulkhead plating in the regions of high hull girder shear forces and the
bottom and inner bottom plating in the mid portion of holds or tanks subject to bi-axial
compression.

The ultimate strength of a plate panel between stiffeners is to satisfy all of the following
equations:fLb/fuL 2+ fLT/fuLT 2 ≤ SmfTb/fuT 2+ fLT/fuLT 2 ≤ SmfLb/fuL 2+ fTb/fuT 2− η fLb/fuL fTb/fuT + fLT/fuLT 2 ≤ Sm
wherefLb ,fTb and fLT are as defined in 5/5.3.1 above.Sm is as defined in 4/7.3.1.
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η       =       1 . 5− β/2 ≥ 0β is as defined in 5/5.3.2 above.fuL , fuT and fuLT are the ultimate strengths with respect to uniaxial compression and edge shear,
respectively, and may be obtained from the following equations, except that they need not be
taken less than the corresponding critical buckling stresses specified in 5/5.3.1 above.fuL = fybwL/sfuT = fybwT/ℓfuLT = fcLT+ 0 . 5 fy− 3fcLT / 1 + α+ α2 1/2
whereα = ℓ/sfy , bwL, bwT, s, ℓ hand fcLT are as defined above.

For assessing the ultimate strength of plate panels between stiffeners, special attention is to be
paid to the longitudinal bulkhead plating in the regions of high hull girder shear forces and the
bottom and inner bottom plating in the mid portion of cargo tanks subject to bi-axial compression.

5.5 Longitudinals and Stiffeners
5.5.1 Beam-Column Buckling Limit States and Ultimate Strength

The buckling limit states for longitudinals and stiffeners are considered as the ultimate limit states
for these members and are to be determined as follows:fa/ fcaAe/A +mfb/fy ≤ Sm
where

fa = total direct compressive axial stress of stiffener including primary and secondary stresses, adjusted
based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings= fL1+ fL2       N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2fca = critical buckling stress, as given in 5/7.5.1, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)A = total net sectional area, cm2 (in2)= As+ stnAs = net sectional area of the longitudinal, excluding the associated plating, cm2 (in2)Ae = effective net sectional area, cm2 (in2)= As+ bwLtnbwL = effective width, as specified in 5/5.3.2(a) above, expressed in cm (in.)tn = net thickness of the plate, in cm (in.)E = Young’s modulus, 2.06 × 107N/cm2 (2.1 × 106 kgf/cm2, 30 × 106lbf/in2) for steelfy = minimum specified yield point of the longitudinal or stiffener under consideration, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2,
lbf/in2)
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fb = bending stress, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)= M/SMeM = maximum bending moment induced by lateral loads= cmpsℓ2/12     N‐cm kgf‐cm,lbf‐incm = moment adjustment coefficient, and may be taken as 0.75p = lateral pressure for the region considered, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)s = spacing of the longitudinals, cm (in.)SMe = effective section modulus of the longitudinal at flange, accounting for the effective breadth, be, cm3

(in3)be = effective breadth, as specified in 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4, line bm = amplification factor= 1/ 1− fa/π2E r/ℓ 2 ≥ 1 . 0Sm is as defined in 4/7.3.1.r and ℓ are as defined in 5/7.5.1.

5.5.2 Torsional-Flexural Buckling Limit State
In general, the torsional-flexural buckling limit state of longitudinals and stiffeners is to satisfy the
ultimate limit states given below:fa/ fctAe/A ≤ Sm
where

fa = total direct compressive axial stress of stiffener in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in 5/5.5.1
abovefct = critical torsional-flexural buckling stress in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), and may be determined by
equations given in 5/7.5.2.Ae and A are as defined in 5/5.5.1 above and Sm is as defined in 4/7.3.1.

5.7 Stiffened Panels
5.7.1 Large Stiffened Panels between Bulkheads

For a double hull drillship, assessment of buckling limit state is not required for the large stiffened
panels of the bottom and inner bottom structures, side shell and inner skin. Assessments of the
buckling limit states are to be performed for large stiffened panels of the deck structure and other
longitudinal bulkheads. In this regard, the buckling strength is to satisfy the following condition
for uniaxially or orthogonally stiffened panels.fL1/fcL 2+ fT1/fcT 2 ≤ Sm
where
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fL1, fT1 = calculated average compressive stresses in the longitudinal and transverse/ vertical directions,
respectively, as defined in 5/3.3 above, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlingsfcL, fcT = critical buckling stresses for uniaxial compression in the longitudinal and transverse direction,
respectively, and may be determined in accordance with 5/7.7, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)Sm = strength reduction factor, as defined in 4/7.3.1

5.7.2 Uniaxially Stiffened Panels between Transverses and Girders
The bucking strength of uniaxially stiffened panels between deep transverses and girders is also to
be examined in accordance with the specifications given in 5/5.7.1 above by replacing fL1 and fT1
with fLb and fTb, respectively. fLb and fTb are as defined in 5/5.3.1 above.

5.9 Deep Girders and Webs
5.9.1 Buckling Criteria

In general, the stiffness of the web stiffeners along the depth of the web plating is to be in
compliance with the requirements of 5/7.9.2. Web stiffeners which are oriented parallel to and
near the face plate, and thus subject to axial compression, are also to satisfy the limits specified in
5/5.5, considering the combined effect of the compressive and bending stresses in the web. In this
case, the unsupported span of these parallel stiffeners may be taken between tripping brackets, as
applicable.

The buckling strength of the web plate between stiffeners and flange/face plate is to satisfy the
limits specified below.

5.9.1(a) For web plate:fLb/fcL 2+ fb/fcb 2+ fLT/fcLT 2 ≤ Sm
where

fLb = calculated uniform compressive stress along the length of the girder, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross
scantlings, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fb = calculated ideal bending stresses, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2,
lbf/in2)fLT = calculated total in-plane shear stress, adjusted based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2,
lbf/in2Sm = strength reduction factor, as defined in 4/7.3.1

For calculating the plate panel stresses, the following equations may be used:

f1 = E1− v2 −u1 + u2α + v2 u1− u2 + u3− u42α + v −v1− v2 + v3 + v42bf2 = E1− v2 u3− u4a + v2 −u1 + u2− u3 + u42a + v −v1− v2 + v3 + v42bfLb = f1 + f22 ≤ 0fb = f1− f22fLT = E4 1 + v −u1− u2 + u3 + u4b + −v1 + v2 + v3− v4a
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wherev = Poisson ratio of the material, may be taken as 0.3 in this application for steelui = in-plane x displacement at one corner point in the local x − y coordinate system (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)vi = in-plane y displacement at one corner point in the local x − y coordinate system (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

Corner 1 is assigned to the node located at the bottom left corner of the panel in the local
coordinate system. The line joining Corners 1 and 2 is parallel to the x coordinate, and Corners 3
and 4 are numbered counterclockwise as shown in 5/5.9.1(a) FIGURE 2. This calculation method
is useful when the meshing within the panel is irregular. However, care should be taken when one
corner of the panel is located in an area of high stress concentration. The calculated stresses from
the above equations tend to be on the conservative side. If the mesh is sufficiently refined, the
plate panel stresses may be calculated from the displacements slightly away from the corner point
in the said high stress concentration. For a regularly meshed plate panel, fLb, fb and fLT may also
be directly calculated from the component stresses for the elements in the panel.fcL , fcb and fcLT are critical buckling stresses with respect to uniform compression, ideal bending
and shear, respectively, and may be determined in accordance with 5/7. In the determination offcL,fcb and fcLT, the effects of openings are to be accounted for. A practical method for evaluating
thin-walled structures is the well established eigenvalue analysis method with suitable edge
constraints. If the predicted buckling stresses exceed the proportional linear elastic limit, which
may be taken as 0 . 6 × fy for steel, plasticity correction is to be made.

FIGURE 2 
Coordinate System for Buckling Strength Evaluation

For plate panels of bottom girders directly under longitudinal bulkheads and side stringers in way
of inner bottom plates, where in-plane support is provided by the surrounding structure, the
buckling capacity limits with allowance for redistribution of load specified in 5/5.3.3 may be
applied.

5.9.1(b) For face plate and flange. The breadth to thickness ratio of face plate and flange is to
satisfy the limits given in 5/7.9.

5.9.1(c) For large brackets and sloping webs. The buckling strength is to satisfy the limits
specified in 5/5.9.1(a) above for web plate.
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5.11 Corrugated Bulkheads
5.11.1 Local Plate Panels

5.11.1(a) Buckling criteria. The buckling strength of the flange and web plate panels is not to be less
than that specified below.fLb/fcL 2+ fTb/fcT 2+ fLT/fcLT 2 ≤ Sm           for flange panelsfLb/fcL 2+ fb/fcb 2+ fLT/fcLT 2 ≤ Sm             for web panels
whereq = lateral load parameter= pn s/tn 4/π2E , 0.5 minimumpn = lateral pressure for the combined load case considered (see 3/9), in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)s = longitudinal spacing, in mm (in.)tn = net thickness of the plate, in mm (in.)E = Young’s modulus, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for steel 2.06 × 107 (2.10 × 106, 30 × 106)

All of the parameter definitions and calculations are as specified in 5/5.3.1 and 5/5.9.1(a), except
that fLb is the average compressive stress at the upper and lower ends of the corrugation, and an
average value of fTb, fLT and fb, calculated along the entire length of the panel, is to be used in
the above equation, with the adjustment based on 5/1.7 if gross scantlings.

5.11.1(b) Ultimate strength. The ultimate strength of flange panels in the middle one-third of the
depth are to satisfy the following criteria, considering a portion of flange panel having a length of
three times the panel width, a, with the worst bending moments in the mid-depth region for all
load cases.fLb/fuL 2+ fTb/fuT 2 ≤ Sm
where

fLb = calculated average compressive bending stress in the region within 3a in length, adjusted based on
5/1.7 if gross scantlings, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fTb = horizontal compressive stresses, as specified in 5/5.11.1(a) abovefuL and fuT may be calculated in accordance with 5/5.3.3 above.

5.11.2 Unit Corrugation
Any unit corrugation of the bulkhead may be treated as a beam column and is to satisfy the
buckling criteria (same as the ultimate strength) specified in 5/5.5.1. The ultimate bending stress is
to be determined in accordance with 5/7.5.3.

5.11.3 Overall Buckling
The buckling strength of the entire corrugation is to satisfy the equation given in 5/5.7.1 with
respect to the biaxial compression by replacing the subscripts “L” and “T” with “V” and “H” for
the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively.
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7 Calculation of Critical Buckling Stresses

7.1 General
The critical buckling stresses for various structural elements and members may be determined in
accordance with this Subsection or other recognized design practices. Critical buckling stresses derived
from experimental data or analytical studies may be considered, provided that well-documented supporting
data are submitted for review.

7.3 Rectangular Plates
The critical buckling stresses for rectangular plate elements, such as plate panels between stiffeners; web
plates of longitudinals, girders, floors and transverses; flanges and face plates, may be obtained from the
following equations, with respect to uniaxial compression, bending and edge shear, respectively.fci = fEi     for   fEi ≤ Prfyifci = fyi 1− Pr 1− Pr fyi/fEi     for   fEi > Prfyi
where

fci = critical buckling stress with respect to uniaxial compression, bending or edge shear, separately,
N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fEi = Ki π2E/12 1− v2 tn/s 2,     N/cm2 kgf/cm2, lbf/in2Ki = buckling coefficient, as given in 5/7.3 TABLE 1E = modulus of elasticity of the material, may be taken as 2.06 × 107N/cm2 (2.1 × 106 kgf/cm2, 30 ×
106lbf/in2) for steelv = Poisson’s ratio, may be taken as 0.3 for steeltn = net thickness of the plate, in cm (in.)s = spacing of longitudinals/stiffeners, in cm (in.)Pr = proportional linear elastic limit of the structure, may be taken as 0.6 for steelfyi = fy , for uniaxial compression and bending= fy/ 3 , for edge shearfy = specified minimum yield point of the material, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

TABLE 1
Buckling Coefficient, Ki

For Critical Buckling Stress Corresponding to fL, fT, fb or fLT
I. Plate panel between stiffeners Ki

A Unaxial
compression
1. Long plateℓ ≥ s

 

 

a. For   f′L, = fL: 4C1,b. For   f′L, = fL/3: 5 . 8C1,
(see note)
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2. Wide plateℓ ≥ 2
 

 

 

a. For   f′T, = fT: 1 + s/ℓ 2 2C2
b. For   f′T, = fT/3: 1 . 45 1 + s/ℓ 2 2C2
(see note)

B Ideal Bending

1. Long plateℓ ≥ s  

 

24C1
2. Wide plateℓ ≥ s  

 

a. For   1 . 0 ≤ ℓ/s ≤ 2 . 0: 24 s/ℓ 2C2

b. For   2 . 0 < ℓ/s: 12 s/ℓ C2
C Edge Shear Ki

5 . 34 + 4 s/ℓ 2 C1
D Values of C1 and C2
1) For plate panels between angles or tee stiffenersC1     =     1 . 1C2     =     1 . 3   within the double bottom or double side*C2     =     1 . 1   elsewhere
2) For plate panels between flat bars or bulb platesC1     =     1 . 0C2     =     1 . 2   within the double bottom or double side*C2     =     1 . 1   elsewhere
* applicable where shorter edges of a panel are supported by rigid structural members, such as bottom, inner bottom, side shell,
inner skin bulkhead, double bottom floor/girder and double side web stringer.

II. Web of Longitudinal or Stiffener Ki
Same as I.A.1 by replacing s with depth if the web and ℓ with unsupported span

a) For   f′L = fL:
b) For   f′L = fL/2:

(see note)

4C5 . 2C
where
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C     =     1 . 0   for angle or tee stiffenersC     =     0 . 33   for bulb platesC     =     0 . 11   for flat bars
B Ideal Bending

Same as I.B.1 by replacing s with depth of the web and ℓ with unsupported span 24C
III. Flange and Face Plate Ki
Axial Compression 0.44

 

 

Note: In I.A. (II.A), Ki for intermediate values of f′L/fL (f′T/fT) may be obtained by interpolation between a and b.

7.5 Longitudinals and Stiffeners
7.5.1 Axial Compression

The critical buckling stress, fca, of a beam-column, i.e., the longitudinal and the associated
effective plating, with respect to axial compression may be obtained from the following equations:fca = fE                                         for   fE ≤ Prfyfca = fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fy/fe         for   fE > Prfy
where

fE = π2E/ ℓ/r 2 , N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)ℓ = unsupported span of the longitudinal or stiffener, in cm (in.), as defined in 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 3r = radius of gyration of area Ae, in cm (in.)Ae = A+ bwLtnAs = net sectional area of the longitudinals or stiffeners, excluding the associated plating, cm2 (in2)bwL = effective width of the plating as given in 5/5.3.2, in cm (in.)tn = net thickness of the plating, in cm (in.)fy = minimum specified yield point of the longitudinal or stiffener under consideration, N/cm2 (kgf/
cm2, lbf/in2)Pr and E are as defined in 5/7.3.
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7.5.2 Torsional/Flexural Buckling
The critical torsional/flexural buckling stress with respect to axial compression of a longitudinal,
including its associated plating (effective width, bwL), may be obtained from the following
equations:fct = fET     for   fET ≤ Prfyfct = fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fy/fET     for   fET > Prfy
where

fct = critical torsional/flexural buckling stress with respect to axial compression, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2,
lbf/in2)

fET = E K/2 . 6 + nπ/ℓ 2Γ+ Co ℓ/nπ 2/E /Io 1 + Co ℓ/nπ 2/IofcL  , N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/

in2)K = St. Venant torsion constant for the longitudinal’s cross section, excluding the associated plating.

= bf+ tf3+ dwtw3 /3
Io = polar moment of inertia of the longitudinal, excluding the associated plating, about the toe

(intersection of web and plating), in cm4 (in4)

= Ix+mIy+ As xo2+ yo2Is, Iy = moment of inertia of the longitudinal about the x-and y-axis, respectively, through the centroid
of the longitudinal, excluding the plating (x-axis perpendicular to the web), in cm4 (in4)m = 1 . 0− u 0 . 7− 0 . 1dw/bfu = unsymmetry factor

= 1− 2b1/bfxo = horizontal distance between centroid of stiffener, As, and centerline of the web plate, cm (in.)yo = vertical distance between the centroid of the longitudinal’s cross section and its toe, cm (in.)dw = depth of the web, cm (in.)tw = net thickness of the web, cm (in.)bf = total width of the flange/face plate, cm (in.)b1 = smaller outstanding dimension of flange with respect to centerline of web (see 5/7.5.3 FIGURE
3), cm (in.)tf = net thickness of the flange/face plate, cm (in.)Co = Etn3/3sΓ = warping constant≅ mIyfdw2 + dw3 tw3 /36Iyf = tfbf3 1 . 0 + 3 . 0u2dwtw/As /12 , cm4 (in4)fcL = critical buckling stress for the associated plating, corresponding to n-half waves, N/cm2 (kgf/
cm2, lbf/in2)

= π2E n/α + α/n 2 tn/s 2/12 1− v2
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α = ℓ/sn = number of half-wave which yield a smallest fETfy = minimum specified yield point of the longitudinal or stiffener under consideration, N/cm2

(kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)Pr , E, s and v are as defined in 5/7.3.As , tn and ℓ are as defined in 5/7.5.1.

7.5.3 Buckling Criteria for Unit Corrugation of Transverse Bulkhead
The critical buckling stress, which is also the ultimate bending stress, fcb, for a unit corrugation,
may be determined from the following equation (See 5/5.11.2).fcb = fEc     for   fEc ≤ Prfyfcb = 1− Pr 1− Pr fy/fEc fy     for   fEc > Prfy
wherefEc = kcE t/a 2
kc = 0 . 09 7 . 65− 0 . 26 c/a 2 2
c and a are widths of the web and flange panels, respectively, in cm2 (in2)t = net thickness of the flange panel, in cm in.Pr , fy and E are as defined in 5/7.3.
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FIGURE 3 
Net Dimensions and Properties of Stiffeners

7.7 Stiffened Panels
7.7.1 Large Stiffened Panels

For large stiffened panels between bulkheads or panels stiffened in one direction between
transverses and girders, the critical buckling stresses with respect to uniaxial compression may be
determined from the following equations:fci = fEi     for   fEi ≤ Prfyfci = fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fy/fEi     for   fEi > Prfy
where

fEi = kLπ2 DLDT 1/2/tLb2 in the longitudinal direction, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)fEi = kTπ2 DLDT 1/2/tLb2 in the transverse direction, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)
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kL = 4   for   ℓ/b ≥ 1
= 1/ϕL2+2η+ ϕL2     for   ℓ < 1kT = 4     for   b/ℓ ≥ 1
= 1/ϕT2 + 2η+ ϕT2     for   b/ℓ < 1DL = EIL/sL 1− v2DT = EIT/sT 1− v2DT = Etn3/12 1− v2               if not stiffener in the transverse direction

ℓ, b = length and width between transverse and longitudinal bulkheads, respectively, in cm (in.) (See
5/7.7.1 FIGURE 4)tL, tT = net equivalent thickness of the plating and stiffener in the longitudinal and transverse direction,
respectively, cm (in.)

= sLtn+ AsL /sL   or   sTtn+ AsT /sTsL, sT = spacing of longitudinals and transverses, respectively, cm (in.) (See 5/7.7.1 FIGURE 4)ϕL = ℓ/b DT/DL 1/4
ϕT = ℓ/b DL/DT 1/4
η = IpLIpT / ILIT 1/2
AsL,AsT = net sectional area of the longitudinal and transverse, excluding the associated plating, respectively,

cm2 (in2)IpL, IpT = net moment of inertia of the effective plating alone (effective breadth due to shear lag) about the
neutral axis of the combined cross section, including stiffener and plating, cm4 (in4)

IL, IT =
net moment of inertia of the stiffener (one) with effective plating in the longitudinal or transverse
direction, respectively, cm4 (in4). If no stiffener, the moment of inertia is calculated for the plating
only.fy , Pr, E and v are as defined in 5/7.3. tn is as defined in 5/7.5.1.

With the exception of deck panels, when the lateral load parameter, qo, defined below, is greater
than 5, reduction of the critical buckling stresses given below is to be considered.qo = pnb4/ π4tTDTqo = pnℓ4/ π4tLDL
wherepn = average net lateral pressure, N/cm2 kgf/cm2, lbf/in2DT , DL,b, ℓ, tT, tL and sT are as defined above.

TIn this regard, the critical buckling stress may be approximated by:
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fci, = Rofci N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

whereRo = 1− 0 . 045 qo− 5  for qo ≥ 5
For deck panels, Ro = 1 . 0 and fci′ = fci.

FIGURE 4

7.7.2 Corrugated Transverse Bulkheads
For corrugated transverse bulkheads, the critical buckling stresses with respect to uniaxial
compression may be calculated from the equations given in 5/7.7.1 above by replacing the
subscripts “L” and “T” with “V” and “H” for the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively,
and with the following modifications. The rigidities Dv are DH are defined as follows.

Dv = EIv/sDH = s/ a+ c Et3/12 1− v2KV = 4 for   ℓ/b ≥ 0 . 5176 DV/DH 1/4
= 1ϕV2 + ϕV2 for   ℓ/b < 0 . 5176 DV/DH 1/4

KH = 4 for   b/ℓ ≥ 0 . 5176 DH/DV 1/4
= 1ϕH2 + ϕH2 for   b/ℓ < 0 . 5176 DH/DV 1/4

whereIV = moment of inertia of a unit corrugation with spacing s, s = a+ ccosϕ
= t/4 csinϕ 2 a+ c/4 + csinϕ/12  , in cm4 (in4)
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a, c = widths of the flange and web panels, respectively, in cm (in.)t = net thickness of the corrugations, in cm (in.)E and v are as defined in 5/7.3.ℓ = length of the corrugation, in cm (in.)sV, sH = sη, IpH,AsH = 0AsV = tcsinϕϕ is as defined in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5.

7.9 Stiffness and Proportions
To fully develop the intended buckling strength of the assemblies of structural members and panels,
supporting elements of plate panels and longitudinals are to satisfy the following requirements for stiffness
and proportion in highly stressed regions.

7.9.1 Stiffness of Longitudinals
The net moment of inertia of the longitudinals, io, with effective breadth of net plating, is to be not
less than that given by the following equation:

io = stn312 1− v2 γo     cm4 in4
where

γo = 2 . 6 + 4 . 0δ a2+ 12 . 4a − 13 . 2a1/2δ = A/stna = ℓ/ss = spacing of longitudinals, cm (in.)tn = net thickness of plating supported by the longitudinal, cm (in.)v = Poisson’s ratio

= 0.3 for steelA = net sectional area of the longitudinal (excluding plating), cm2 (in2)ℓ = unsupported span of the longitudinal, cm (in.)

7.9.2 Stiffness of Web Stiffeners
The net moment of inertia, i, of the web stiffener, with the effective breadth of net plating not
exceeding s or 0.33ℓ, whichever is less, is not to be less than obtained from the following
equations:i = 0 . 17ℓt3 ℓ/s 3     cm4 in4     for   ℓ/s ≤ 2 . 0i = 0 . 34ℓt3 ℓ/s 3     cm4 in4     for   ℓ/s > 2 . 0
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whereℓ = length of stiffener between effective supports, in cm (in.)t = required net thickness of web plating, in cm (in.)s = spacing of stiffeners, in cm (in.)

7.9.3 Stiffness of Supporting Members
The net moment of inertia of the supporting members, such as transverses and webs, is not to be
less than that obtained from the following equation:Is/io ≥ 0 . 2 Bs/ℓ 3 Bs/s
whereIs = moment of inertia of the supporting member, including the effective plating, cm4(in4)io = moment of inertia of the longitudinals, including the effective plating, cm4(in4)Bs = unsupported span of the supporting member, cm (in.)ℓ and s are as defined in 5/7.9.1.

7.9.4 Proportions of Flanges and Face Plates
The breadth-thickness ratio of flanges and face plates of longitudinals and girders is to satisfy the
limits given below:b2/tf = 0 . 4 E/fy 1/2
whereb2 = larger outstanding dimension of flange, as given in 5/7.5.3 FIGURE 3, cm (in.)tf = net thickness of flange/face plate, cm (in.)E and fy are as defined in 5/7.3.

7.9.5 Proportions of Webs of Longitudinals and Stiffeners
The depth-thickness ratio of webs of longitudinals and stiffeners is to satisfy the limits given
below.dw/tw ≤ 1 . 5 E/fy 1/2           for angles and tee barsdw/tw ≤ 0 . 85 E/fy 1/2         for bulb platesdw/tw ≤ 0 . 5 E/fy 1/2           for flat bars
where dw and tw, are as defined in 5/7.5.2 and E and fy are as defined in 5/7.3.

When these limits are complied with, the assumption on buckling control stated in 5/5.1.2(e) is
considered satisfied. If not, the buckling strength of the web is to be further investigated, as per
5/7.3.
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9 Fatigue Life

9.1 General
An analysis is to be made of the fatigue strength of welded joints and details in highly stressed areas,
especially where higher strength steel is used. Special attention is to be given to structural notches, cutouts
and bracket toes, and also to abrupt changes of structural sections. A simplified assessment of the fatigue
strength of structural details may be accepted when carried out in accordance with Appendix 2.

The following subparagraphs are intended to emphasize the main points and to outline procedures where
refined spectral analysis techniques are used to establish fatigue strength.

9.1.1 Workmanship
As most fatigue data available were experimentally developed under controlled laboratory
conditions, consideration is to be given to the workmanship expected during construction.

9.1.2 Fatigue Data
In the selection of S-N curves and the associated stress concentration factors, attention is to be
paid to the background of all design data and its validity for the details being considered. In this
regard, recognized design data, such as those by AWS (American Welding Society), API
(American Petroleum Institute), and DEN (Department of Energy), are to be considered. Sample
fatigue data and their applications are shown in Appendix 2 “Fatigue Strength Assessment of
Drillships” .

If other fatigue data are to be used, the background and supporting data are to be submitted for
review.

In this regard, clarification is required whether or not the stress concentration due to the weld
profile, certain structural configurations and also the heat effects are accounted for in the proposed
S-N curve. Consideration is also to be given to the additional stress concentrations.

9.1.3 Total Stress Range
For determining total stress ranges, the fluctuating stress components resulting from the load
combinations specified in A2/7.5 are to be considered.

9.1.4 Design Consideration
In design, consideration is to be given to the minimization of structural notches and stress
concentrations. Areas subject to highly concentrated forces are to be properly configured and
stiffened to dissipate the concentrated loads. See also 4/1.5.

9.3 Procedures
The analysis of fatigue strength for a welded structural joint/detail may be performed in accordance with
the following procedures.

The class designations and associated loading patterns are given in Appendix 2, Table 1.

9.3.1 Step 1 – Classification of Various Critical Locations
9.3.2 Step 2 – Permissible Stress Range Approach
9.3.3 Step 3 – Refined Analysis

Refined analyses are to be performed, as outlined in 5/9.3.3(a) or 5/9.3.3(b) below, for the
structural details for which the total applied stress ranges obtained from Step 2 are greater than the
permissible stress ranges, or for which the fatigue characteristics are not covered by the classified
details and the associated S-N curves.

The fatigue life of structures is generally not to be less than 20 years, unless otherwise specified.
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9.3.3(a) Spectral analysis. Alternatively, a spectral analysis may be performed, as outlined in 5/9.5
below, to directly calculate fatigue lives for the structural details in question.

9.3.3(b) Refined fatigue data. For structural details which are not covered by the detail
classifications, proposed S-N curves and the associated SCFs, when applicable, may be submitted
for consideration. In this regard, sufficient supporting data and background are also to be
submitted for review. The refined SCFs may be determined by finite element analyses.

9.5 Spectral Analysis
Where the option in 5/9.3.3(a) is exercised, a spectral analysis is to be performed in accordance with the
following guidelines.

9.5.1 Representative Loading Patterns
Several representative loading patterns are to be considered to cover the worst scenarios
anticipated for the design service life of the drillship with respect to hull girder local loads.

9.5.2 Environmental Representation
Instead of the design wave loads specified in Section 3, a wave scatter diagram (such as Walden’s
Data for North Atlantic Environment) is to be employed to simulate a representative distribution
of all of the wave conditions expected for the design service life of the drillship. In general, the
wave data is to cover a time period of not less than 20 years. The probability of occurrence for
each combination of significant wave height and mean period of the representative wave scatter
diagram is to be weighted, based time duration of the drillship at each wave environment within
anticipated transit routes or specific sites. The representative environment (the wave scatter
diagram) is not to be taken less severe than North Atlantic Ocean in terms of fatigue damage.

9.5.3 Calculation of Wave Load RAOs
The wave load RAOs with respect to the wave-induced bending moments, shear forces, motions,
accelerations and hydrodynamic pressures can then be predicted by ship motion calculation for a
selected representative loading condition.

9.5.4 Generation of Stress Spectrum
The stress spectrum for each critical structural detail (spot) may be generated by performing a
structural analysis, accounting for all the wave loads separately for each individual wave group.
For this purpose, the 3D structural model specified in 5/11 may be used for determining structural
responses. The additional secondary and tertiary stresses are also to be considered.

9.5.5 Cumulative Fatigue Damage and Fatigue Life
Based on the stress spectrum and wave scatter diagram established above, the cumulative fatigue
damage and the corresponding fatigue life can be estimated by the Palmgren-Miner linear damage
rule.

11 Calculation of Structural Responses

11.1 Methods of Approach and Analysis Procedures
Maximum stresses in the structure are to be determined by performing structural analyses, as outlined
below. Guidelines on structural idealization, load application and structural analysis are given in Appendix
4.

11.3 3D Finite Element Models
The strength assessment of the hull structure in the moonpool region is to be based on a 3-D finite element
model that extends over the moonpool region plus one hold aft and one hold fwd of the hold(s) where the
moonpool is located, or the 0.4L amidships, which ever length of the hull structure is greater. To evaluate
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holds forward or aft of the holds where the moonpool is located, one additional hold length, fore and aft of
the holds to be evaluated, are to be included in the model.

The scantlings used in the finite element models may be either net or gross scantlings. If gross scantlings
are used, the stresses are adjusted to net scantling stresses for purposes of strength assessment as described
in 5/1.7.

11.5 Local Structural Models
Local 3D fine mesh models are required to:

● Determine the stress distribution in major supporting structures, particularly at intersections of two or
more structural members and/or

● Examine stress concentrations such as at bracket toes of main supporting members, at openings in way
of critical locations, at intersections of longitudinals with transverses and at cut outs.

11.7 Load Cases
When performing structural analysis, the combined load cases with loading patterns of the drillship as
specified in 3/9.1 and 5/1.3 are to be considered. In general, the structural responses for the still-water
conditions are to be calculated separately to establish reference points for assessing the wave-induced
responses. The wave bending moments and shear forces to be applied for dynamic conditions are to be
calculated according to A4/13.3 using the block coefficient, Cb, at summer load line draft. Additional load
cases may be required for special loading patterns and unusual design functions.

13 Critical Areas

13.1 General
The strength and fatigue capacity of the following critical areas is to be verified:

● Typical connections of transverse web frames in 5/13.5 FIGURE 5

● Typical connections of horizontal girders on transverse bulkhead in 5/13.5 FIGURE 6

13.3 Strength Evaluation
The allowable stress applicable to critical areasin 5/13.1 is defined as a percentage of the minimum
specified yield stress, fy, times the strength reduction factor,Sm . Application of this allowable stress to rod
and beam elements is based on the axial stress while von-Mises membrane stresses are employed for
quadrilateral elements. The allowable stresses are based on net scantling values.

The allowable stress for fine mesh analysis is defined in 5/13.3 TABLE 2 and depends on the mesh size.
To calculate the local stress distribution in a main supporting member, it is often necessary to model details
and discontinuities using various fine mesh sizes. In areas of high stress gradient, the allowable stresses are
to be adjusted according to mesh sizes and are listed in 5/13.3 TABLE 2.

The high stress FE results are to be viewed in terms of the extent of the high stresses with respect to the
mesh size and the structural arrangement in the high stress region.
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TABLE 2
Allowable Stresses (kgf/cm2) for Various Finite Element Fine Mesh Sizes

Mesh Size Stress Limit Mild Steel Sm = 1 . 000 HT27Sm = 0 . 980 HT32Sm = 0 . 950 HT36Sm = 0 . 9081 × LS 1 1 . 00 × Smfy 2400 2646 3040 3269

1 2 × LS 1 1 . 06 × Smfy 2544 2805 3222 3465

1 3 × LS 1 1 . 12 × Smfy 2688 2963 3404 3661

1 4 × LS 1 1 . 18 × Smfy 2832 3122 3587 3857

1 5+ LS 1 10 × LS 1 1 . 25 × Smfy 3000 3308 3800 4086

Thickness (1, 2) fu   or 1 . 50× Smfy 4100 fu   or   1 . 50× Smfy 4500 4903

Notes:

1 Stress limits greater than 1 . 00 × Smfy are to be restricted to small areas in way of structural discontinuities.

2 When the fatigue strength of the detail is found satisfactory, the hot spot stress in the detail may be allowed up to
the minimum tensile strength of the material.

3 For intermediate mesh size, the stress limit may be obtained by linear interpolation.

4 LS = stiffener spacing

13.5 Fatigue Evaluation
The procedure for fatigue analysis of the critical details indicated in 5/13.1 will follow Appendix 2.

FIGURE 5 
Critical Areas in Transverse Web Frame
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FIGURE 6 
Critical Areas in Horizontal Supporting Member on Transverse Bulkhead
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S E C T I O N  6
Structure Beyond 0.4L Amidships

1 General Requirements

1.1 General
The structural configurations, stiffening systems and design scantlings of the hull structures located beyond
0.4L amidships including the forebody, aft end are to be in compliance with this Section of the Guide.

The nominal design corrosion values for structural members are to be in compliance with 2/3.3 TABLE 1.

1.3 Structures Beyond 0.4L Amidships
The hull girder section modulus is to comply with 4/3.3.1 and the strength of the structure is to satisfy the
requirements specified in Subsections 4/5 through 4/17 and 6/3 through 6/13.

3 Forebody Side Shell Structure
In addition to the requirements specified in other relevant sections of the Rules, the scantlings of the
structure forward of 0.4L amidships are also to satisfy the requirements in 6/3.1, 6/3.5 and 6/3.7 below.

3.1 Side Shell Plating
3.1.1 Plating Forward of Forepeak Bulkhead

The net thickness of the side shell plating forward of the forepeak bulkhead is to be not less thant1, t2, and t3, specified below.t1 = 0 . 73s k1p/f1 1/2   in mm in.t2 = 0 . 73s k2p/f2 1/2   in mm in.t3 = 0 . 73sk k3k4pb/f3 1/2   in   mm in .  for side shell and bow plating above LWL in the
region from the forward end to the forepeak bulkhead

wheres = spacing of stiffeners, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342 for longitudinally and 0.50k2 for transversely stiffened platingk2 = 0.50k2 for longitudinally and 0.342 for transversely stiffened platingk3 = 0.50
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k4 = 0.74k = 3 . 075 α 1/2− 2 . 077 / α+ 0 . 272  1 ≤ α ≤ 2
= 1.0 α > 2α = aspect ratio of the panel (longer edge/shorter edge)f1 = 0.65 Smfy, in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2) in the longitudinal directionf2 = 0.85 Smfy, in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2) in the transverse (vertical) directionf3 = 0.85 Smfy, in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2)p = nominal pressure pi− pe , in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2), as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2, at the

upper turn of bilge level amidships with the following modifications:

i) Ai is to be calculated at the forward or aft end of the tank, whichever is greater

ii) Ae is to be calculated at the center of the panel in accordance with 3/5.5.3, using L.C.7
of 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1 with 2/3 draft, kfo = 1.0 and xo located amidships

iii) Be is to be calculated at 0.05L from the FP in accordance with 3/5.5ps+ kupd, full   draft, heading   angle = 0, ku = 1 . 1pb = maximum bow pressure = kupbijku = 1.1pbij = nominal bow pressure, as specified in 3/13.1, at the lowest point of the panel, in N/cm2(kgf/
cm2,lbf/in2)Sm and fy, as defined in 4/7.3.1.

3.1.2 Plating between Forepeak Bulkhead and 0.3L from FP
Aft of the forepeak bulkhead and forward of 0.3L from the FP, the side shell plating is to be not
less than as given in 6/3.1.1 with Be calculated at the actual location and with the following
permissible stress. Be is not to be less than 65% of the pressure calculated at the upper turn of
bilge level amidships.f1 = permissible bending stress in the longitudinal direction, in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2)

= 0.43Smfy, 0.3L from FP for L ≥ 190 m (623 ft)

= 0 . 43 + 0 . 17 190− L /40 Smfy 0.3L from FP for L < 190 m (623 ft)

= 0.65Smfy Fore peak bulkhead location

= Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate locationf2 = permissible bending stress in the vertical direction, in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2)

= 0.80 Smfy 0.4L amidship

= 0.85Smfy Fore peak bulkhead location

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate location
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3.3 Forecastle Side Shell Plating
The net thickness, t, of the forecastle side shell plating is to be not less than that obtained from the
following equation:t = 0 . 0315 L+ 154 + 0 . 006 s − S     mmt = 0 . 00038 L+ 505 + 0 . 006 s − S     in.
wheres = frame spacing, in mm (in.)S = standard frame spacing

= 2 . 08L+ 438mm for L ≤ 270m
= 1000mm for L > 270mm
= 610mm in way of the fore peakS = 0 . 025L+ 17 . 25 in . for L ≤ 886m
= 39.4 in. for L > 886   ft
= 24 in. in way of the fore peakL = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft), but need not be taken more than 305 m (1000 ft)

Where constructed of higher-strength material, the plating thickness is to be not less than that obtained
from the following equation:tℎts = tms− C Q+ 2Q1/2 /3 + C
wheretℎts = net thickness of higher-strength material, in mm (in.)tms = net thickness, in mm (in.), of ordinary-strength steel, as required aboveQ = material conversion factor, as specified in 4/3.5.3C = 2.8 (0.11)

3.5 Side Frames and Longitudinals
3.5.1 Side Frames and Longitudinals Forward of Forepeak Bulkhead

The net section modulus of side longitudinals and frames in association with the effective plating
to which they are attached is to be not less than that obtained from the following equation:SM = M/fbi   cm3 in3M = 1000psℓ2/k   N‐cm kgf‐cm, lbf‐in
where
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k = 12 (12, 83.33)p = nominal pressure pi− pe , in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2), as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 2 with the
following modifications:

i) Ai is to be calculated at the forward or aft end of the tank, whichever is greater.

ii) Ae is to be calculated at the center of the panel in accordance with 3/5.5.3 using L.C.7
with kfo = 1 . 0 and xo located amidships.

iii) Be is to be calculated at 0.05L from the FP in accordance with 3/5.5 (ps+ kupd, full
draft, heading angle = 0, ku = 1 . 1)fbi = 0.85Smfy in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2)Sm and fy are as defined in 4/7.3.1.s and ℓ are as defined in 4/7.5.

For side longitudinal/stiffener in the region forward of 0.0125L from the FP and above LWL, the
section modulus is not to be less than obtained from the above equation based on p = pb,fb = 0 . 95Smfy and k = 16(16, 111.1), where pb is as defined in 6/3.1 above.

FIGURE 1 
Transverse Distribution of pd

3.5.2 Side Frames and Longitudinals between Forepeak Bulkhead and 0.3L from FP
Aft of the forepeak bulkhead and forward of 0.3L from the FP, the side frames and longitudinals
are to be not less than as given in 6/3.5.1 with Be calculated at the actual location and with the
following permissible stress.
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fbi = permissible bending stresses, in N/cm2(kgf/cm2,lbf/in2)

= 0.75 Smfy 0.4L amidship

= 0.Smfy Fore peak bulkhead

Linear interpolation is to be used for intermediate location

3.7 Side Transverses/Stringers
The requirements of the subparagraphs below apply to the region forward of the hold spaces.

3.7.1 Depth of Transverse/Stringer
The depths of side transverses and stringers, dw, are neither to be less than obtained from the
following equations nor to be less than 2.5 times the depth of the slots, respectively.

3.7.1(a) Longitudinally Framed Shell
i) For side transverse:

If side stringer is fitted between platforms (flats)dw = 0 . 08 + 0 . 80α ℓt               for α≤0.05    = 0 . 116 + 0 . 084α ℓt           for α > 0 . 05
and need not be greater than 0 . 2ℓt
If no side stringer is fitted between platforms (flats), dw is not to be less than 0 . 2ℓs or0 . 06D, whichever is greater.

ii) For side stringer:dw = 0 . 42− 0 . 9α ℓs                   for α ≤ 0 . 2    = 0 . 244− 0 . 0207α ℓs           for α>0.2
is not to be taken greater than 8.0 to determine the depth of the side stringer.

α = 1 . 33 It/Is ℓs/ℓt 3
It =

moment of inertia, in cm4 in 4(with effective side plating), of side transverse. It is to
be taken as an average of those at the middle of each span ℓt1 between side stringers or
side stringer and platform (flat), clear of the bracket

Is = moment of inertia, in cm4 in 4(with effective side plating), of side stringer at the
middle of the span ℓs, clear of the bracket

ℓt, ℓs =
spans, in m (ft), of the side transverse ℓt  and side girder ℓs  under consideration, as
shown in 6/3.7.2 FIGURE 2D is depth of drillship, as defined in 1/3.5

3.7.1(b) Transversely Framed Side Shell

i) For side stringer:
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If side transverse is fitted between transverse bulkheadsdw = 0 . 08 + 0 . 80α1 ℓs                       for α1>0.05    = 0 . 116 + 0 . 084α1 ℓs                   for α1 ≤ 0 . 05α and need not be greater than 0 . 2ℓs
If no side transverse is fitted between transverse bulkheadsdw = 0 . 2ℓs

ii) For side transverse:dw = 0 . 277− 0 . 385α1 ℓt                   for   α1 ≤ 0 . 2    = 0 . 204− 0 . 205α1 ℓt                   for   α1 > 0 . 2α1 is not to be taken greater than 7.5 to determine the depth of the side transverse

whereα1 = 1/αℓt,   ℓs and α are as defined in 6/3.7.1(a) above.

3.7.2 Thickness
The net thickness of side transverse and stringer is not to be less than 9.5 mm (0.374 in.).
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FIGURE 2 
Definition of Spans

3.9 Bow Thruster Tunnel
The net thickness of the tunnel plating is to be not less than adjacent plating required in 6/3.1 above, nor is
the thickness to be less than that obtained from the following equation:t = 0 . 008d+ 1 . 8   mmt = 0 . 008d+ 0 . 07   in.
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d = inside diameter of the tunnel, in mm (in.), but is to be taken not less than 968 mm (38 in.)

Where the outboard ends of the tunnel are provided with bars or grids, the bars or grids are to be
effectively secured.

5 Transition Zone
In the transition zone between the forepeak and the foremost tank or hold region, due consideration is to be
given to the proper tapering of major longitudinal members within the forepeak such as flats, decks,
horizontal ring frames or side stringers aft into the foremost tank or hold. Where such structure is in line
with longitudinal members aft of the forward tank bulkhead, this tapering may be introduced by fitting of
large brackets. These brackets are to have a taper of 4:1.

7 Aftbody Structure
In addition to the requirements specified in other relevant sections of this Guide, the scantlings of the
aftbody structure are also to satisfy the requirements below.

7.1 Poop Side Plating
The net thickness, t, of the plating is not to be less than that obtained from the following equation:t = 0 . 028 L+ 150 + 0 . 006 s − S   mmt = 0 . 00034 L+ 492 + 0 . 006 s − S   in.
wheres = frame spacing, in mm (in.)S = standard frame spacing= 2.08L+438 mm for L ≤ 270 m= 0.025L+17.25 in. for L ≤ 886 ft= 1000 (39.4) mm (in.) for L > 270 m (886 ft)= 610 (24) mm (in.) in way of the aft peakL = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft), but need not be taken more than 305 m (1000 ft)

Where constructed of higher-strength material, the plating is to be not less in thickness than that obtained
from the following equation:tℎts = tms− C Q+ 2Q1/2 /3 + C
wheretℎts = net thickness of higher-strength material, in mm (in.)tms = net thickness, in mm (in.), of ordinary-strength steel, as required aboveQ = material conversion factor, as specified in 4/3.5.3C = 2.8 (0.11)
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7.3 Transom Plating
The thickness of the transom plating is to be not less than required thickness of adjacent shell plating ,
adjusted for the spacing of the plating, and the section modulus of the transom bulkhead stiffener is to be
not less than required section modulus of adjacent shell stiffener, adjusted for the span and spacing of the
stiffener.

The minimum net thickness of the transom plating is to be not less than t, obtained from the following
equations.t = 0 . 029 L+ 29 + 0 . 009s   mm       for   L ≤ 305mt = 10 . 20 + 0 . 009s D/35   mm         for   L > 305mt = 0 . 00036 L+ 95 + 0 . 009s   in.       for   L ≤ 1000ftt = 0 . 402 + 0 . 009s D/114 . 8   in.       for   L > 1000ft
wheres = after peak frame spacing, in mm (in.)L = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)D = molded depth, in m (ft), as defined in 1/3.5.1 or 35 m (114.8 ft), whichever is greater.

Where the strength deck at the ends is above the freeboard deck, the net thickness of the transom plating
above the freeboard deck may be reduced to the thickness as given in 6/7.1 above.

The net thickness of transom plating where constructed of higher-strength material is to be not less in
thickness than that obtained from the following equation:tℎts = tms− C Q+ 2Q1/2 /3 + C
wheretℎts = net thickness of higher-strength material, in mm (in.)tms = net thickness, in mm (in.), of ordinary-strength steel, as required above.Q = material conversion factor, as specified in 4/3.5.3C = 2.8 (0.11)

7.5 Aft Peak Bulkhead
7.5.1 Plating

The net thickness t of the aft peak bulkhead plating is to be not less than obtained from the
following equation:t = sk qℎ/C+ α   mm in.
but not less than tmin or s/200 + c1, whichever is greater.

wheretmin = 5.0 mm (0.20 in.)c1 = 1.5 mm (0.06 in.)
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s = spacing of stiffeners, in mm (in.)k = 3 . 075 α − 2 . 077 / α+ 0 . 272  1 ≤ α ≤ 2= 1.0 α > 2α = aspect ratio of the panel (longer edge/shorter edge)q = 235/Y N/mm2 ,   24/Y kgf/mm2   or 34, 000/Y lbf/in2
Y = specified minimum yield point or yield strength, in N/mm2 kgf/mm2,lbf/in2 , for the higher-

strength material or 72% of the specified minimum tensile strength, whichever is the lesserℎ = distance from the lower edge of the plate to the deepest equilibrium waterline in the one
compartment damaged condition, in m (ft)ℎ is to be not less than the distance to the bulkhead deck at center unless a deck lower than the
uppermost continuous deck is designated as the freeboard deck, as allowed in 1/3.13.1. In such
case, ℎ is to be not less than the distance to the designated freeboard deck at center.C = 290 (525)α = 0.5 (0.02)

Where the plating of collision bulkheads forms tank boundaries, the plating is not to be less than
required for bulkhead plating obtained in 4/13.5.

7.5.2 Stiffeners
The net section modulus of each stiffener, in association with the effective plating to which it is
attached, is to be not less than that obtained from the following equation:SM = kc1c2ℎsℓ2Q   cm3 in3
wherek = 7.8 (0.0041)c1 = 0.56c2 = 0.85s = spacing of the stiffeners, in m (ft)ℎ = distance, in m (ft), from the middle of ?to the deepest equilibrium waterline in the one compartment

damaged condition

h is to be not less than the distance to the bulkhead deck at center unless a deck lower than the
uppermost continuous deck is designated as the freeboard deck, as allowed in 1/3.13.1. In such case, h
is to be not less than the distance to the designated freeboard deck at center.

Where the distance indicated above is less than 6.10 m (20 ft), h is to be taken as 0.8 times the distance
plus 1.22 m (4 ft)ℓ = span of stiffeners between effective supports, as shown in 4/17.5.2 FIGURE 5, in m (ft)Q = material conversion factor, as specified in 4/5.1

The effective breadth of plating, be, of attached plating is to be used in calculation of the section
modulus of the design stiffener. be is to be obtained from section a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.
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For stiffeners on bulkheads forming a tank boundary, the net section modulus is not to be less than
required for stiffeners obtained in 4/13.7.

9 Deck Structures

9.1 Deck Structures in Forebody
9.1.1 Deck Plating

In addition to the requirements specified in other relevant sections of this Guide, the deck plating,
longitudinal and beams forward of 0 . 25L from the FPare to meet the requirements specified
below:t1 = 0 . 73s k1p/f1 1/2   mm in.t2 = 0 . 73s k2p/f2 1/2   mm in.t3 = 0 . 3s Smfy/E 1/2   mm in .  for main deck within 0.1L from the FP

wheres = spacing of deck longitudinals, in mm (in.)k1 = 0.342k2 = 0.50p = pgi, in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/in2

pgi is nominal green water loading given in 3/13.7

The required thickness, t3, between 0 . 30L and 0 . 1L from the FP is to be obtained by linear
interpolation between midship region (4/9.3) and the t3 above.

The net thickness, t3, may be determined based on Sm and fy of the hull girder strength material
required at the location under consideration.f1 = 0 . 50Smfy, in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/in2 for main deck within 0.1L from the FPf1 = 0 . 60Smfy, in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/in2 for forecastle deckf2 = 0 . 80Smfy, in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/in

The permissible stress, f1, for main deck between 0 . 25L and 0 . 1L from the FP is to be obtained
by linear interpolation between midship region (4/9.3) and the permissible stress at 0 . 1L from theFP, as specified above.Sm, fy and E are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

9.1.2 Deck Longitudinals/Beams
The net section modulus of each individual side or deck longitudinal, in association with the
effective plating to which it is attached, is to be not less than obtained from the following
equation:
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SM = M/fb cm3(in3)M = 1000psℓ2/k N/cm(kgf/cm,lbf/in)

wherek = 12 (12, 83.33)p = pgi , in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/inpgi is nominal green water loading given in 3/13.7fb = 0 . 70Smfy , in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/in2, for main deck longitudinals

= 0 . 80Smfy , in N/cm2kgf/cm2,lbf/in2, for main deck beamsSm , fy, and ℓ are as defined in 4/7.5.

9.3 Forecastle Decks
The net thickness of exposed forecastle decks plating is to be not less than that obtained from the following
equation:t = 0 . 01sb+ 1 . 3   mm                             for   sb ≤ 760mm 30in.t = 0 . 01sb+ 0 . 05   in.t = 0 . 0066sb+ 3 . 9   mm                         for   sb > 760mm 30in.t = 0 . 0066sb+ 0 . 154   in.
where

L = length of vessel, as defined in 1/3.1.1, in m (ft)sb = spacing of deck beams, in mm (in.)

The net thickness of the deck plating constructed of higher-strength material is to be not less than that
obtained from the following equation:tℎts = 0 . 92 tms− C /Q1/2+ C
where

tℎts = net thickness of higher-strength material, in mm (in.)

tms = net thickness, in mm (in.), of ordinary-strength steel as required aboveC = 3.3 (0.13)Q = material conversion factor, as specified in 4/3.5.3
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9.5 Poop Decks
The net thickness of exposed poop deck plating is to be not less than that obtained from the following
equation:t = 0 . 009sb− 0 . 2   mm                                 for   sb ≤ 685   mmt = 0 . 0039sb+ 3 . 3   mm                               for   sb ≤ 685   mmt = 0 . 009sb− 0 . 008   in.                                 for   sb ≤ 27   in.t = 0 . 0039sb− 0 . 13   in.                                 for   sb > 27   in.
wheresb       =       spacing of deck beams, in mm in .

9.7 Pillars or Struts
9.7.1 Permissible Load

The permissible load Wa of a pillar or strut is to be obtained from the following equation which
will, in all cases, be equal to or greater than the calculated load W as determined in 6/9.7.2 below.Wa = c2 k − nℓ/r Ac kN(tf,Ltf)

wherec2 = 1.05k = 12.09 (1.232, 7.83) ordinary strength steel

= 16.11 (1.643, 10.43) HT32

= 18.12 (1.848, 11.73) HT36ℓ = unsupported span, in cm (ft). The length ℓ is to be measured from the top of the inner bottom, deck or
other structure on which the pillars or struts are based to the underside of the beam or girder
supported.r = least radius of gyration, in cm (in.)Ac = net cross sectional area of pillar or strut, in cm2 (in2)n = 0.0444 (0.00452, 0.345) ordinary strength steel

= 0.0747 (0.00762, 0.581) HT32

= 0.0900 (0.00918, 0.699) HT36

9.7.2 Calculated Load
The calculated load W for a pillar or strut is to be obtained from the following equation:W = ngℎs kN(tf,Ltf)

where

n = 7.04 (0.715, 0.02)

b = mean breadth of the area supported, in m (ft)
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s = mean length of the area supported, in m (ft)

ℎ = height above the area supported, as defined below, in m (ft)

For pillars spaced not more than two frame spaces, the height ℎ is to be taken as the distance from
the deck supported to a point 3.80 m (12.5 ft) above the freeboard deck.

For wide-spaced pillars, the height ℎ is to be taken as the distance from the deck supported to a
point 2.44 m (8 ft) above the freeboard deck, except in the case of such pillars immediately below
the freeboard deck, in which case, the value of ℎ is not to be less than 2.9 m (9.5 ft) in measuring
the distance from the deck supported to the specified height above the freeboard deck, the height
for any tween decks devoted to crew accommodation may be taken as 1.98 m (6.5 ft).

11 Collision Bulkheads

11.1 Plating
The net thickness t of the collision bulkhead plating is to be not less than obtained from the following
equation:t = sk qℎ/C+ α mm(in.)

but not less than tmin or s/200 + c1, whichever is greater.

wheretmin = 5.0 mm (0.20 in.)c1 = 1.5 mm (0.06 in.)s = spacing of stiffeners, in mm (in.)k = 3 . 075 α − 2 . 077 / α+ 0 . 272  1 ≤ α ≤ 2
= 1.0 α > 2α = aspect ratio of the panel (longer edge/shorter edge)q = 235/Y (N/mm2), 24/Y (kgf/mm2) or 34,000/Y(lbf/in2)Y = specified minimum yield point or yield strength, in N/mm2 (kgf/mm2, lbf/in2), for the higher-strength

material or 72% of the specified minimum tensile strength, whichever is the lesserℎ = distance from the lower edge of the plate to the deepest equilibrium waterline in the one compartment
damaged condition, in m (ft)ℎ is to be not less than the distance to the bulkhead deck at center unless a deck lower than the uppermost
continuous deck is designated as the freeboard deck, as allowed in 1/3.13.1. In such case, ℎ is to be not less
than the distance to the designated freeboard deck at center.C = 254 (460)α = 0.5 (0.02)

Where the plating of collision bulkheads forms tank boundaries, the plating is not to be less than required
for bulkhead plating obtained in 4/13.5.
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11.3 Stiffeners
The net section modulus of each stiffener, in association with the effective plating to which it is attached, is
to be not less than that obtained from the following equation:SM = kc1c2ℎsℓ2Q cm3(in3)

wherek = 9.75 (0.0051)c1 = 0.56c2 = 0.85ℎ = distance, in m (ft), from the middle of ℓ to the deepest equilibrium waterline in the one compartment damaged
conditionℎ is to be not less than the distance to the bulkhead deck at center unless a deck lower than the uppermost
continuous deck is designated as the freeboard deck, as allowed in 1/3.13.1. In such case, ℎ is to be not less than the
distance to the designated freeboard deck at center.

Where the distance indicated above is less than 6.10 m (20 ft), ℎ is to be taken as 0.8 times the distance plus 1.22 m
(4 ft).s = spacing of the stiffeners, in m (ft)ℓ = span of stiffeners between effective supports, as shown in 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 3, in m (ft)Q = material conversion factor, as specified in 4/3.5.3

The effective breadth of plating, be, is to be obtained from section a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.

For stiffeners on bulkheads forming a tank boundary, the net section modulus is not to be less than required
for stiffeners obtained in 4/13.7.

13 Forebody Strengthening for Slamming
Where the hull structure is subject to slamming, as specified in 3/13, proper strengthening will be required
as outlined below. For strengthening to account for bottom slamming, the requirements of this subsection
apply to drillships with a heavy weather ballast draft forward of less than 0.04L.

13.1 Bottom Slamming
13.1.1 Bottom Plating

When bottom slamming, as specified in 3/13, is considered, the bottom structure in the region of
the flat of bottom forward of 0.25L measured from the FP is to be in compliance with the
following requirement.

The net thickness of the flat of bottom plating forward of 0.25L measured from the FP is not to be
less than t obtained from the following equation:t = 0 . 73s k2k3ps/f 1/2 in mm(in.)

wheres = spacing of longitudinal or transverse stiffeners, in mm (in.)k2 = 0 . 5k2 for longitudinally stiffened plating
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k3 = 0.74k = 3 . 075 α 1/2− 2 . 077 / α+ 0 . 272  1 ≤ α ≤ 2
= 1.0 α > 2α = aspect ratio of the panel (longer edge/shorter edge)ps = the design slamming pressure = kupsi

For determination of t, the pressure ps is to be taken at the center of the supported panel.

psi = nominal bottom slamming pressure, as specified in 3/13.3.1, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)ku = slamming load factor = 1.1

The maximum nominal bottom slamming pressure occurring along the drillship is to be applied to
the bottom plating between the foremost extent of the flat of bottom and 0.125L from the FP. The
pressure beyond this region may be gradually tapered to the longitudinal location where the
nominal slamming pressure is calculated as zero.f = permissible bending stress, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= 0.85 SmfySm and fy are as defined in 4/7.3.1.

13.1.2 Bottom Longitudinals and Stiffeners
The section modulus of the stiffener, including the associated effective plating on the flat of
bottom forward of 0.25L measured from the FP, is not to be less than obtained from the following
equation:SM = M/fb cm3(in3)M = 1000pssℓ2/k N/cm(kgf/cm,lbf/in.)

wherek = 16 (16, 111.1)ps =
design slamming pressure = kupsi

For determination of M, the pressure is ps to be taken at the midpoint of the span ℓ.

psi = nominal bottom slamming pressure, as specified in 3/13.3.1, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)ku = slamming load factor = 1.1

The maximum nominal bottom slamming pressure occurring along the drillship is to be applied to
the bottom stiffeners between the foremost extent of the flat of bottom and 0.125L from the FP.
The pressure beyond this region may be gradually tapered to the longitudinal location where the
nominal slamming pressure is calculated as zero.
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s = spacing of longitudinal or transverse stiffeners, in mm (in.)ℓ = unsupported span of the stiffener, in m (ft)fb = 0 . 9Smfy for transverse and longitudinal stiffeners in the region forward of 0.125L
measured from the FP= 0 . 8Smfy for longitudinal stiffeners in the region between 0.125L and 0.25L measured
from the FP

The effective breadth of plating, be, is to be obtained from section a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.

Struts connecting the bottom and inner bottom longitudinals are not to be fitted.

13.1.3 Bottom Floors
The arrangements and scantlings of floors are to be adequate for bottom slamming loads, as
specified in 3/13.

The spacing of floors forward of amidships need not be less than the spacing amidships.

13.3 Bowflare Slamming
When bowflare slamming, as specified in 3/13.5, is considered, the side shell structure above the waterline
in the region between 0.0125L and 0.25L from the FP is to be in compliance with the following
requirements.

13.3.1 Side Shell Plating
The net thickness of the side shell plating between 0.0125L and 0.25L from the FP is not to be less
than t1 or t2, whichever is greater, obtained from the following equations:t1 = 0 . 73s k1ps/f1 1/2   in mm in.t2 = 0 . 73s k2ps/f2 1/2   in mm in.
whereps = maximum slamming pressure = kupijpij = nominal bowflare slamming pressure, as specified in 3/13.5.1, at the lowest point of the panel, in

N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)ku = slamming load factor = 1.1f1 = 0 . 85Smfy for side shell plating forward of 0.125L from the FP, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/
in2)= 0 . 75Smfy for side shell plating in the region between 0.125L and 0.25L from the FP, in
N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)f2 = 0 . 85Smfy , in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)k1 = 0.342 for longitudinally stiffened plating= 0.5 for transversely stiffened platingk2 = 0.5 for longitudinally stiffened plating= 0.342 for transversely stiffened plating
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s, Sm, and fy are as defined in 4/9.1.

13.3.2 Side Longitudinals and Stiffeners
The section modulus of the stiffener, including the associated effective plating, is not to be less
than obtained from the following equation:SM = M/fb cm3(in3)M = 1000pssℓ2/k N/cm(kgf/cm,lbf/in)

where

k = 16 (16, 111.1)

ℓ = unsupported span of the stiffener, in m (ft)ps = maximum slamming pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), as defined in 6/13.3.1, at the midpoint of the
span ℓ

s and fb are as defined in 6/13.1.2.

The effective breadth of plating, be, is to be obtained from section a) of 4/7.7.6 FIGURE 4.
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S E C T I O N  7
Topside and Hull Interface Structures

1 Design and Analysis of Hull Interface Structures
The design and analysis criteria to be applied to the other pertinent features of the hull structural design are
to conform to this Guide or to recognized practices acceptable to ABS. For drillships, the hull design will
need to consider the interface between the hull structure and the topside structure, and the interface
between the position mooring system and the hull structure in the case of moored drillships. The hull-
topside interface structure is defined as the attachment zone of load transmission between the main hull
structure and hull mounted equipment, such as topside support stools and foundations, crane pedestals and
foundations, derrick support, flare boom foundation, gantry foundation, mooring, blow-out preventer
(BOP) and lower marine riser package (LMRP) support foundations, etc. The zone includes components of
the hull underdeck structures in way of support stools and foundations, such as deck transverse web
frames, deck plating, deck longitudinals and upper parts of longitudinal and transverse bulkhead structures,
as well as foundations of the hull-mounted equipment. These components of the interface structure are to
comply with the criteria indicated in 7/1.9. See also 3-2-2/5 of the MOU Rules for additional requirements
for the substructures supporting the drilling derrick, drill floor and associated equipment.

Criteria applicable to the topside structures are referred to in 7/3 of this Guide and 3-2-2/9 of the MOU
Rules.

The basic scantlings in way of the hull interface structure is to be designed based on the first principle
approach and meet the requirements of 3-2-1 of the MOU Rules strength criteria, the ABS Guide for
Buckling and Ultimate Strength Assessment for Offshore Structures and the ABS Guide for the Fatigue
Assessment of Offshore Structures, or equivalent national industry standards recognized and accepted by
ABS, such as API Standards. Weld design of hull interface structure connections is to be developed based
on 3-2-6 of the MOU Rules or a direct calculation approach, as well as 7/1.13. Material grades for the
above-deck interface structure are to be selected as per 3-1-4 of the MOU Rules requirements. The material
grades for the hull structure components, such as deck and frame structures, can be selected as per Part 3 of
the Marine Vessel Rules.

The verification of the hull interface structure as defined above is to be performed using direct calculation
of local 3-D hull interface finite element models, developed using gross scantlings and analyzed with load
conditions and load cases described in the following sections.

1.1 Hull-Topside Interface Modeling
An FEM analysis is to be performed and submitted for review:

1.1.1 Topside Support Structures and Hull Underdeck Structures
The topside support structures and hull underdeck structures in way of deck transverse webs, deck
plating, deck longitudinals, longitudinal and transverse bulkheads, are to be assessed for the most
unfavorable load combinations of topside support structure reactions and hull structure loads,
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where applicable, using an appropriate FEM analysis. The load combinations of topside support
structure reactions and hull structure loads are to be consistent with those assumed in the module
analysis (see 7/3). The finite element model extent is to be sufficiently large to minimize the cut
boundary effects.

The openings in way of critical areas are to be incorporated into the FEM model to investigate
their effects. The loads for the normal drilling condition, severe storm and transit conditions are to
be taken into account. Topside systems are to be empty in transit condition. Special attention is to
be given to the cutouts in deck transverse webs in way of topside support structures. The strength
analysis for the typical cutout with the maximum topside support structure reactions using a local
fine mesh FEM model is to be carried out and submitted for review.

Other topside equipment foundations, such as crane pedestals and foundations, derrick support,
flare boom foundations, gantry foundations, blow-out preventer (BOP) and lower marine riser
package (LMRP) support foundations, etc., and hull structure in way of the foundations are to be
checked for the given functional loads, environmental loads and hull structure loads, where
applicable, using an appropriate FEM analysis. The finite element model extent is to be
sufficiently large to minimize the cut boundary effects. Openings such as cutouts in way of critical
areas are to be incorporated into the FEM model. The loads for the normal drilling condition,
severe storm and transit conditions are to be taken into account in the analysis. All equipment is to
be in the stowed position for the transit condition.

Note:

For a drillship with a position mooring system the local mooring foundation structures are to be reviewed for the
given mooring and hull structure loads, where applicable, using appropriate FEM analysis.

1.3 Load Conditions
For all conditions, the primary hull girder load effects are to be considered, which include the still water
values which shall not be less than the permissible still water values, and the following dynamic load
conditions, where applicable.

1.3.1 Severe Storm Condition
● Client-specified site year return loads, and severe storm functional, dead and live loads (i.e.,

excluding tropical cyclones), as applicable, with1 3 stress increase allowable (i.e., 0 . 8fy)
The following assumptions are applicable:

● Cranes are in stowed position

● If moored, mooring loads in the most severe hull loading condition are determined from the
site mooring load analysis for the following conditions:

- All lines are intact

- One line is damaged

- For each individual line and associated fairlead, chock, chain stopper etc., the strength is to be assessed
under the breaking strength of the line/chain with a Utilization Factor, UF = 0 . 8 for component stress,
0.9 for Von Mises element stress and 0.8 for buckling stress, in the case that the mooring loads in the
above two conditions are not available.

1.3.2 Normal Drilling Condition
Normal drilling condition with maximum functional live loads under site operation without 1 3
stress increase allowable (i.e.,0 . 6fy). Special consideration is to be given to the following:
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● Limiting environmental condition, specified by designer/operator, that would require
suspension of normal operations, is to be minimum 1-year return as per this Guide.

● Crane functional loads are as per API RP 2A and API Spec 2C Practices.

1.3.3 Transit Condition
For transit condition the drillship is considered in North Atlantic environmental conditions using
the IACS standard wave data with drilling and other equipment configured and secured for transit.

1.3.4 Damage Condition
Damaged Conditions (as applicable) with static deadweight and functional loads only, for a
minimum 1-year return period caused by accidental flooding.

1.5 Inertial Load Cases
The long-term and short-term Dominant Load Parameter (DLP) values can be calculated either using the
ABS Eagle Drillship module or by using direct seakeeping/hydrodynamic calculations using 3-D
diffraction radiation program. The DLP values are to be selected for the most unfavorable structural
response. Maximum accelerations are to be calculated at the center of gravity of the most forward and aft
and midship topside production facility modules. The load cases are to be selected to maximize each of the
following DLPs together with other associated DLP values.

● Max. Vertical Bending Moment

● Max. Shear Force

● Max. Vertical Acceleration

● Max. Lateral Acceleration

● Max. Roll

Alternatively, the number of load cases can be reduced by assuming that all maximum DLP values occur
simultaneously, which is a conservative assumption.

1.7 Hull Girder Load Cases
As a minimum, the following two hull girder load cases are to be analyzed:

● Maximum hull girder sagging moment

● Maximum hull girder hogging moment

1.9 Acceptance Criteria
1.9.1 Yielding Checks

1.9.1(a) For Severe Storm Condition, Transit and/or North Atlantic Loads:

i) For one-stiffener spacing element size FE analysis:

● fe (Von Mises) < 0 . 9fy plate membrane stresses at element centroids

● f1x (axial stress) < 0 . 8fy bar and beam elements

● fxy (shear) < 0 . 53fy
ii) (2016) The effects of notches, stress risers and local stress concentrations are to be taken

into account when considering load carrying elements. When stress concentrations are
considered to be of high intensity in certain elements, the acceptable stress levels will be
subject to special consideration. The following guidance may be used in such
circumstances.
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For local detail FE model analyses (localized highly stressed area, 50 X 50 mm element
size, In no case is the plate element size required to be less than the plate thickness)
provided fatigue strength is satisfied for the local detail:

● f1x           element stress < 1 . 25Smfy
● fe             small area < 1 . 25Smfy

1.9.1(b) For Normal Drilling Condition (Deadweight + Maximum Functional Loads)

i) For one-stiffener spacing element size FE analysis:

● fe < 0 . 7fy             plate membrane stresses at element centroids

● f1x < 0 . 6fy           bar and beam elements

● fxy < 0 . 4fy            
Note: These load cases often govern for benign environmental loads.

ii) (2016) For local detail FE model analyses (localized highly stressed area, fine mesh
element size, for example, less than 2 x plate thickness) provided fatigue strength is
satisfied for the local detail:

● fe           small area < 0 . 97Smfy
● f1x         element stress < 1 . 25Smfy

1.9.1(c) For Damaged Condition: Same as above for normal drilling condition, except for the
following, as applicable:

i) For one-stiffener spacing element size FE analysis:

● fe < 0 . 9fy           plate membrane stresses at element control

● fe < 0 . 8fy           bar and beam elements

● fxy < 0 . 53fy
ii) (2016) For local detail FE model analyses (localized highly stressed area, fine mesh

element size, for example, less than 2 x plate thickness) provided fatigue strength is
satisfied for the local detail:

● fe           small area < 1 . 25Smfy
● f1x         element stress < 1 . 25Smfy

whereSm = 1.0 for mild steel

= 0.95 for Grade HT32 steel

= 0.908 for Grade HT36 steel

= 0.875 for Grade HT40 steel

For material grades other than the above, the allowable stresses will be specially considered.
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1.9.2 Buckling Checks
ABS buckling criteria included in the latest edition of the ABS Guide for Buckling and Ultimate
Strength Assessment for Offshore Structures are to be used with the following:

● Buckling strength to be calculated using gross scantlings,

● Utilization Factor, UF:UF = 0 . 8 or SF = 1 . 25 for severe storm, transit condition and/or North Atlantic conditionUF = 0 . 6 or SF = 1 . 67 for onsite normal drilling conditionUF = 0 . 8 or for damage conditionUF determined on a case-by-case basis for other special conditions

1.11 Fatigue Calculations
The fatigue damage/life calculations are to be carried out as per the latest edition of the ABS Guide for
Fatigue Assessment of Offshore Structures. The fatigue calculations are to be carried out for the intended
design operating life of the drillship, and are to take into account the wave-induced hull girder loads,
external hydrodynamic pressure, and inertia loads due to the vessel motion as well as the specified
equipment fatigue loads.

Special attention is to be given to any cutouts in deck transverse webs in way of topside structure support
structures. Where applicable, the detail fatigue evaluation for the typical cutout with the maximum topside
support structure dynamic reactions is to be carried out and submitted for review.

If the simplified fatigue calculation approach is to be used and the long-term Weibull distribution
parameter is not available for the hull-topside interface, then a Weibull parameter is to be developed for the
specific location under consideration.

The safety factors for fatigue life for hull interface connections are to be in accordance with 7/1.11 TABLE
1 shown below.

TABLE 1
Safety Factors for Fatigue Life of Hull-Topside Interface Structures

Importance Inspectable and Repairable

Yes No

Non-Critical 2 5

Critical 3 10

Note: "Critical" implies that failure of these structural items would result in the rapid loss of structural integrity and
produce an event of unacceptable consequence.

1.13 Fillet Weld Design
1.13.1 General

Fillet weld size can be determined by equations or direct calculations specified in this section. The
actual sizes of fillet welds are to be indicated on detail drawings or on a separate welding schedule
and submitted for approval in each individual case. In determining weld sizes based on the
equations or direct calculations in this Section, the nearest 1 2 mm may be used.

1.13.2 Continuous Fillet Welds
The leg size, w, of continuous fillet welds is obtained from the following equations:
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w = tpl × C+ 2 . 0mmwmin = 0 . 3tpl   or   4 . 5mm
wheretpl = thickness of the thinner of the two members being joined, in mmC = weld factor defined in Marine Vessel Rules 3-2-19/3 TABLE 1, except that for interface, main girder

and stiffeners in topside structures the following weld factors are to be appliedLocation C
Interface If there is no uplifting loading except toe area 0.45

Main Girder At end (bracketed) 0.30

At end (unbracketed) 0.40

(full span) C = 0 . 2 for wet spacewmin = 4 . 5mm 0.15

Stiffener At end (bracketed) 0.30

At end (unbracketed) 0.35

(full span) C = 0 . 2 for wet spacewmin = 4 . 5mm 0.12

 

 

1.13.3 Thin Plating
For plating of 6.5 mm or less, the requirements may be modified as follows:w = tpl × C+ 2 . 5mmwmin = 3 . 5mm

1.13.4 Intermittent Fillet Welds
Where an intermittent weld is permitted, the size and length of fillet weld is to be determined by
3-2-19/3 of the Marine Vessel Rules.
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1.13.5 Direct Calculation
Fillet weld size can be determined by direct calculation from weld stresses. Weld stresses are to be
calculated considering all combination of static and dynamic loads.

Stresses at the weld are to be calculated considering the weld throat area. Normal stress parallel to
weld line is to be ignored for fillet weld size calculation. Stress components calculated for plate
directions are to be converted to principal directions of the weld throat plane:fn = 12 × σnfsT = 12 × σnfsL = τL
whereσn = normal stress calculated for weld throat areaτL = shear stress parallel to weld line calculated for weld throat areafn = normal stress at weld throat planefsL = shear stress at weld throat parallel to weld linefsT = shear stress at weld throat plane perpendicular to weld line

 

 

The resultant stress at the weld throat is to be less than or equal to the permissible stress at any
point in the weld length:fn2+ 3 fsL2 + fsT2 ≤ 0 . 6   fuL
WherefuL         =         ultimate stregnth of base metal
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1.13.6 Direct Calculation with Stress Results from Finite Element Analysis
If finite element analysis (FEA) is used to determine stresses at the weld joint, stresses from shell
elements using the base plate thickness are to be converted to weld stresses in the principal
directions of the weld throat plane:σtℎroat = σFEA × tpl2 tpl × C+ 2
whereσtℎroat = σn or τL stress for weld throat areaσFEA = σn or τLFEA stress result using shell elementstpl = base plate thickness used for FEA shell elementsC = weld factor in 7/1.13.2

The resultant stress at the weld throat is to be calculated applying the same equation in 7/1.13.5
and is to be less than or equal to the permissible stress at any point in the weld length.

1.15 Stool and Crane Pedestal Weld Requirements
The minimum welding requirements for the connections of the topside stools and of the crane pedestals are
shown in Section 7, Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

FIGURE 1 
Topside Stool Minimum Weld Requirements
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FIGURE 2 
Crane Pedestal Minimum Weld Requirements

3 Topside Structures

3.1 General
Topside structures such as mud modules, mud process modules, subsea control module, drill floor and
substructure, riser storage area, well test area,BOP guide frame, etc. are to be considered in the loads
indicated in 7/3.3 and their structural strength assessed according to 7/3.5

The structural design of the following topside supporting structures is to be in accordance with the
following Subsections of 3-2-2 of the MOU Rules:

• Helicopter decks 3-2-2/3

• Substructures supporting the drilling derrick 3-2-2/5

• Crane Pedestal and Foundation 3-2-2/9.5

• Lifesaving Appliances 3-2-2/9.3

• Pipe Racks 8-2-1/3.5

• Flare Boom Support Structure 3-2-2/9

• Foundations for heavy loads such as engines,
mud pumps, etc

3-2-2/9

When the CDS notation is requested, the following additional structures are to be reviewed in accordance
with the ABS Guide for Classification of Drilling Systems:

● Derrick

● Burner/Flare Boom
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● Cranes for Lifting Drilling Equipment

3.3 Loads
3.3.1 Global and Local Loads

Load conditions specified in 3-2-1/1 of the MOU Rules are to be considered in the analysis (i.e.,
static loads and static plus environmental loads. The design loads and load effects to be considered
are categorized as:

● Permanent loads – Loads that will not vary in magnitude, position or direction (deadweight).
All input loads are to be gross (i.e., including weight contingencies).

● Variable functional loads – Loads originating from normal operation of the structure

● Environmental loads – Loads that will vary in magnitude, position or direction during the life
of the vessel (see 3-1-3/1 of the MOU Rules). Examples are loads induced by wave and
current; wind, snow and ice and combinations of these. Environmental effects will also induce
vessel motions. The load components from vessel motions (displacement and inertial effects)
are to be suitably considered

● Deformations – Loads caused by imposed deformations such those due to Deflection in
module supports/foundation due to ship/vessel hull sagging/hogging, and deformations due to
temperature change.

3.3.2 Derrick Reaction Loads
For the drill floor substructure, support reactions from the derrick analysis are to be included in
the drill floor structure analysis. Where drill floors support a dual drilling derrick system the
appropriate derrick support reactions for the appropriate load combinations from the derrick
analysis are to be considered in the drill floor analysis (e.g., load combination involving
simultaneous/combined main and auxiliary well drilling loads).

3.5 Strength Assessment
3.5.1 Global Strength

The global analysis of each sub-structure is to be carried out for all primary members using a
recognized structural analysis program. Code checks for strength and structural stability are to be
carried out as per the MOU Rules (3-2-1/3.7) or AISC Specification for Structural Steel Buildings
Part 5 Chapter H and the ABS Guide for Buckling and Ultimate Strength Assessment for Offshore
Structures. One-third increase in allowable stress is permitted for load combinations involving
storm environmental loads. The one-third increase in allowable stress may be accepted for load
combinations involving operating environmental loads provided this approach has been agreed
with ABS. The one-third increase in allowable stress is not to be considered for load combinations
involving only static load combinations (i.e., no environmental loads are included).

3.5.2 Individual Stresses
Individual stress components and, as applicable, direct combinations of such stresses are not to
exceed the allowable stress specified in MOU Rules 3-2-1/3.3.

3.5.3 Plated Structures (1 August 2017)
For plated structures subject to biaxial stresses, the members shall be designed according to the
Von-Mises equivalent stress criterion specified in MOU Rules 3-2-1/3.11 and MOU Rules 3-2-A3
for local highly stressed area.

3.5.4 Buckling Strength
Where buckling of a structural element due to compressive or shear stresses, or both, is a
consideration, the compressive or shear stress is not to exceed the allowable stress specified in
MOU Rules 3-2-1/3.5.
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The buckling strength of plated structures is to be designed according to the ABS Guide for
Buckling and Ultimate Strength Assessment for Offshore Structures, or other recognized standard
acceptable to ABS.

3.7 Material Selection for Topside and Hull Interface Structures
Material selection for topside structures and hull interface structures are included in Appendix A6.

3.9 Fatigue Assessment
Fatigue analysis of the topside structures is not required. However, fatigue analysis of the hull-topside
interface structure is required (see 7/1.11).
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A P P E N D I X  1
Determination of Environmental Severity Factors

1 General
This Appendix provides information for the determination of ESFs for drillship design criteria to account
for environmental conditions of different modes of operation compared to North Atlantic Ocean
conditions.

The formulations from Section 3 are modified to reflect the incorporation of various ESF β-types. In the
modified formulations, the ESF (β) factors are applied to the dynamic load parameters in the load
components.

The general concept of ESF α-types is to compare fatigue damage resulting from different environmental
conditions. This type of ESF has two applications. First, it can be used to adjust the fatigue damage
induced by the wave-induced dynamic loads at the drillship operating site. Second, it can be used to assess
the fatigue damage accumulated during previous service at other operating sites. The α-type ESFs are
obtained at different locations for longitudinal stiffeners of the hull structure.

3 ESFs of the Beta (β) Type
This type of ESF is used to introduce a comparison of the severity between the intended environment and a
base environment, which is the North Atlantic unrestricted service environment.

A presentation of formulations that are modified to reflect the incorporation of the various β ESFs is given
in Section 3. In the modified formulations, the β factors apply only to the dynamic portions of the load
components, and the load components that are considered “static” are not affected by the introduction of
the β factors.

The definition of the severity measure β is as follows:β = LsLu
where

Ls = Severe storm, normal drilling and transit environments for the dynamic load parameters specified in A1/3
TABLE 1

Lu = most probable extreme value base on the North Atlantic environment for the dynamic load parameters
specified in A1/3 TABLE 1

A β of 1.0 corresponds to the unrestricted service condition of a seagoing vessel. A value of β less than 1.0
indicates a less severe environment than the unrestricted case.
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There are 13 dynamic load components in the ABS Rules for which the β adjustment factors have been
derived. These are for the following dynamic loads or load effects:

TABLE 1
The 13 Dynamic Load Parameters or ESFs (βNN)

No. NN Name

1 VBM Vertical Bending Moment

2 HBM Horizontal Bending Moment

3 EPP External Pressure Port

4 EPS External Pressure Starboard

5 VAC Vertical Acceleration

6 TAC Transverse Acceleration

7 LAC Longitudinal Acceleration

8 PMO Pitch Motion

9 RMO Roll Motion

10 RVM Relative Vertical Motion at Forepeak

11 WHT Wave Height

12 VSF Vertical Shear Force

13 HSF Horizontal Shear Force

As mentioned, the β values are a direct function of the severe storm environmentally-induced loads at the
operating site compared to the unrestricted service environment that is the basis of the Rules. The β values
also need to address other differences and factors between the design basis of a sea going and an operating
drillship. These include:

i) Different design environmental conditions for the different modes of operation.

ii) Different assumed wave energy spreading characterization between the open ocean and operating
situation.

If a direct analysis of a drillship were to be performed, the influences of the mentioned factors
would need to be assessed and used in the drillship’s design. It is not the intention of the
alternative approach offered here to discourage direct analysis, but it is expected that the approach
based on the use of the ESFs will still be used as an important basis of structural design/
assessment of a drillship.

Note:

ABS intends to make computer software available to clients to help establish ESFs and a version of the ABS Eagle
Drillship SEAS software that is modified to accommodate this concept. Clients are advised to contact ABS
regarding the availability of this software.

5 ESFs of the Alpha (α) Type
This type of ESF compares the fatigue damage between the specified operating environment and a base
environment, which is the North Atlantic environment.
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First, this type of ESF is used to adjust the expected fatigue damage induced from the dynamic
components due to environmental loadings at the drillship’s site. Second it can be used to assess the fatigue
damage accumulated during drilling operations at several sites or various transit routes.

The definition of the severity measure α is as follows:a = DuDs C
where

Du = annual fatigue damage of a structural detail in the hull structure, based on the North Atlantic environment
(unrestricted ocean service)

Ds = annual fatigue damage of a structural detail in the hull structure, based on a specific environment

C = 0.65

For fatigue damage calculation, a closed form spectral-based fatigue analysis procedure can be used. The
fundamental task of a spectral fatigue analysis is the determination of the stress transfer function, which
express the relationship between the stress at a particular structural location per unit wave amplitude and
wave frequency and heading. The stress transfer function needs to be determined from the load transfer
function and its corresponding stress factor, which is a conversion factor to obtain the stress transfer
function from the load transfer function. The load transfer function, which depends on hull form geometry,
is to be calculated for regular waves of unit amplitude for ranges of wave frequencies and wave heading.
The stress factor can be obtained through structural analysis techniques, which can be either a simple beam
theory or finite element analysis procedures. The sophistication of the structural analysis needed depends
on the physical system to be analyzed, the type of structural detail and the type of structural loading
considered. For the longitudinal stiffener, the stress factors may be calculated by the simple beam theory.

The response spectra of the stress transfer functions can be determined by given wave spectra. In the
‘short-term closed form’ approach, the stress range is normally expressed in terms of probability density
functions for different short-term sea states. These short-term probability density functions are derived by a
spectral approach based on the Rayleigh distribution method whereby it is assumed that the variation of
stress is a narrow banded random Gaussian process. When a narrow banded assumption is not valid for the
stress process, a damage correction factor, e.g. Wirsching’s “rainflow correction” factor, is applied in the
calculation of the short-term fatigue damage. Having calculated the short-term damage, the total fatigue
damage is calculated through their weighted linear summation (using Miner’s rule). More detailed
mathematical representations of the steps of the fatigue damage calculation can be found in the ABS Guide
for the Fatigue Assessment of Offshore Structures.

The α type ESFs are obtained for structural details in the hull structure, where these details follow those
defined for drillship hull structure in Section 4.

An α of 1.0 corresponds to the unrestricted condition of a seagoing vessel. A value of α greater than 1.0
indicates a less fatigue-inducing environment than the unrestricted case. The value of α to be used in this
Guide is not to be greater than 1.0
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A P P E N D I X  2
Fatigue Strength Assessment of Drillships

1 General

1.1 Note
This Appendix provides a designer-oriented approach to fatigue strength assessment which may be used
for certain structural details in lieu of more elaborate methods such as spectral fatigue analysis. The term
“assessment” is used here to distinguish this approach from the more elaborate analysis.

The criteria in this Appendix are developed from various sources, including the Palmgren-Miner linear
damage model, S-N curve methodologies, a long-term environment data of the North-Atlantic Ocean
(Walden’s Data), etc., and assume workmanship of commercial marine quality acceptable to the Surveyor.
The capacity of structures to resist the fatigue is given in terms of fatigue damage to allow designers the
maximum flexibility possible.

1.3 Applicability
The criteria in this Appendix are specifically written for drillships to which Sections 4 and 5 are
applicable.

1.5 Loadings
The criteria have been written for ordinary wave-induced motions and loads. Other cyclic loadings, which
may result in significant levels of stress ranges over the expected lifetime of the drillship, are also to be
considered by the designer.

1.7 Effects of Corrosion
To account for the mean wastage throughout the service life, the total stress range calculated using the net
scantlings (i.e., deducting nominal design corrosion values, see Section 2, Table 1) is modified by a factorCf (see A2/9.1.1).

1.9 Format of the Criteria
The criteria are presented as a comparison of fatigue strength of the structure (capacity) and fatigue
inducing loads (demands), in the form of a fatigue damage parameter, DM. The calculated fatigue damage,DM, is to be less than or equal to 1 for the design life of the drillship, which corresponds to a fatigue life of
20 years.
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3 Connections to be Considered for the Fatigue Strength Assessment

3.1 General
These criteria have been developed to allow consideration of a broad variation of structural details and
arrangements, so that most of the important structural details in the drillship can be subjected to an explicit
(numerical) fatigue assessment using these criteria. However, where justified by comparison with details
proven satisfactory under equal or more severe conditions, an explicit assessment can be exempted.

3.3 Guidance on Locations
As a general guidance for assessing fatigue strength for a drillship, the following connections and locations
should be considered:

3.3.1 Connections of Longitudinal Stiffeners to Transverse Web/Floor and to Transverse
Bulkhead

3.3.1(a) Two (2) to three (3) selected side longitudinals in the region from the 1.1 draft to about 1 3
draft in the midship region and also in the region between 0.15L and 0.25L from F.P., respectively.

3.3.1(b) One (1) to two (2) selected longitudinals from each of the following groups:

● Deck longitudinals, bottom longitudinals, inner bottom longitudinals and longitudinals on side
longitudinal bulkheads

● One longitudinal on each of the longitudinal bulkheads within 0.1D from the deck is to be
included

For these structural details, the fatigue assessment is to be first focused on the flange of the
longitudinal at the rounded toe welds of attached flat bar stiffeners and brackets, as illustrated for
Class F item 2) and Class F2 item 1) in Appendix 2, Table 1.

Then, the critical spots on the web plate cut-out, on the lower end of the stiffener as well as the
weld throat are also to be checked for the selected structural detail. For illustration, see A2/11.3.1
and A2/11.3.2(a), A2/11.3.2(b) and A2/11.3.2(c).

Where the longitudinal stiffener end bracket arrangements are different on opposing sides of a
transverse web, both configurations are to be checked.

3.3.2 Shell, Bottom, Inner Bottom or Bulkhead Plating at Connections to Webs or Floors (for
Fatigue Strength of Plating)

3.3.2(a) One (1) to two (2) selected locations of side shell plating near the summer LWL
amidships and between 0.15L and 0.25L from F.P. respectively

3.3.2(b) One (1) to two (2) selected locations in way of bottom and inner bottom amidships

3.3.2(c) One (1) to two (2) selected locations of lower strakes of side longitudinal bulkhead
amidships

3.3.3 Connections of the Slope Plate to Inner Bottom and Side Longitudinal Bulkhead
Plating at the Lower Liquid Tank Corners

One selected location amidships at transverse web and between webs, respectively

For this structural detail, the value of fR, the total stress range as specified in A2/9.1, is to be
determined from fine mesh FEM analyses for the combined load cases, as specified for Zone B in
A2/7.5.2.
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3.3.4 End Bracket Connections for Transverses and Girders
One (1) to two (2) selected locations in the midship region for each type of bracket configuration.

3.3.5 Topside Support Structures
For hull-topside interface structures, see fatigue strength assessment guidance provided in 7/1.11.

3.3.6 Other Regions and Locations
Other regions and locations, highly stressed by fluctuating loads, as identified from structural
analysis.

TABLE 1
Fatigue Classification for Structural Details

Class
Designation

Description

B Parent materials, plates or shapes as-rolled or drawn, with no flame-cut edges

C 1) Parent material with automatic flame-cut edges

2) Full penetration seam welds or longitudinal fillet welds made by an automatic submerged or open arc
process, and with no stop-start positions within the length

D 1) Full penetration butt welds between plates of equal width and thickness made either manually or by an
automatic process other than submerged arc, from both sides, in downhand position

2) Welds in C-2) with stop-start positions within the length

E 1) Full penetration butt welds made by other processes than those specified under D-1)

2) Full penetration butt welds made from both sides between plates of unequal widths machined to a smooth
transition with a slope not more than 1 in 4. Plates of different thickness are to be likewise machined with a
slope not more than 1 in 3, unless a transition within the weld bead is approved.
 

 

3) Welds of brackets and stiffenerss to web plate of girders
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F 1) Full penetration butt welds made on a permanent backing strip between plates of equal width/thickness or
between plates of unequal width/thickness, as specified in E-2.

2) Rounded fillet welds as shown below
 

 

3) Welds of brackets and stiffeners to flanges
 

 

4) Attachments on plate or face plate
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F 2 1) Fillet welds as shown below with rounded welds and no undercutting
 

 

2) Overlapped joints with soft-toe brackets as shown below
 

 

3) Fillet welds with any undercutting at the corners dressed out by local grinding
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G 1) Fillet welds in F2 − 1) without rounded toe welds or with limited minor undercutting at corners or bracket
toes

2) Overlapped joints as shown below
 

 

3) Fillet welds in F2 − 3) with minor undercutting

4) Doubler on face plate or flange
 

 

W Fillet welds-weld throat
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Notes:

1 For brackets connecting two or more load carrying members, an appropriate stress concentration factor
(SCF) determined from fine mesh 3D or 2D finite element analysis is to be used. In this connection, the
fatigue class at bracket toes may be upgraded to class E as shown below.
 

 

2 Additional information on stress concentration factors and the selection of compatible S-N data is given
in Subsection A2/11.

5 Fatigue Strength Assessment

5.1 Assumptions
The fatigue strength of a structural detail under the loads specified here, in terms of fatigue damage, is to
be evaluated using the criteria contained in this Subsection. The key assumptions employed are listed
below for guidance.

● A linear cumulative damage model (i.e., Palmgren-Miner’s Rule) has been used in connection with the
S-N data in Appendix 2, Figure 1 (extracted from Ref. 1*)

● Cyclic stresses due to the loads in Subsection A2/7 have been used and the effects of mean stress have
been ignored.

● The target life of the drillship is taken at 20 years.

● The long-term stress ranges on a detail can be characterized using a modified long term stress
distribution parameter (γ).

● Structural details are classified and described in Appendix 2, Table 1, “Fatigue Classification of
Structural Details” .

● Simple nominal stress (e.g., determined by P/A and M/SM) is the basis of fatigue assessment, rather
than more localized peak stress in way of weld.

*Ref 1: “Offshore Installations: Guidance on Design, Construction and Certification”, Department of
Energy, U.K., Fourth Edition—1990, London: HMSO

The structural detail classification in Appendix 2, Table 1 is based on the joint geometry and the direction
of the dominant load. Where the loading or geometry is too complex for a simple classification, a finite
element analysis of the details is to be carried out to determine stress concentration factors. Subsection
A2/13 contains guidance on finite element analysis modeling to determine stress concentration factors for
weld toe locations that are typically found at longitudinal stiffener end connections.

5.3 Criteria
The criteria are presented as a comparison of fatigue strength of the structure (capacity), and fatigue
inducing loads (demands), in the form of a fatigue damage parameter, DM. The calculated fatigue damage,DM, is to be less than or equal to 1 for the design life of the drillship, which corresponds to a fatigue life of
20 years.
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5.5 Long Term Stress Distribution Parameter, γ
The long-term distribution parameter, γ, is defined below.γ = 1 . 40− 0 . 2αL0 . 2     for   150 < L < 305m  = 1 . 40− 0 . 16αL0 . 2     for   492 < L < 1000ftγ = 1 . 54− 0 . 2450 . 8αL0 . 2  for   L > 305m  = 1 . 54− 0 . 19α0 . 8L0 . 2     for   L > 1000ft
where

α = 1.0 for deck structures, including side shell and longitudinal bulkhead structures within 0.1D from the
deck

= 0.93 for bottom structures, including inner bottom and side shell, and longitudinal bulkhead structures
within 0.1D from the bottom

= 0.86 for side shell and longitudinal bulkhead structures within the region of 0.25D upward and 0.3D
downward from the mid-depth

= 0.80 for transverse bulkhead structuresα may be linearly interpolated for side shell and longitudinal bulkhead structures between 0.1D and 0.25D
(0.2D) from the deck (bottom).L and D are the drillship’s length and depth, as defined in 1/3.1 and 1/3.5.

5.7 Cumulative Fatigue Damage
Unless otherwise specified, the resultant cumulative damage is to be taken as:DM = ∑i = 1n αiDMi
whereDMi = cumulative fatigue damage ratio for the applicable loading condition i

=
maximum DMi, 1/2,DMi, 3− 4,DMi, 5− 6,DMi, 7− 8  for transit condition considering 8 loading cases
defined in Appendix 2, Table 2A

=
fi, 1− 2DMi, 1− 2+ fi, 3− 4DMi, 3− 4+ fi, 5− 6DMi, 5− 6+ fi, 7− 8DMi, 7− 8 , for normal drilling
condition considering 8 loading cases defined in Appendix 2, Table 2Bαi = probability of each loading pattern durationn = total number of transit and normal drilling loading patternsfi, j − k Factors (1)

Loading Pair, j − k 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8

Direction 0 15 30 60

Probability 0.50 0.30 0.15 0.05
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Note:

1 If actual heading information is available and submitted, the actual heading probability considering the weather
banning effect can be used in lieu of those in the above table.

Assuming the long term stress ranges fit a two-parameter long term stress distribution, the cumulative
fatigue damage DMi for each relevant condition is to be taken as:

DMi, j − k = NLK2 0 . 01fRi m1nNR m/γμiΓ 1 + mγ
whereNL = number of cycles for the expected design life. Unless stated otherwise, NL to be taken as:

= U4log10L
= The value is generally between 0.6 × 108 and 0.8 × 108 cycles for a design life of 20 yearsU = design life, in seconds

= 6.31 × 108 for a design life of 20 yearsL = rule length, in mm = S-N curve parameter as defined in Appendix 2, Figure 1, Note a)K2 = S-N curve parameter as defined in Appendix 2, Figure 1, Note a)fRi = stress range at the representative probability level of 10-4, in N/cm2NR = 10 000, number of cycles corresponding to the probability level of 10-4γ = long term stress distribution parameter, as defined in A2/5.5Γ = Gamma functionμi = stress coefficient taking into account the change in slope of the S-N curve

= 1− Γ0 1 + mγ , vi − vi−∆mγ Γ0 1 + m+ ∆mγ , viΓ 1 + mγvi = fq0 . 01fRi γ1n NRfq = stress range at the intersection of the two segments of the S-N curve, see Table in
Appendix 2, Figure 1, Note a), in N/mm2∆m = slope change of the upper-lower segment of the S-N curve

= 2Γ0 a, x = incomplete Gamma function, Legendre form
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FIGURE 1 
Basic Design S-N Curves (2018)

Note:
(For Appendix 2, Figure 1)
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a) Basic design S-N curve

S-N curves represent the relationship between the applied stress range (SB) and the number of cycles (N) to failure under the
stress range.The basic design curves consist of bi-linear relationships between log SB  and log N . They are based upon a
statistical analysis of appropriate experimental data and may be taken to represent two standard deviations below the mean
line.

The first segment of the S-N curves is for N ≤ 107 and is of the form:log N =log K2 −mlog SB
wherelog K2 =log K1 − 2σN   is the predicted number of cycles to failure under stress range SB;K1     is a constant relating to the mean S‐N curve;σ       is the standard deviation of log   N;m       is the inverse slope of the S‐N curve.K2     is a constant relating to the first segement S‐N curve;
The second segment of the S-N curves is for N > 107 and is of the form:log N =log K3 − (m+ 2)log SB
wherelog K3 =log K2 − 2log(fq)K3     is a constant relating to the second segement S‐N curve;fq     is the stress range at the intersection of the two segements of the S‐N curve;
The relevant values of these terms are shown in the table below.

The S-N curves have a change of inverse slope from m to m+ 2 at N = 107 cycles.

Details of basic S-N curves

Class K1 σ m K2 fq (N/mm2) K3
B 2 . 343 × 1015 0.1821 4.0 1 . 013 × 1015 100.321 1 . 019 × 1019
C 1 . 082 × 1014 0.2041 3.5 4 . 227 × 1013 78.190 2 . 584 × 1017
D 3 . 988 × 1012 0.2095 3.0 1 . 520 × 1012 53.364 4 . 328 × 1015
E 3 . 289 × 1012 0.2509 3.0 1 . 036 × 1012 46.963 2 . 284 × 1015
F 1 . 726 × 1012 0.2183 3.0 0 . 632 × 1012 39.824 1 . 002 × 1015
F2 1 . 231 × 1012 0.2279 3.0 0 . 431 × 1012 35.061 0 . 530 × 1015
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Class K1 σ m K2 fq (N/mm2) K3
G 0 . 566 × 1012 0.1793 3.0 0 . 248 × 1012 29.157 0 . 211 × 1015
W 0 . 368 × 1012 0.1846 3.0 0 . 157 × 1012 25.054 0 . 987 × 1014

7 Fatigue Inducing Loads and Determination of Total Stress Ranges

7.1 General
This Subsection provides:

i) The criteria to define the individual load components considered to cause fatigue damage (see
A2/7.3);

ii) The load combination cases to be considered for different regions of the hull containing the
structural detail being evaluated (see A2/7.5); and

iii) Procedures to idealize the structural components to obtain the total stress range acting on the
structure.

7.3 Wave-induced Loads – Load Components
The fatigue-inducing load components to be considered are those induced by the seaway. They are divided
into the following three groups:

● Hull girder wave-induced bending moments (both vertical and horizontal), see 3/5.1 and 3/5.3 of this
Guide.

● External hydrodynamic pressures, and

● Internal tank loads (inertial liquid loads and added static head due to ship’s motion).

7.5 Fatigue Assessment – Loading Conditions
Transit and normal drilling loading conditions are considered in the calculation of stress range. For each
loading condition, eight (8) load cases, as shown in Appendix 2, Tables 2A and 2B, are defined to form
four (4) pairs. The combinations of load cases are to be used to find the characteristic stress range
corresponding to a probability of exceedance of 10-4, as indicated below.

7.5.1 Standard Load Combination Cases
7.5.1(a) Calculate dynamic component of stresses for load cases FLC1 through FLC8,
respectively, for each loading condition.

7.5.1(b) Calculate four sets of stress ranges, one each for the following four pairs of combined
loading cases: FLC1 and FLC2, FLC3 and FLC4, FLC5 and FLC6, and FLC7 and FLC8, for each
loading condition.

7.5.2 Drillships with Either Special Loading Patterns or Special Structural Configuration
For drillships with either special loading patterns or special structural configurations/features,
additional load cases via appropriate probability may be required for determining the stress range.

TABLE 2A
Design Fatigue Load Cases for Fatigue Strength Assessment

(Load Combination Factors for Dynamic Load Components for Transit Condition)
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 FLC1 FLC2 FLC3 FLC4 FLC5 FLC6 FLC7 FLC8

A. Hull Girder Loads

Vertical B.M. Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+)kc 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4

Horizontal B.M.     (-) (+) (-) (+)kc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 1.0 1.0

B. External Pressurekc 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0kf0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0

C. Internal Tank Pressurekc 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5wv 0.75 -0.75 0.75 -0.75 0.25 -0.25 0.4 -0.4wℓ Fwd Bhd
0.25

Fwd Bhd
-0.25

Fwd Bhd
0.25

Fwd Bhd
-0.25 — — Fwd Bhd

0.2
Fwd Bhd

-0.2

Aft Bhd
-0.25

Aft Bhd
0.25

Aft Bhd
-0.25

Aft Bhd
0.25 — — Aft Bhd

-0.2
Aft Bhd

0.2wt — — — — Port Bhd
-0.75

Port Bhd
0.75

Port Bhd
-0.4

Port Bhd
0.4

— — — — Stbd Bhd
0.75

Stbd Bhd
-0.75

Stbd Bhd
0.4

Stbd Bhd
-0.4Cϕ , Pitch -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 -0.7 0.7Cθ , Roll 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.7 -0.7

D. Reference Wave Heading and Motion of Drillship

Heading Angle 0 0 0 0 90 90 60 60

Heave Down Up Down Up Down Up Down Up

Pitch Bow
Down Bow Up Bow

Down Bow Up — — Bow
Down Bow Up

Roll — — — — Stbd
Down Stbd Up Stbd

Down Stbd Up

Notes:

1 Rule vertical bending moment range = Mws−Mwℎ  (see 3/5.1 for Mws and Mwℎ)

2 Rule horizontal bending moment range = 2 ×Mℎ (see 3/5.3 for Mℎ)

3 For each load condition pair, the stress range due to local pressure is the difference between the stress
values for Local Pressure Load Conditions. For example, for Load Condition Pair FLC1 & FLC2, the
stress range due to local pressure is the difference between the stress values for FLC1 and FLC2.

4 For each load condition pair, the stress range is the sum of the absolute stress range values due to
Vertical BM, Horizontal BM and Local Pressure Load Conditions.
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TABLE 2B
Design Fatigue Load Cases for Fatigue Strength Assessment

(Load Combination Factors for Dynamic Load Components for Normal Drilling Condition)

 FLC1 FLC2 FLC3 FLC4 FLC5 FLC6 FLC7 FLC8

A. Hull Girder Loads

Vertical B.M. Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+) Sag (-) Hog (+)kc 1.0 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3

Horizontal B.M.     (-) (+) (-) (+)kc 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

B. External Pressurekc 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0kf0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0

C. Internal Tank Pressurekc 0.4 0.4 0.55 0.4 0.7 0.45 1.0 0.5wv 0.75 -0.75 0.67 -0.67 0.58 -0.58 0.4 -0.4wℓ Fwd Bhd
0.25

Fwd Bhd
-0.25

Fwd Bhd
0.25

Fwd Bhd
-0.25

Fwd Bhd
0.20

Fwd Bhd
-0.20

Fwd Bhd
0.2

Fwd Bhd
-0.2

Aft Bhd
-0.25

Aft Bhd
0.25

Aft Bhd
-0.25

Aft Bhd
0.25

Aft Bhd
-0.2

Aft Bhd
0.20

Aft Bhd
-0.2

Aft Bhd
0.2wt — — Port Bhd

-0.1
Port Bhd

0.1
Port Bhd

-0.2
Port Bhd

0.2
Port Bhd

-0.4
Port Bhd

0.4

— — Stbd Bhd
0.1

Stbd Bhd
-0.1

Stbd Bhd
0.2

Stbd Bhd
-0.2

Stbd Bhd
0.4

Stbd Bhd
-0.4cϕ , Pitch -1.0 1.0 -0.9 0.9 -0.85 0.85 -0.7 0.7cθ , Roll 0.0 0.0 -0.18 0.18 0.35 -0.35 0.7 -0.7

D. Reference Wave Heading and Motion of Drillship

Heading Angle 0 0 15 15 30 30 60 60

Heave Down Up Down Up Down Up Down Up

Pitch Bow
Down Bow Up Bow

Down Bow Up Bow
Down Bow Up Bow

Down Bow Up

Roll — — Stbd
Down Stbd Up Stbd

Down Stbd Up Stbd
Down Stbd Up
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Notes:

1 Rule vertical bending moment range = Mws−Mwℎ (see 3/5.1 for Mwsand Mwℎ)

2 Rule horizontal bending moment range = 2 ×Mℎ (see 3/5.3 for Mℎ)

3 For each load condition pair, the stress range due to local pressure is the difference between the stress
values for Local Pressure Load Conditions. For example, for Load Condition Pair FLC1 & FLC2, the
stress range due to local pressure is the difference between the stress values for FLC1 and FLC2.

4 For each load condition pair, the stress range is the sum of the absolute stress range values due to
Vertical BM, Horizontal BM and Local Pressure Load Conditions.

7.7 Primary Stress fd1fd1v and fd1ℎ may be calculated by a simple beam approach. For assessing fatigue strength of side shell
and longitudinal bulkhead plating at welded connections, the value of wave-induced primary stress is to be
taken as that of maximum principal stress at the location considered to account for the combined load
effects of the direct stresses and shear stresses. For calculating the value of fd1v for longitudinal deck
members, normal camber may be disregarded.

7.9 Secondary Stress fd2fd2 may be obtained from orthotropic plating or grillage methods with appropriate boundary conditions.

For those connections specified in A2/3.3.1, the wave-induced secondary bending stress fd2 may be
ignored.

7.11 Additional Secondary Stresses fd2*  and Tertiary Stresses fd3
7.11.1 Calculation of fd2*

Where required, the additional secondary stresses acting at the flange of a longitudinal stiffener,fd2* , may be approximated byfd2* = CtCyM/SM     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
whereM = Cdpsℓ2/12 N-cm (kgf-cm, lbf-in), at the supported ends of longitudinal

Where flat bar stiffeners or brackets are fitted, the bending moment, M, given above, may be
adjusted to the location of the bracket’s toe, i.e., MX in Section 4, Figure 4.

Where a longitudinal has remarkably different support stiffness at its two ends (e.g., a longitudinal
connected to a transverse bulkhead on one end), consideration is to be given to the increase of
bending moment at the joint.

Cd = 1.15 for longitudinal stiffener connections at the transverse bulkhead connection including
swash bulkheads

= 1.0 elsewherep = wave-induced local net pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for the specified location and load
cases at the mid-span of the longitudinal considereds = spacing of longitudinal stiffener, in cm (in.)ℓ = unsupported span of longitudinal/stiffener, in cm (in.), as shown in Section 4, Figure 3
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SM =
net section modulus of longitudinal with the associated effective plating, in cm3 (in3), at flange or
point considered. The effective breadth, be, in cm (in.), may be determined as shown in Section 4,
Figure 4.

Cy =
0. 656 d/z 4for side shell longitudinals only where z/d ≥ 0 . 9, but Cy ≥ 0 . 30

= 1.0 elsewherez = distance above keel of side shell longitudinal under considerationd = scantling draft, m (ft)

Ct =
correction factor for the combined bending and torsional stress induced by lateral loads at the
welded connection of the flat bar stiffener or bracket to the flange of longitudinal, as shown in
Section 4, Figure 5.

= 1 . 0 + ar for unsymmetrical sections, fabricated or rolled

= 1.0 for tee and flat barsar = CnCpSM/KCp = 31 . 2dw e/ℓ 2
e = horizontal distance between web centerline and shear center of the cross section, including

longitudinal and the effective plating≈ dwbf2tfu/(2SM) cm (in.)K = St. Venant torsion constant for the longitudinal’s cross section, excluding the associated plating.

= bftf3+ dwtw3 /3 cm4 (in4)

Cn = coefficient given in Appendix 2, Figure 2, as a function of ψ, for point (1) shown in Section 5,
Figure 1u = 1− 2b1/bfψ = 0 . 31ℓ K/Γ 1/2Γ = warping constant

= mIyfdw2 + dw3 tw3 /36 cm6 (in6)Iyf = tfbf3 1 . 0 + 3 . 0u2Aw/As /12 cm4 (in4)Aw = dwtw cm2 (in2)As = net sectional area of the longitudinals, excluding the associated plating, cm2 (in2)m = 1 . 0− u 0 . 7− 0 . 1dw/bfdw , tw, b1, bf, tf, all in cm (in.), are as defined in Section 5, Figure 3.

For general applications, ar need not be taken greater than 0.65 for a fabricated angle bar and 0.50
for a rolled section.

For connection as specified in A2/3.3.2, the wave-induced additional secondary stress fd2*  may be
ignored.
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7.11.2 Calculation of fd3
For welded joints of a stiffened plate panel, fd3 may be determined based on the wave-induced
local loads as specified in A2/7.11.1 above, using the approximate equations given below. For
direct calculation, non-linear effect and membrane stresses in the plate may be considered.

For plating subjected to lateral load, fd3 in the longitudinal direction is determined as:fd3     =     0 . 182p s/tn 2N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
wherep = wave‐induced local net pressure, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)s = spacing of longitudinal stiffeners, in cm (in.)tn = net thickness of plate,   in   cm  ( in .)
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FIGURE 2
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9 Resulting Stress Ranges

9.1 Definitions
The content in this section is applicable to drillships.

9.1.1
The total stress range, fR is computed as the sum of the two stress ranges, as follows:fR = kmktkpcf fRG+ fRL     N/cm2 kgf/cm2,lbf/in2
wherefRG = global dynamic stress range, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= fd1vi− fd1vj + fd1ℎi− fd1ℎjfRL = local dynamic stress range, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)

= Cw fd2i+ fd2i* + fd3i − fd2j+ fd2j* + fd3jkp = load factor for adjusting the probability of exceedance

= 0.5km = factor for high tensile steel, applicable to parent material only

= 1200/ 965 + fy     for fy   in N/mm2
= 12237/ 9840 + fy     for   fy   in  lbf/in2
= 174046/ 139962 + fy     for   fy   in  lbf/in2fy = minimum specified yield point of the material, in N/mm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2)kt = factor considering thickness effect, which is not applicable to longitudinal stiffeners with flat

bars or bulb plates

= t/22 n           for net thickness   t ≥ 22mm
= 1 . 0                for net thickness   t < 22mmn = 0.25 for cruciform joints, transverse T joints, plates with transverse attachments

= 0.20 for transverse butt welds

= 0.10 for butt welds ground flush, base metal, longitudinal welds or attachmentscf = adjustment factor to reflect a mean wasted condition

= 0.95Cw = coefficient for the weighted effects of the two paired loading patterns

= 0.75fd1vi,fd1vj =
wave-induced component of the primary stresses produced by hull girder vertical bending, in
N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for load case i and j of the selected pairs of combined load cases,
respectivelyfd1ℎi,fd1ℎj =
wave-induced component of the primary stresses produced by hull girder horizontal bending,
in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for load case i and j of the selected pairs of combined load cases,
respectively
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fd2i, fd2j =
wave-induced component of the secondary bending stresses produced by the bending of
cross-stiffened panels between transverse bulkheads, in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for load
case i and j of the selected pairs of combined load cases, respectively

fd2i* , fd2j* =

wave-induced component of the additional secondary stresses produced by the local bending
of the longitudinal stiffener between supporting structures (e.g., transverse bulkheads and
web frames), in N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for load case i and j of the selected pairs of
combined load cases, respectively

fd3i, fd3j =
wave-induced component of the tertiary stresses produced by the local bending of plate
elements between the longitudinal stiffeners in, N/cm2 (kgf/cm2, lbf/in2), for load case i and j
of the selected pairs of combined load cases, respectively

For calculating the wave-induced stresses, sign convention is to be observed for the respective
directions of wave-induced loads, as specified in Appendix 2, Tables 2A and 2B. The wave-
induced local loads are to be calculated with the sign convention for the external and internal
loads. However, the total of the external and internal pressures, including both static and dynamic
components, need not be taken less than zero.

These wave-induced stresses are to be determined based on the net ship scantlings (see A2/1.3)
and in accordance with Subsections A2/7.5 through A2/7.11. The results of direct calculation,
where carried out, may also be considered.

11 Determination of Stress Concentration Factors (SCFs)

11.1 General
This Subsection contains information on stress concentration factors (SCFs) to be considered in the fatigue
assessment.

Where, for a particular example shown, no specific value of SCF is given when one is called for, it
indicates that a finite element analysis is needed. When the fine mesh finite element approach is used,
additional information on calculations of stress concentration factors and the selection of compatible S-N
data is given in Subsection A2/13.

11.3 Sample Stress Concentration Factors (SCFs)
11.3.1 Cut-outs (Slots) for Longitudinals

SCFs, fatigue classifications and peak stress ranges may be determined in accordance with
Appendix 2, Table 3 and Appendix 2, Figure 3.

TABLE 3Ks (SCF) Values

Configuration

(SCF)

Unsymmetrical Flange Symmetrical Flange

Location [1] [2] [3] [1] [2] [3]

Single-sided Support 2.0 2.1 — 1.8 1.9 —

Single-sided Support with F.B. Stiffener 1.9 2.0 — 1.7 1.8 —

Double-sided Support 3.0 2.6 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.2

Double-sided Support with F.B. Stiffener 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.1
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Note:

a The value of Ks is given, based on nominal shear stresses near the locations under consideration.

b Fatigue classification
Locations [1] and [2]: Class C or B as indicated in Appendix 2, Table 1
Location [3]: Class F

c The peak stress range is to be obtained from the following equations:

1 For locations [1] and [2]fRi = cf Ksifsi+ fni
where cf = 0.95fsi = fsc+ αifswi,fsi ≥ fscαi = 1.8 for single-sided support

= 1.0 for double-sided supportfni = normal stress range in the web platefswi = shear stress range in the web plate

= Fi/AwFi is the calculated web shear force range at the location considered. Aw is the area of web.fsc = shear stress range in the support (lug or collar plate)

= CyP/ Ac+ Asfsc = shear stress range in the support (lug or collar plate)

= CyP/ Ac+ AsCy is as defined in A2/7.11.1.P = sℓpopo = fluctuating lateral pressureAc = sectional area of the support or of both supports for double-sided
supportAs = sectional area of the flat bar stiffener, if anyKsi = SCFs given aboves = spacing of longitudinal/stiffenerℓ = spacing of transverses

2 For location [3]fR3 = cf fn32 + Ksfs2 2 1/2
where cf = 0.95fn3 = normal stress range at location [3]fs2 = shear stress range, as defined in 1 above, near location [3].Ks = SCFs given above
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FIGURE 3 
Cut-outs (Slots) For Longitudinal

11.3.2 Flat Bar Stiffener for Longitudinals
11.3.2(a) For assessing fatigue life of a flat bar stiffener at location [1] or [2] as shown in
Appendix 2, Figure 4, the peak stress range is to be obtained from the following equation:fRi = aifs 2+ fLi2 1/2     i = 1   or   2
wherefs = nominal stress range in the flat bar stiffener.
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= kpcfCyP/ As+ AcP , As, Ac, cf are as defined in A2/11.3.1 and Cy in A2/7.11.1. For a flat bar stiffener with soft-toed
brackets, the brackets may be included in the calculation of As.kp = load factor for adjusting the probability of exceedance

= 0.5fLi = stress range in the longitudinal at Location i(i= 1 or 2), as specified in Subsection A2/9ai = stress concentration factor at Location i (i= 1 or 2) accounting for misalignment and local distortion

At location [1]

For flat bar stiffener without bracketsa1 = 1 . 50   for double‐sided support connection= 2 . 00 for single‐sided support connection
For flat bar stiffener with bracketsa1 = 1 . 00   for double‐sided support connection= 1 . 25 for single‐sided support connection
At location [2]

For flat bar stiffener without bracketsa2 = 1 . 25   for single or double‐sided support connection
For flat bar stiffener with bracketsa2 = 1 . 00   for single or double‐sided support connection
11.3.2(b) For assessing the fatigue life of the weld throat as shown in Appendix 2, Table 1, Class
W, the peak stress range fR at the weld may be obtained from the following equation:fR = 1 . 25fsAsAsw
whereAsw = sectional area of the weld throat. Brackets may be included in the calculation of Asw.fs and As are as defined in A2/11.3.2(a) above.

11.3.2(c) For assessing fatigue life of the longitudinal, the fatigue classification given in Appendix
2, Table 1 for a longitudinal as the only load-carrying member is to be considered. Alternatively,
the fatigue classification shown in Appendix 2, Figure 4, in conjunction with the combined stress
effects, fR, may be used. In calculation of fR, the ai may be taken as 1.25 for both locations [1]
and [2].
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FIGURE 4 
Fatigue Classification for Longitudinals in way of Flat Bar Stiffener

11.3.3 Connection Between Transverse Bulkhead Vertical Web and Double Bottom Girder
Fatigue class designation and SCFs may be determined as shown in Appendix 2, Figure 5.

FIGURE 5

11.3.4 Connection Between Transverse Bulkhead Vertical Web and Deck Girder
Fatigue class designation and SCFs may be determined as shown in Appendix 2, Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6

11.3.5 End Connections of Transverse Bulkhead Horizontal Girder to Longitudinal of Side
Shell or Longitudinal Bulkhead

Fatigue class designation and SCFs may be determined as shown in Appendix 2, Figure 7.

FIGURE 7

11.3.6 Connection of Transverse Bulkhead to Longitudinal Bulkhead
Fatigue class designation and SCFs may be determined as shown in Appendix 2, Figure 8.
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FIGURE 8

11.3.7 Doublers and Non-load Carrying Members on Deck or Shell Plating
Fatigue class designation may be determined as shown in Appendix 2, Figure 9.

FIGURE 9 
Doublers and Non-load Carrying Members on Deck or Shell Plating

13 Stress Concentration Factors Determined From Finite Element
Analysis

13.1 Introduction
S-N data and stress concentration factors (SCFs) are related to each other and therefore should be
considered together so that there is a consistent basis for the fatigue assessment.

The following guidance is intended to help make correct decisions.

13.3 S-N Data
S-N data are presented as a series of straight-lines plotted on log-log scale. The data reflect the results of
numerous tests, which often display considerable scatter. The recommended design curves for different
types of structural details and welded connections recognize the scatter in test results in that the design
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curves have been based on the selection of the lower bound, 95% confidence limit. In other words, about
2.5% of the test failure results fall below this curve. Treating the design curve in this manner introduces a
high, yet reasonable degree of conservatism in the design and fatigue evaluation processes.

Individual S-N curves are presented to reflect certain generic structural geometry or arrangements.
Appendix 2, Table 1 and A2/11.3 contain sketches of weld connections and other details typically found in
ship structures, giving a list of the S-N classification. This information is needed to assess the fatigue
strength of a detail. Also needed is a consistent way to establish the demands or load effects placed on the
detail, so that a compatible assessment can be made of the available strength versus the demand. Here is
where interpretation and judgment enter the fatigue assessment.

S-N curves are obtained from laboratory sample testing. The applied reference stress on the sample which
is used to establish the S-N data is referred to as the nominal stress. The nominal stress is established in a
simple manner, such as force divided by area and bending moment divided by section modulus (P/A & M/
SM). The structural properties used to establish the nominal stress are taken from locations away from any
discontinuities to exclude local stress concentration effects arising from the presence of a weld or other
local discontinuity. In an actual structure, it is rare that a match will be found with the tested sample
geometry and loading. One is then faced with the problem of making the appropriate interpretation.

13.5 S-N Data and SCFs
Selection of appropriate S-N data appears to be rather straightforward with respect to “standard details”
offered in Appendix 2, Table 1 or other similar reference. However, in the case of welded connections in
complex structures, it is required that SCFs be used to modify the nominal stress range. An often quoted
example of the need to modify nominal stress for fatigue assessment purposes is one shown in Appendix 2,
Figure 10 below, relating to a hole drilled in the middle of a flat plate traversed by a butt weld.

In this example, the nominal stress SN is P/Area, but the stress to be used to assess the fatigue strength at
point A is SA or SN · SCF. This example is deceptively simple because it does not tell the entire story. The
most obvious deficiency of the example is that one needs to have a definitive and consistent basis to obtain
the SCF. There are reference books which indicate that based on the theory of elasticity, the SCF to be
applied in this case is 3.0. However, when the SCF is computed using the finite element analysis
techniques, the SCF obtained can be quite variable depending on the mesh size. The example does not
indicate which S-N curve should be applied, nor does the example say how it may be necessary to alter the
selection of the design S-N data in consideration of the aforementioned finite element analysis issues.
Therefore, if such interpretation questions exist for a simple example, the higher difficulty of appropriately
treating more complex structures should be evident.

Referring to the S-N curves to be applied to welded connections (for example, S-N curves D-W in
Appendix 2, Figure 1), the SCFs resulting from the presence of the weld itself are already accounted for in
these curves. If one were to have the correct stress distribution in the region – from the weld to a location
sufficiently away from the weld toe (where the stress is suitably established by the nominal stress obtained
from P/A and M/SM) – the stress distribution may be generically separated into three distinct segments, as
shown in Appendix 2, Figure 11.

● Region III is a segment where the stress gradient is controlled by the nominal stress gradient.

● Region II is a segment where the nominal stress gradient is being modified due to the presence of
other structure, such as the bracket end shown in the figure. This must be accounted for to obtain an
appropriate stress to be used in the fatigue analysis at the weld toe.

● Region I is a segment where the stress gradient is being modified due to the presence of the weld metal
itself. The stress concentration due to the weld is already accounted for in the S-N design curve and
will not be discussed further. Since the typical way to determine the stress distribution is via planar/
linear elements which ignore the weld, this is consistent with the method of analysis.
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This general description of the stress distribution is again inconclusive because one does not know in
advance and with certainty the distances from the weld toe to where the indicated changes of slope for the
stress gradient occur. For this reason, definite rules need to be established to determine the slopes, and with
this knowledge, criteria established to be used to find the stress at the weld toe which is to be used in the
fatigue assessment.

In this regard, two approaches can be used to find the stress at the weld toe, which reflect two methods of
structural idealization. One of these arises from the use of a conventional beam element idealization of the
structure including the end bracket connection, and the other arises from the use of a fine mesh finite
element idealization.

Using a beam element idealization, the nominal stress at any location (i.e., P/A and M/SM) can be obtained
(see Section 4, Figure 6 for a sample beam element model).

In the beam element idealization, there will be questions as to whether or not the geometric stress
concentration due to the presence of other structure is adequately accounted for. This is the “Segment II”
stress gradient previously described. In the beam modeling approach shown in the figure, the influence on
stresses arising from the “carry over” of forces and bending moments from adjacent structural elements has
been accounted for (albeit approximately). At the same time, the strengthening effect of the brackets has
been conservatively ignored. Hence for engineering purposes, this approach is considered to be sufficient
in conjunction with the nominal stress obtained at the location of interest and the nominal S-N curve, i.e.,
the F or F2 Class S-N data, as appropriate.

In the fine mesh finite element analysis approach, one needs to define the element size to be used. This is
an area of uncertainty because the calculated stress distribution can be unduly affected by both the
employed mesh size and the uniformity of the mesh adjacent to the weld toe. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish “rules” , as given below, to be followed in the producing of the fine mesh model adjacent to the
weld toe. Furthermore, since the area adjacent to the weld toe (or other discontinuity of interest) may be
experiencing a large and rapid change of stress (i.e., a high stress gradient), it is also necessary to provide a
rule which can be used to establish the stress at the location where the fatigue assessment is to be made.

Appendix 2, Figure 12 shows an acceptable method which can be used to extract and interpret the “near
weld toe” element stresses and to obtain a (linearly) extrapolated stress at the weld toe. When plate or shell
elements are used in the modeling, it is recommended that each element size is to be equal to the plate
thickness. When stresses are obtained in this manner, the use of the E Class S-N data is considered to be
acceptable.

Weld hot spot stress can be determined from linear extrapolation of surface component stresses at t/2 and3t/2 from weld toe. The principal stresses at hot spot are then calculated based on the extrapolated
stresses and used for fatigue evaluation. Description of the numerical procedure is given in A2/13.7.

FIGURE 10
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FIGURE 11

13.7 Calculation of Hot Spot Stress for Fatigue Analysis
The following method is applied to obtain the hot spot stress at the toe of a weld.

A very fine mesh is to be used in the region of the hotspot stress with a mesh size equal to plate thickness.
The hot spot stress is to be determined by using a linear extrapolation as described in Appendix 2, Figure
12. Assuming that the applicable surface component stresses of the two points, P1 and P2, measured by the
distances 0 . 5t and 1 . 5t from the weld toe, respectively, have been determined from FEM analysis by the
linear interpolation of stresses at centroids of the adjacent two elements, the corresponding hot spot stress
can be extrapolated at the hot spot location from the stresses at P1 and P2. The weld toe distance, xwt, is
not to be taken larger than 0 . 5tgross .

FIGURE 12
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A P P E N D I X  3
Hull Girder Ultimate Strength

1 General
The hull girder ultimate strength calculation is based on the “gross” ship approach, wherein the nominal
design corrosion values are not considered. The hull girder ultimate bending capacity Mu for the severe
storm or North Atlantic environmental condition, whichever is more severe, is to satisfy the limit state
specified in 4/3.9.

The method for calculating the ultimate hull girder ultimate bending capacity Mu is to identify the critical
failure modes of the main longitudinal structural elements. Structural elements compressed beyond their
buckling limit have reduced strength according to their buckling and ultimate strength characteristics. All
relevant failure modes for individual structural elements, such as plate buckling, beam-column buckling,
torsional stiffener buckling, local buckling of stiffeners, and their interactions, are to be considered in order
to identify the weakest inter-frame failure mode.

In applying the incremental-iterative approach, the following assumptions and limitations are generally to
be observed:

● The ultimate strength, Mu, is calculated for the hull transverse sections between two adjacent
transverse frames;

● The transverse main supporting members, including frames, girders and floors, and their associated
effective plating are to have a moment of inertia not less than IG obtained from the following equation:IG/io ≥ 0 . 2 Bs/ℓ 3 Bs/s
where IG, io, Bs, ℓ and s are defined in 5/7.9.3.

● The hull transverse section remains plane during each curvature increment application;

● The hull material has an elasto-plastic behavior;

● The element stress, fi, corresponding to the element strain, εi, is selected as the minimum stress among
the values obtained from each of the relevant load-end shortening curves, fi− εi, in Appendix 3;

● The hull transverse section is divided into a set of individual elements; the elements while considered
to be acting independently are combined to provide the ultimate strength resistance of the hull’s
transverse cross section. These elements are:

- Plate element, for unstiffened plates;

- Stiffener element, consisting of a stiffener with an associated effective width of plating;

- Corner element, consisting of a plate intersection with a web plate.
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The procedure for calculating the hull girder ultimate capacity, Mu, based on the incremental-iterative
approach is described below.

Each step of the incremental procedure is represented by the calculation of the bending moment Mj, which
acts on the hull transverse section as the effect of an imposed curvature χj
For each step, the value χj is obtained by adding an increment of curvature, ∆ χ, to the curvature χj − 1
value from the previous step. The increment of curvature corresponds to an increment of rotation of the
hull’s transverse section around its instantaneous horizontal neutral axis.

The rotation angle increment induces axial strain, ε, in each structural element of the hull section, whose
value depends on the distance between the element’s location and the instantaneous horizontal neutral axis.
In the sagging condition, the structural elements above the instantaneous horizontal neutral axis are
shortened, whereas the elements below the instantaneous horizontal neutral axis are lengthened. This is
reversed in the hogging condition.

The structural element stress, fi, induced by strain, εi, is to be obtained from the load-end shortening curvefi− εi of the element, as described in Appendix 3, which takes into account the nonlinear elasto-plastic
behavior of the element. The stress in each element is converted to a force. The equilibrium of the element
forces is then used in an iterative process to determine the instantaneous horizontal neutral axis position of
the hull’s transverse cross-section.

Once the position of the instantaneous horizontal neutral axis is determined with the relevant element force
distribution, the bending moment capacity of the section, Mj, about the instantaneous horizontal neutral
axis, is obtained by combining the contribution from each element.

A3/3.3 FIGURE 1 is a flow chart showing the main steps of the incremental-iterative approach.

The nonlinear material behavior for in-plane tension or compression is different for different element
types. When a structural element is in tension, full plasticity beyond yield (up to a rupture limit) is
normally anticipated. However, when a structural element is under compression, elasto-plastic material and
nonlinear geometric behavior occur. The tensile and compressive behavior for the different structural
elements used in calculating hull girder ultimate strength can be described by the so-called, ‘load-end
shortening’ curves, as described in detail in the following.

3 Plate Element
Unstiffened plates comprising the hull transverse sections may collapse in one of two failure modes:

● Yielding in tension

● Buckling in compression

The load-end shortening curve, fi− εi, for unstiffened plate buckling, is shown in A3/3.3 FIGURE 2 and
is defined by the following equations:

3.1 Yielding in Tension
When an unstiffened plate is stretched in tension, the load-end shortening curve, fi− εi, is idealized as the
elastic-perfectly plastic relationship:

fify = εi1     forfor       0 ≤ εi ≤ 1εi > 1     (A3 . 1)
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3.3 Buckling in Compression
The stress acting on an unstiffened plate, fi, is to be limited to its ultimate strength, fu, and not less than
critical buckling stress, fc, as specified in the following. The load-end shortening curve, fi− εi, for
unstiffened plate buckling, is defined by the following equation:

● When ε ≤ fu/fyfiE = fyεi
● When εi > fu/fy

fipEfy =
CECE · sℓ + 0 . 1 1− sℓ 1 + 1βE2 2

for α ≥ 1
for α < 1
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FIGURE 1 
Flow Chart for the Evaluation of the Bending Moment-Curvature Curve, M-X

where
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CE = 1.0 for   βE ≤ 1 . 0= 2/βE− 1/βE2 for   βE > 1 . 0βE = s/t   εin   fy/E  fciE = feiεn for   fe ≤ Prfyεn
= fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fyεinfei for   fe > Prfyεn

εi = relative strain ratio, equal to εi/εyεi = element axial strainεy = initial yield strainη = exponent to ε denoting post-buckling behavior, which may be taken as 2.0 for steelfu = plate ultimate strength ≥ fcfc and fu are set equal to fci and fip when n = 0.

FIGURE 2 
Load-End Shortening Curve for Plate Element

5 Stiffener Element
A longitudinal plate stiffener (i.e., axis is normal to the hull’s transverse section) may fail in one of four
modes:

● Yielding in tension

● Beam-column buckling

● Torsional-flexural buckling

● Local buckling of stiffeners

The load-end shortening curves, fi− εi, for each failure mode are described below.

5.1 Yielding in Tension
The load-end shortening curve for yielding in tension is the same as in A3/3.
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5.3 Beam-Column Buckling
The load-end shortening curve, fi− εi, as shown in A3/5.3 FIGURE 3 for beam-column buckling is
defined by the following equation:

● When ε ≤ fca/fyfci = fyεi
● When εi > fca/fyfci = fcaE As+ seEtAs+ st ≤ fcaAs+ setAs+ st
wherefcaE = fE Cεin for fE C ≤ Prfyεn

= fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fyεinfE C for   fE C > PrfyεnseE = CEsCE = 1.0 for   βE ≤ 1 . 0= 2/βE− 1/βE2 for   βE > 1 . 0
fca is set equal to fcaE  when n = 0

FIGURE 3 
Load-End Shortening Curve for Beam-Column Buckling

5.5 Torsional-Flexural Buckling
The load-end shortening curves, fi− εi, as shown in A3/5.5 FIGURE 4 for torsional-flexural buckling is
defined by the following equation:

● When εi ≤ fct/fyfi = fyεi
● When εi ≤ fct/fy
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fi = fctE As+ fipE stAs+ st
wherefctE = fETεin for   fET ≤ Prfyεn

= fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fyεinfET for   fET > Prfyεn
fctE  is to be less than fct.fct and fET are the critical and elastic torsional/flexural buckling stresses and are calculated in 5/7.5.2,
where gross scantlings are used.

FIGURE 4 
Load-End Shortening Curve for Torsional-Flexural Buckling

5.7 Local Buckling of Stiffeners
This failure mode is to be assessed if the proportions of stiffeners specified in 5/7.9 are not satisfied.

The load-end shortening curve, fi− εi, as shown in A3/5.7 FIGURE 5 for local buckling of stiffeners is
defined by the following equation:

● When εi ≤ fcℓ/fyfi = fyεi
● When εi > fcℓ/fyfi = fcℓE As+ fipE stAs+ st
where
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fcℓE = feℓεn for   feℓ ≤ Prfyεn
= fy 1− Pr 1− Pr fyεinfeℓ for   feℓ > Prfyεn

fcℓE  is to be less than fcℓ.fcℓ and feℓ are local critical and elastic buckling stress and are calculated in 5/7.3, where gross scantlings
are used.

FIGURE 5 
Load-End Shortening Curve for Local Buckling

7 Corner Element
Corner elements are considered stocky elements, which collapse due to ‘fully plastic’ development. The
relevant load-end shortening curve,fi− εi , as shown in A3/7 FIGURE 6, is idealized by the elastic-
perfectly plastic relationship given in the following:

fify = −1 for εi < − 1εi for −1 ≤ εi ≤ 11 for εi > 1
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FIGURE 6 
Load-End Shortening Curve for a Corner Element
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A P P E N D I X  4
Finite Element Analysis for Drillships

1 Objective
This Appendix provides guidance for the calculation of structural responses by performing finite element
analysis of the ship structures, as required by the Total Strength Assessment (TSA) in Section 5. In general,
this guidance is based on the requirements for a 3-D structural model that extends over the moonpool
region as outlined in 5/11 and A4/5.

With this Appendix, it is intended that the structural idealization, load application, and analysis procedure
used for the finite element structural analysis are performed in a consistent manner and based on sound
engineering judgment.

3 Scope of Application
The scantlings used in the finite element models may be either net or gross scantlings. The net scantlings
are determined by deducting nominal design corrosion margins given in 2/3.3 TABLE 1 are to be deducted
from the gross scantlings. If gross scantlings are used, the stresses are adjusted to net scantling stresses for
purposes of strength assessment as described in 5/1.7.

The analysis includes a three-dimensional global model that includes the moonpool region and local fine-
mesh models as follows:

● Transverse web frames, longitudinal girders, horizontal girders, side stringers, and centerline ring
frames, etc.

These local fine-mesh models are used to determine the additional requirement for critical areas of the
main supporting members of the hull girder.

The guidelines described herein regarding structural idealization, finite element modeling techniques, and
analysis procedures are also applicable to general hull structural analyses.

5 Extent of the 3-D Global Finite Element Model
The purpose of the 3-D global FE analysis is to determine the overall structural response of the hull girder
structure, including primary and secondary bending, and also to obtain appropriate boundary conditions for
use in the local fine-mesh FE analysis of local structures. To evaluate the moonpool region, the extent of
the hull structure to be modeled is to include the moonpool region plus one hold aft and one hold fwd of
the hold(s) where the moonpool is located, or the 0.4L amidships, which ever length of the hull structure is
greater. To evaluate holds forward or aft of the holds where the moonpool is located, one additional hold
length, fore and aft of the holds to be evaluated, are to be included in the model, as shown in A4/5
FIGURE 1. It is to extend one or two frames fore and aft of the two end bulkheads. All primary load-
carrying members are to be modeled. Secondary structural members which may affect the overall load
distribution are also to be appropriately accounted for.
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FIGURE 1 
Extent of 3-D Global Finite Element Model

7 Coordinate System of the Model
The global coordinate (right-hand) system of this reference finite element model is defined as follows:

X axis: Longitudinal direction, positive forward,

Y axis: Vertical direction, positive upwards from baseline,

Z axis: Transverse direction, positive toward starboard from centerline,

Origin: At the intersection of baseline and centerline at first watertight bulkhead of the aft end of the model

The six degrees of freedom for the nodes are defined with respect to the Cartesian global X, Y and Z axes
of the 3-D finite element model, (See A4/5 FIGURE 1), as ux, uy, and uz for the three translational degrees
of freedom, and θx, θy, and θz for the three rotational degrees of freedom.

9 Element Types
The structural elements, whose geometry, configuration and stiffness approximate the actual ship’s hull
structure, are of three types commonly used.

i) Rod (or truss) elements, with axial stiffness only and constant cross-sectional area along the length
of the element.

ii) Bar (or Beam) elements without offset, with axial, torsional and bi-directional shear and bending
stiffness and with constant properties along the length of the element.

iii) Shell (or bending plate) elements, with in-plane stiffness and out-of-plane bending stiffness with
constant thickness.

Higher order element types exist, however the above three simple types of element are sufficient for a good
representation of the hull girder. The appropriate usage of the aforementioned element types in the
modeling procedure is discussed in the following sections.
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9.1 Plate Elements
For finite element modeling of a hull structure, the plating is typically represented by bending plate
elements.

In general, the plate element mesh is to follow the stiffener system as far as practicable, hence representing
the actual plate panels between stiffeners. The mesh size is to satisfy the following requirements:

i) One element between every longitudinal stiffeners, see A4/9.1 FIGURE 2. Longitudinally, the
element length is not to be greater than 2 longitudinal spaces.

ii) One element between every vertical stiffener on transverse bulkheads, see A4/9.1 FIGURE 3.

iii) One element between every web stiffener on transverse and vertical web frames, cross ties and
stringers, see A4/9.1 FIGURE 2.

iv) At least three elements over the depth of double bottom girders and floors, transverse web frames,
vertical web frames and horizontal stringers on transverse bulkheads.

v) For cross tie, deck transverse and horizontal stringers on transverse wash bulkheads and
longitudinal bulkheads with a smaller web depth, representation using two elements over the depth
is acceptable provided that there is at least one element between every web stiffener. The mesh
size of the adjacent structure is to be adjusted to suit.

vi) The mesh at the corners of the moonpool and main deck shall be fine enough to determine the
higher stresses at the corners.

vii) The curvature of the free edge on large brackets of primary supporting members is to be modeled
accurately to avoid unrealistic high stress due to geometry discontinuities. In general, a mesh size
equal to the stiffener spacing is acceptable.

viii) The bracket toe may be terminated at the nearest nodal point provided that the modeled length of
bracket arm does not exceed the actual bracket arm length.

ix) The bracket flange is not to be connected to the plating, see A4/9.1 FIGURE 4. An acceptable
mesh is shown in A4/9.1 FIGURE 4.

x) The aspect ratio of the plate elements is in general not to exceed three. The use of triangular plate
elements is to be kept to a minimum. Where possible, the aspect ratio of plate elements in areas
where there are likely to be high stresses or a high stress gradient is to be kept close to one and the
use of triangular elements is to be avoided.

xi) Typical mesh arrangements of the hold structures are shown in A4/5 FIGURE 1.

Manholes on transverse and longitudinal structures, such as double bottom floors and longitudinal girders,
are generally ignored in the global model. Leaving out plate elements or reducing plate thicknesses to
account for such manholes in the 3-D model are not advisable, because this would sometimes result in
unrealistic shearing stresses for the thinned plates or the adjacent elements. The actual behavior of a round
or elliptical manhole with or without a flange is quite different from the modeled thin plate or element
opening which is usually rectangular.
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FIGURE 2 
Typical Finite Element Mesh on Web Frame

FIGURE 3 
Typical Finite Element Mesh on Transverse Bulkhead
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FIGURE 4 
Typical Finite Element Mesh on Transverse Web Frame Main Bracket

9.3 Bar (or Beam) Elements for Stiffeners
All local stiffeners are to be modeled. The stiffeners may be modeled using line elements positioned in the
plane of the plating. Bar elements are to be used in areas under action of lateral loads whilst rod elements
in A4/9.5 may be used to represent local stiffeners on internal structural members under no lateral loads.

The bar elements are to have the following properties:

i) Stiffeners are typically modeled by bar elements without offset.

ii) The bar element cross sectional area is based on the net stiffener area excluding the area of the
attached plating.

iii) Out of plane bending properties are to represent the inertia of the combined plating and stiffener.

iv) The width of the attached plate is to be taken as half + half stiffener spacing on each side of the
stiffener.

v) The eccentricity of the neutral axis is not required to be modeled.

9.5 Rod (or Truss) Elements for Stiffeners
Web stiffeners on primary support members are to be modeled. Where these stiffeners are not in line with
the primary FE mesh, it is sufficient to place the line element along the nearby nodal points provided that
the adjusted distance does not exceed 0.2 times the stiffener spacing under consideration. The stresses and
buckling utilization factors obtained need not be corrected for the adjustment. Buckling stiffeners on large
brackets, deck transverse and stringers parallel to the flange are to be modeled. These stiffeners may be
modeled using rod elements.

9.7 Rod Elements for Face Plates of Primary Supporting Members
All face plates are to be accounted for and may be modeled by rod elements.

For a typical hull structure, there are numerous secondary flat bars, stiffeners, tripping brackets and panel
“breakers”. These structural members are mainly to provide local stiffness to plate panels against buckling
or vibration. These secondary stiffening members generally need not be included in the global model as
their influence on the overall response of the hull structure is negligible.
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11 General Guidance for 3-D Global FE Modeling
The approach of finite element modeling adopted here is to use a 3-D global finite element model to obtain
the overall response of the hull girder under the imposed sea loading. The stress results of the global model
are used not only to assess the hull girder plating of the deck, side shell, bottom, inner bottom, longitudinal
bulkheads, transverse bulkheads and stools or deck box girders but also to assess the main supporting
members. The boundary conditions for the local FE models are the appropriate nodal displacements
obtained from the 3-D global model analysis. Therefore, in developing the 3-D global finite element
model, special attention should be paid to the following general guidance:

i) The finite element model should include all primary load-carrying members. Secondary structural
members which may affect the overall load distribution should also be appropriately accounted
for.

ii) Structural idealization should be based on the stiffness and anticipated response of the structure,
not wholly on the geometry of the structure itself.

iii) A common mistake is to simply match the finite element mesh with the configuration of the
structure. Very often a finite element model, created in this way, which “looks good” and
represents the structural geometry well, but in reality it represents the structural properties and
performance poorly.

iv) It is desirable to have consistent modeling throughout the entire length of the hull structure
considered. However, the middle hold which includes the moonpool should always have the
desired mesh, where more accurate results are expected (due to boundary effects) and are therefore
used in the strength assessment. If approximations have to be made, do so only in the two end-
tanks or holds.

v) It is important to consider the relative stiffness between associated structural members and their
anticipated response under the specified loading.

vi) Bottom transverses in single-hull vessels and double bottom floors in double-hull vessels usually
have high restraint at the ends, and therefore require an adequate mesh to achieve reasonable
accuracy.

13 Hull Girder Loads

13.1 Combined Load Cases and Loading Patterns
Each loading condition is to be associated with its corresponding hull girder loads (shear forces and
bending moments) which will be applied to the 3-D global FE model to achieve a target value of hull
girder bending moment or shear force in a concerned hold according to the procedure described in A4/15.
The concerned holds for which target values are to be evaluated include the moonpool region plus one hold
aft and one hold fwd of the hold(s) where the moonpool is located.

The combined load cases as specified in 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1 together with loading patterns for transit, normal
drilling and severe storm conditions are the loading conditions for the FE analysis. As a minimum, loading
patterns representing maximum still water hull girder bending moments and shear forces are to be
considered for each mode of operation when determining the target values. The target values of hull girder
bending moment and shear force, respectively, are to be based on the maximum permissible still water
values in lieu of the actual values from the loading manual. In addition, tank testing and drydocking
conditions in still water conditions are also to be analyzed. See 3/9.1. The target hull girder loads need to
be calculated first and their values are determined according to the following Subsections.

13.3 Target Hull Girder Vertical Bending Moment and Vertical Shear Force
13.3.1 Hull Girder Vertical Bending Moment

The hull girder vertical bending moment is to reach the following required target value, Mv − targ,
which is a combination of the rule-required still water bending moment and the wave-induced
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vertical bending moment, at a section within the length of the concerned hold which includes the
moonpool in the FE model. The target hull girder vertical bending moments are to be obtained for
each of the load cases L.C. 1 through L.C. 8 as required by 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1.Mv − targ = Msw+ kukcβVBMMwv
whereMsw = maximum permissible still water bending moment to be applied to the FE load caseMwv = vertical wave bending moment for the dynamic load case under consideration, calculated at

summer loadline draft in accordance with 3/5.1 of this GuideβVBM = ESF for vertical bending moments as defined in A1/3ku = load factor, is taken as 1.0 as specified in Section 3, Tables 1 and 2kc = correlation factor, is taken value as specified in Section 3, Tables 1 and 2

13.3.2 TargetHull Girder Vertical Shear Force
The hull girder vertical shear force is to reach the following required Ftarg value at the forward
transverse bulkhead position of the concerned hold. The target hull girder vertical shear force is a
combination of the Rule-required still water shear force and the wave-induced vertical shear force
and is to be obtained for L.C. 9 and L.C. 10 as required by 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1. The maximum hull
girder vertical bending moment in the concerned hold is to be adjusted to be the target hull girder
vertical bending moment.Ftarg = Fsw+ kukcβVSFFwv
whereFsw = maximum permissible vertical still water shear force to be applied to the FE load caseFwv = vertical wave shear force for the dynamic load case under consideration, calculated at summer

loadline draft in accordance with 3/5.1 of this GuideβVSF = ESF for vertical shear force as defined in Subsection A1/3ku = load factor, is taken as 1.0 as specified in Section 3, Tables 1 and 2kc = correlation factor, is taken value as specified in Section 3, Tables 1 and 2

13.5 Target Hull Girder Horizontal Bending Moment
For evaluation of the moonpool region, the hull girder horizontal wave bending moment at a section within
the length of the concerned hold which includes the moonpool in the FE model is to reach the target value
required by 3/9.5.2 TABLE 1 for L.C. 5 through L.C. 8, calculated in accordance with 3/7.3.2.

13.7 Target Hull Girder Bending Moments in Holds other than Moonpool Region
For evaluation of the holds outside of the moonpool region, such holds are considered the concerned hold
and the target hull girder bending moments and shear force at a section within the concerned hold is
calculated according to A4/13.3 and A4/13.5.
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15 Procedure to Adjust Hull Girder Shear Force and Bending Moment

15.1 General
The procedure described in this Subsection is to be applied to adjust the hull girder horizontal bending
moment, vertical shear force and vertical bending moment distributions on the 3-D global-FE model to
achieve the required target values at required locations. The required target values are specified in A4/13.

The target location for hull girder shear force is located at a transverse bulkhead of the concerned hold of
the FE model. The final adjusted hull girder shear force at the target location is not to exceed the target hull
girder shear force. The target location for hull girder bending moment is, in general, located at the center of
the concerned hold or moonpool of the FE model. However, if it is found that the maximum bending
moment is not located at the center of the concerned hold or moonpool, the final adjusted maximum
bending moment is to be located within the concerned hold or moonpool and not exceed the target hull
girder bending moment.

To achieve the target values of shear force and bending moment, the hull girder shear force and bending
moment distribution due to local loads are first determined as specified in A4/15.3.2. The additional
vertical bending moments and shear forces to be applied at both ends of the 3-D finite element model to
generate the target value are then calculated in accordance with A4/15.3.3.

15.3 Shear Force and Bending Moment due to Local Loads
15.3.1 Local Loads

The following local loads are to be applied for the calculation of hull girder shear forces and
bending moments:

i) Ship structural steel weight distribution over the length of the 3-D global FE model (static
loads). The structural steel weight is to be calculated based on gross or net scantlings as
used in the construction of the FE model, see A4/3.

ii) Weight of liquids, ballast, topside structures, drilling and other equipment (static loads)

iii) Static sea pressure and dynamic wave pressure

iv) Dynamic tank pressure

With the above local loads applied to the FE model, the FE nodal forces are obtained through an
FE loading procedure. The 3-D nodal forces will then be lumped to each longitudinal station to
generate a one dimension local load distribution along the length of the model. The longitudinal
stations are located at transverse bulkheads/frames and at typical longitudinal FE model nodal
locations in between the frames according to the hold model mesh size requirement, which is, in
general, a mesh size in the longitudinal direction that is close to the longitudinal stiffener spacing.
Any intermediate nodes created for modeling structural details are not treated as a longitudinal
station for the purpose of local load distribution. The nodal forces within half of forward and half
of afterward of longitudinal station spacing are lumped to that station. The lumping process will
be done for vertical and horizontal nodal forces separately to obtain the lumped vertical and
horizontal local loads, fvi and fℎi, at the longitudinal station i.

15.3.2 Shear Force and Bending Moments Induced by Local Loads
With the local load distribution, the longitudinal distribution of hull girder loads are obtained by
assuming the model simply supported at model ends. The reaction forces at both ends of the
model and the longitudinal distributions of hull girder shear forces and bending moments induced
by the local loads at any longitudinal station can be determined by the following formulae:
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RV_fore = − i xi − xaft fvixfore − xaft RV_aft = ∑ifvi+ RV_fore
RH_fore = i xi − xaft fℎixfore − xaft RH_aft = − ∑ifℎi+ RH_foreFl = ∑ifliQV_FEM xj = RV_aft− ∑ifvi when   xi < xjQH_FEM xj = RH_aft+ ∑ifℎi when   xi < xjMV_FEM xj = xj− xaft RV_aft− ∑i xj− xi fvi when   xi < xjMH_FEM xj = xj− xaft RH_aft+ ∑i xj− xi fℎi when   xi < xj

whereRV_aft = vertical reaction force at the aft endRV_fore = vertical reaction force at fore endRH_aft = horizontal reaction force at the aft endRH_fore = horizontal reaction force at the fore endxaft = x-coordinate of the aft end supportxfore = x-coordinate of the fore end supportfvi = lumped vertical local load at longitudinal station i as in A4/15.3.1fℎi = lumped horizontal local load at longitudinal station i as in A4/15.3.1Fl = total net longitudinal force of the modelfli = lumped longitudinal local load at longitudinal station i as in A4/15.3.1xj = x-coordinate of considered longitudinal station jxi = x-coordinate of longitudinal station i
QV_FEM xj = vertical shear force at longitudinal station xj created by the local loads applied on the FE

model.QH_FEM xj = horizontal shear force at longitudinal station xj created by the local loads applied on the
FE model.MV_FEM xj = vertical bending moment at longitudinal station xj created by the local loads applied on
the FE model.MH_FEM xj = horizontal bending moment at longitudinal station xj created by the local loads applied on
the FE model.

Sign of QV_FEM, QH_FEM, MV_FEM and MH_FEM is in accordance with the sign
convention defined in 3/3.1 FIGURE 1. The sign convention for reaction forces is that a
positive value creates a positive shear force.
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15.3.3 Procedure to Adjust Shear Force and Bending Moment Distribution to Target Values
Since the target value of shear force or bending moment is not reached in the concerned hold due
to local loads only, an additional vertical bending moment or shear force is to be applied at both
ends of the 3-D finite element model to generate the target value.

To reach the vertical and horizontal shear forces at the target location, the additional vertical and
horizontal moments to be applied at both ends of the model are calculated by the following
formulae:

MV_aft_SF = MV_fore_SF = xfore − xaft2 QV − targ xtarg − QV_FEM xtargMH_aft_SF = MH_fore_SF = xfore − xaft2 QH − targ xtarg − QH_FEM xtarg
To reach the vertical and horizontal bending moments at the target location, the vertical and
horizontal moments to be applied at both ends of the model are calculated by the following
formulae:MV_aft_BM = −MV_fore_BM = − MV − targ xtarg −MV_FEM xtarg −MV_aft_SF2xtarg − xaftxfore − xaft − 1MH_aft_BM = −MH_fore_BM = − MH − targ xtarg −MH_FEM xtarg −MH_aft_SF2xtarg − xaftxfore − xaft − 1
wherextarg = location for the hull girder target valueQV − targ = target vertical shear force at the location xtargQH − targ = target horizontal shear force at the location xtargMV − targ = target vertical bending moment at the location xtargMH − targ = target horizontal bending moment at the location xtarg

Sign of QV − targ, QH − targ, MV − targ and MH − targ is in accordance with sign
convention defined in Section 3, Figure 1.MV_aft_SF = additional moment to apply at the aft end for vertical shear force control, positive for counter-
clockwise around z-axisMV_fore_SF = additional moment to apply at the fore end for vertical shear force control, positive for
counter-clockwise around z-axisMV_aft_BM = additional moment to apply at the aft end for vertical bending moment control, positive for
counter-clockwise around z-axisMV_fore_BM = additional moment to apply at the fore end for vertical bending moment control, positive for
counter-clockwise around z-axis

The sign convention for MV_aft_SF, MV_fore_SF, MV_aft_BM, MV_fore_BM, and other
bending moment, shear forces and reaction forces is in accordance with the sign convention
defined in Section 3, Figure 1.
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MH_aft_SF = additional moment to apply at the aft end for horizontal shear force control, positive for
counter-clockwise around y-axis.MH_fore_SF = additional moment to apply at the fore end for horizontal shear force control, positive for
counter-clockwise around y-axis.MH_aft_BM = additional moment to apply at the aft end for horizontal bending moment control, positive for
counter-clockwise around y-axis.MH_fore_BM= additional moment to apply at the fore end for horizontal bending moment control, positive
for counter-clockwise around y-axis.

The sign convention for MH_aft_SF, MH_fore_SF, MH_aft_BM, MH_fore_BM, and other
bending moment, shear forces and reaction forces is in accordance with the sign convention
defined in Section 3, Figure 1.QV_FEM , QH_FEM, MV_FEM and MH_FEM are as defined in A4/15.3.2

15.3.4 Application of End Bending Moments to Achieve Target Values
The additional vertical bending moment, Mv − end and horizontal bending moment, Mℎ− end are to
be applied to both ends of the 3-D finite element model at the independent points defined in
A4/17.1 or the vertical and horizontal bending moments may be applied at the model ends by
distributing longitudinal axial nodal forces to all hull girder bending effective longitudinal
elements according to simple beam theory as follows:Fx i = Mv − endIz Ainiyi       for vertical bending momentFx i = Mℎ− endIz Ainizi       for horizontal bending moment
whereMv − end = vertical bending moment to be applied to the ends of the modelMℎ− end = horizontal bending moment to be applied to the ends of the modelFx i = axis force applied to a node of the i-th elementIz = hull girder vertical moment of inertial of the end section about its horizontal neutral axisIy = hull girder horizontal moment of inertial of the end section about its vertical neutral axis

(normally centerline)yi = vertical distance from the neutral axis to the centre of the cross sectional area of the i-th elementzi = horizontal distance from the neutral axis to the centre of the cross sectional area of the i-th
elementAi = cross sectional area of the i-th elementni = number of nodal points ofi-th element on the cross section, ni = 2 for 4-node plate element

17 Boundary Conditions

17.1 General
The procedure for analysis is to apply boundary conditions so that for the various combined load cases
with conditions of drillship loading, the hull girder vertical shear force and bending moment, and
horizontal bending moment distributions on the 3D FE model achieve the required target values in the
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middle hold in way of the moonpool. All boundary conditions described in this Subsection are in
accordance with the global coordinate system defined in A4/7. The boundary conditions to be applied at
the ends of the 3D FE model are given in A4/17.1 TABLE 1. The analysis may be carried out by applying
all loads to the model as a complete load case or by combining the stress responses resulting from several
separate sub-cases.

Ground spring elements (i.e., spring elements with one end constrained in all 6 degrees of freedom) with
stiffness in global z degree of freedom are to be applied to the grid points along the horizontal structural
members as shown in A4/17.1 FIGURE 5.

Ground spring elements with stiffness in global ydegree of freedom are to be applied to the grid points
along the vertical structural members as shown in A4/17.1 FIGURE 5.

Ground spring elements can be applied for each structural node at both ends of the FE model.

FIGURE 5 
Spring Constraints at Model Ends

TABLE 1
Boundary Constraints at Model Ends

Location
Translation Rotationδx δy δz θx θy θz

Aft End

Aft end (all longitudinal elements) RL – – – RL RL

Independent point aft end, see A4/17.1
FIGURE 5 Fix – – – Mℎ− end Mv − end
Horizontal structural members – – Springs – – –

Vertical structural members – Springs – – – –

Fore End

Fore end (all longitudinal elements) RL – – – RL RL

Independent point fore end, see A4/17.1
FIGURE 5 – – – – Mℎ− end Mv − end
Horizontal structural members – – Springs – – –

Vertical structural members – Springs – – – –
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Where:

– No constraint applied (free)

RL Nodal points of all longitudinal elements rigidly linked to independent point at neutral axis on centerline

Notes:

1 All translation and rotation displacements are in accordance with the global coordinate system defined in
Subsection A4/7.

2 Where Mℎ− end is not applied, the independent points at the fore and aft ends are to be free in θy.

3 Where Mv − end is not applied, the independent points at the fore and aft ends are to be free in θz.
4 Where no bending moment is applied, the independent points at the fore and aft ends are to be free in θy and θz.
5 Where bending moment is applied as nodal forces, the independent points at the fore and aft ends are to be free in

the corresponding degree of freedom of rotations (i.e., θy and/or θz).
17.3 Calculation of Spring Stiffness

The stiffness, c, of individual spring elements for each hull girder bending effective longitudinal element,
to be applied at both ends of the FE model, is given by:c = E1 + v Asℓtkn = 0 . 77 AsEℓtkn     N/mm
whereAs = shearing area of the individual structural member under consideration. As is to be calculated based on the

thickness of the FE model for areas for the appropriate longitudinal structural member under consideration, in
mm2. The longitudinal structural members are subject to hull girder loads and are to be extended 14% of
vessel’s length.v = Poisson's ratio of the materialℓtk = length of hold, between bulkheads of the middle tank of the FE model, in mm2E = Modulus of Elasticity, in N/mm2n = number of nodal points to which the spring elements are applied to the structural member under consideration

TABLE 2
Shear Areas to be Considered for the Calculation of Spring Stiffness

Vertical springs

 

 

Side Area of side shell plating, including bilge

Inner hull
longitudinal
bulkheads

Area of inner skin plating, including double
bottom side girder in way

Longitudinal
bulkheads

Area of longitudinal bulkhead plating,
including double bottom girder in way
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Note:
Where part of the structural member is not vertical, the area
is to be calculated using the projected area in the vertical
direction.

Horizontal springs

 

 

Deck Area of deck plating

Inner bottom Area of inner bottom plating, including
horizontal stringer in way

Bottom shell Area of bottom shell plating, including bilge

 

 

Note:
Where part of the structural member is not horizontal the
area is to be calculated using the projected area in the
horizontal direction.

19 Validation of 3-D Global Response

19.1 Correlation with Beam Theory
It has been shown that the primary hull girder bending stress and deflection obtained by the finite element
analysis are in good agreement with classical beam theory results, even with the open deck configuration
of the hull girder. In order to verify that proper modeling of the hull structure has been made, and that
appropriate loading and boundary conditions have been imposed on the model, it is useful to compare the
results with that obtained by beam theory. The check is usually carried out for the vertical bending moment
since it is the most predominate bending moment and for which a high proportion of the hull girder section
modulus is used.
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The comparison is to be made in areas where local loads have minimal effects and also at the minimum
section modulus, i.e., mid-hold. The best correlation is obtained at the deck at side where the section
modulus is calculated for and also has the minimum effect of local loading.

Because of secondary bending, shear lag, or stresses due to alternate hold loading, some variation in hull
girder bending stresses can be expected between the resultant FEA stresses as compared to classical beam
theory stresses.

19.3 Additional Remarks
When comparison of hull girder stresses shows good correlation with beam theory, it can be concluded that
the overall response of the finite element model to applied loads is correct.

However, it is still possible that at some local areas of the model, stress levels and deflections are not
consistent with the applied loading. A large-scale local deflection display of the questionable area will
usually provide some clues as to the cause for such unreasonable results. If it is a problem of element
connectivity, the display will clearly show a separation of adjoining members. Certainly, errors in element
properties are always a possibility, and can be easily checked in the appropriate display of the model.

In general, the experienced or knowledgeable user should be able to predict the structural behavior and
stress level distributions under the specified loading. There will be logical conclusions for any variance in
the predicted stress and deformation patterns of the finite element model.

If possible, it is recommended that before starting the structural analysis, the engineer takes the time to
review previously-performed structural analyses on similar drillships, in order to better visualize the
analysis procedures and resultant structural response.

21 Detailed Stress Assessment – Local FEA

21.1 General
21.1.1 Application

This Subsection describes the procedure for the detailed stress assessment with refined meshes to
evaluate highly stressed areas of primary supporting members.

21.3 Analysis Model
21.3.1 Areas to be Refined

Where the global 3D FE analysis is carried out using a model complying with the modeling
criteria of this Appendix, the areas listed in A4/21.3.1 TABLE 3 are to be refined at the locations
whose calculated stresses exceed 95% of the allowable stress as specified in 5/3.3.

TABLE 3
Typical Details to be Refined

● Critical Areas in Transverse Web Frame

● Critical Areas in Horizontal Girders on Transverse Bulkhead

● Moonpool Corners at Main Deck

21.3.2 Refining Method
Two methods can be used for refining the high stressed areas:

● Detailed stresses in refined areas can be analyzed by separate sub-models.

● Refined areas can be directly included in FE model used for the global 3D analysis.
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21.3.3 Modeling
21.3.3(a) Element Type. Each structural member is to be modeled by using proper element type for
the structure in accordance with the principle in this guidance.

21.3.3(b) Mesh. The element size in refined areas is to be approximately one fourth of the
representative spacing of ordinary stiffeners in the corresponding area (i.e., 200 × 200 mm mesh
size for structures whose ordinary stiffener spacing is 800 mm). In addition, the web height of
primary supporting members is to be divided at least into 3 elements.

The aspect ratio of element is not to exceed 3. Quad elements are to have 90° angles as much as
practicable, or to have angles between 45° and 135°.

21.3.3(c) Extent of Sub-model. The minimum extent of sub-model is to be such that the boundaries
of the sub-model correspond to the locations of adjacent supporting members.

21.3.4 Loading Conditions
Loading conditions which are applied to the global 3-D FE analysis are to be considered in the
detailed stress assessment.

21.3.5 Boundary Conditions
Nodal forces or nodal displacements obtained from the global 3D analysis are to be applied to the
sub-models. Where nodal forces are given, the supporting members located at the boundaries of a
sub-model are to be included in the sub-model. Where nodal displacements are given and
additional nodes are provided in sub-models, nodal displacements at the additional nodes are to be
determined by proper interpolations.

21.5 Analysis Criteria
21.5.1 Allowable Stress

Von Mises equivalent stresses in plate elements and axial stresses in line elements within refined
areas are not to exceed allowable stresses specified in 5/13.3.

23 Fatigue Assessment – Fatigue FEA

23.1 General
23.1.1 Application

The Hot Spot Stresses are to be calculated based on the method specified in Appendix 2 for the
critical details addressed in 5/13 for fatigue evaluation.

Detailed description of fatigue assessment (e.g., loading conditions, acceptance criteria, S-N
curve, etc.) is also specified in Appendix 2
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A P P E N D I X  5
Offshore Hull Construction Monitoring Program

1 Introduction
The structural strength criteria specified in the ABS Rules are used by designers to establish acceptable
scantlings in order that a vessel constructed to such standards and properly maintained will have adequate
durability and capability to resist the failure modes of yielding, buckling and fatigue.

The application of the Drillship Guide and other review techniques to assess a design for compliance with
Rule criteria also gives the designer and ABS the ability to identify areas that are considered critical to
satisfactory in-service performance.

Knowing that the actual structural performance is also a function of construction methods and standards, it
is prudent to identify ‘critical’ areas, particularly those approaching design limits, and use appropriate
specified construction quality standards and associated construction monitoring and reporting methods to
limit the risk of unsatisfactory in-service performance.

Accordingly, this Appendix defines what is meant by critical areas, describes how they are to be identified
and recorded, delineates what information the shipyard is to include in the construction monitoring plan
and lays out the certification regime to be followed.

3 Application
Drillships designed and reviewed to the Drillship Guide are to comply with the requirements of this
Appendix and have the notation OHCM.

5 Critical Area
The term critical area, as used in this Guide, is defined as an area within the structure that may have a
higher probability of failure during the life of the vessel compared to the surrounding areas, even though
they may have been modified in the interest of reducing such probability. The higher probability of failure
can be a result of stress concentrations, high stress levels and high stress ranges due to loading patterns,
structural discontinuities or a combination of these factors.

In order to provide an even greater probability of satisfactory in-service performance, the areas that are
approaching the acceptance criteria can be identified so that additional attention may be paid during
fabrication.

The objective of heightened scrutiny of building tolerance and monitoring in way of the critical areas is to
minimize the effect of stress increases incurred as a result of the construction process. Improper alignment
and fabrication tolerances may be potentially influential in creating construction-related stress.
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7 Determination of Critical Areas
Critical areas can be determined in a number of ways, including but not limited to:

i) The results of engineering strength and fatigue analyses, such as specified in the Drillship Guide,
Finite Element Analysis or a Dynamic Loading Approach analysis, particularly for areas
approaching the allowable criteria.

ii) The application of ABS Marine Vessel Rules, such as 3-1-2/15.3.

iii) Details where fabrication is difficult, such as blind alignment, complexity of structural details and
shape, limited access, etc.

iv) Input from owners, designers and/or shipyards based on previous in-service experience from
similar vessels, such as corrosion, wear and tear, etc.

9 Construction Monitoring Plan
A Construction Monitoring Plan for critical areas is to be prepared by the shipyard and submitted for
approval prior to the start of fabrication. The plan is to include:

i) Structural drawings indicating the location of critical areas as identified by the ABS review (see
A5/7).

ii) Construction standards and control procedures to be applied.

iii) Verification and recording procedures at each stage of construction, including any proposed
nondestructive testing in addition to that required in 7-1-2/11 of the MOU Rules. A summary table
of the nondestructive testing requirements in the MOU Rules for the hull, hull interface and
topside structures is shown below.

iv) Procedures for defect correction.

An approved copy of the Construction Monitoring plan is to be placed onboard the drillship.

Nondestructive Examination Requirements for New Building/Modification

Hull Structure Application
Type

NDE Method
and Extent

Acceptance
Criteria

Sheer strake (0.4L) Special Note 1 Class A

Stringer plate in strength deck (0.4L) Special Note 1 Class A

Deck strake at longitudinal bulkhead (0.4L) Special Note 1 Class A

Deck or bottom plating at corners of moon pool Special Note 1 Class A

Bilge strake (0.4L) Special Note 1 Class A

Bottom plating, including keel plate (0.4L) Primary Note 2 Class A

Strength deck plating (0.4L) except where considered Special
Application Structure

Primary Note 2 Class A

Continuous longitudinal member above strength deck (0.4L) Primary Note 2 Class A

Uppermost strake in longitudinal bulkhead (0.4L) Primary Note 2 Class A

Sheer strake at strength deck outside 0.4L but inside 0.6L Primary Note 2 Class A

Stringer plate in strength deck outside 0.4L but inside 0.6L Primary Note 2 Class A

Deck strake at longitudinal bulkhead outside 0.4L but inside 0.6L Primary Note 2 Class A
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Nondestructive Examination Requirements for New Building/Modification

Longitudinal bulkhead strakes within (0.4L), except where structure is
considered primary

Secondary Note 3 Class A

Deck plating exposed to weather within 0.4L amidships, except where
the structure is considered primary or special

Secondary Note 3 Class B

Side plating within 0.4L amidships Secondary Note 3 Class B

Sheer strake at strength deck outside 0.6L amidships Secondary Note 3 Class B

Deck strake at longitudinal bulkhead outside 0.6L amidships Secondary Note 3 Class B

Bilge strake outside 0.6L amidships Secondary Note 3 Class B

Interface Structure Application
Type

NDE Method
and Extent

Acceptance
Criteria

Topside module support stools & foundations Primary Note 2 Class A

Crane pedestals and foundations Primary Note 2 Class A

Flare boom foundations Primary Note 2 Class A

Gantry crane foundations Primary Note 2 Class A

BOP and LMRP support foundations, etc. Primary Note 2 Class A

Topside Structure Application
Type

NDE Method
and Extent

Acceptance
Criteria

Derrick support structures Special Note 1 Class A

a. Truss type structures

● Main girders in drill floor

● Substructure of drill floor

● Main vertical pillars

● Main girders in truss type module, etc.

Primary Note 2 Class A

b. Plated structures

● Module deck plates and girders

● Side bulkhead plates and girders

Primary Note 2 Class A

Module deck stiffeners Secondary Note 3 Class B

Side bulkhead stiffeners Secondary Note 3 Class B

Mezzanine decks and platforms Secondary Note 3 Class B

Catwalks, etc. Secondary Note 3 Class B

Notes:

1 All welds are to be subject to visual inspection; 100% surface flaw detection such as Magnetic Particle
Inspection, Dye Penetrate, or equivalent; and 100% volumetric inspection of all full penetration welds by
Radiography or Ultrasonic.

2 All welds are to be subject to visual inspection; 20% surface flaw detection such as Magnetic Particle
Inspection, Dye Penetrate, or equivalent; and 20% volumetric inspection of all full penetration welds by
Radiography or Ultrasonic.

3 All welds are to be subject to visual inspection.
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4 A nondestructive testing plan is to be developed and submitted for approval in accordance with 7-1-2/11 of the
ABS Rules for Building and Classing Mobile Offshore Units.

5 Acceptance criteria, Class A and B, are per the requirements found in 10/1.3 of the ABS Guide for
Nondestructive Inspection.

11 Surveys After Construction
To monitor critical areas during service, an approved copy of the Construction Monitoring Plan is to be
available for all subsequent surveys.

13 Notation
Drillships having been found in compliance with the requirements of this Appendix may be distinguished
in the Record with the notation OHCM.
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A P P E N D I X  6
Material Selection

1 General
Grades for drillships are to be in accordance with 3-1-2/3 of the ABS Rules for Building and Classing
Marine Vessels (Marine Vessel Rules). Alternatively, the selection of material grades in accordance with
3-1-4/5 of the MOU Rules may be used.

1.1 Hull Structures
On a drillship, special, primary and secondary application structures are equivalent to Class III, Class II
and Class I structures respectively as defined in 3-1-2/Table 2 of the Marine Vessel Rules. The following
structures will typically be considered as special, primary and secondary application (A6/1.1.3 FIGURE 1).
For a complete classification of grades, refer to 3-1-2/3 of the Marine Vessel Rules.

1.1.1 Special Application Structures (equivalent to Class III structures)
i) Sheer strake at strength deck within 0.4L amidships

ii) Stringer plate in strength deck within 0.4L amidships

iii) Deck strake at longitudinal bulkhead within 0.4L amidships

iv) Deck or bottom plating located at corners of the moonpool opening

v) Bilge strake within 0.4L amidships

1.1.2 Primary Application Structures (equivalent to Class II structures)
i) Bottom plating, including keel plate, within 0.4L amidships

ii) Strength deck plating within 0.4L amidships, except where the structure is considered
special application

iii) Continuous longitudinal members above strength deck within 0.4L amidships

iv) Uppermost strake in longitudinal bulkhead within 0.4L amidships

v) Sheer strake at strength deck outside 0.4L but within 0.6L amidships

vi) Stringer plate in strength deck outside 0.4L but within 0.6L amidships

vii) Deck strake at longitudinal bulkhead outside 0.4L but within 0.6L amidships

viii) Inner bottom plating located at corners of the moonpool opening

1.1.3 Secondary Application Structures (equivalent to Class I structures)
i) Longitudinal bulkhead strakes within 0.4L amidships, except where the structure is

considered primary application

ii) Deck plating exposed to weather within 0.4L amidships, except where the structure is
considered primary or special application
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iii) Side plating within 0.4L amidships

iv) Sheer strake at strength deck outside 0.6L amidships

v) Stringer plate in strength deck outside 0.6L amidships

vi) Deck strake at longitudinal bulkhead outside 0.6L amidships

vii) Bilge strake outside 0.6L amidships

FIGURE 1 
Typical Grades for Surface-Type Drilling Units

1.3 Hull Interface Structures
The following structures will typically be considered as primary and secondary (A6/1.1.3 FIGURE 1).
Material grades are referred to in 3-1-4/5 of the MOU Rules.

1.3.1 Primary Application Structures
i) Topside module stools

ii) Crane pedestal and support structure

iii) Thruster foundation

iv) Flare boom support structure

1.3.2 Secondary Application Structures
i) Lifeboat platform

ii) Pipe racks

1.5 Topside Structures
The structural elements are grouped into the following categories depending on the criticality of the
application:

1.5.1 Special Application (Most Critical)
Failure of special application structural elements may cause catastrophic structural damage to the
unit with high risk of loss of life and environmental pollution. The special application structural
elements are most critical for the survivability of the unit. The following structural elements are
typically considered as special application:

i) Derrick Support Structure (hull interface only, when located in highly stressed areas)
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1.5.2 Primary Application (Intermediate)
Failure of primary application structural elements may cause significant structural damage to the
unit with moderate risk of loss of life and environmental pollution. The primary application
structural elements have an intermediate criticality for the survivability of the unit. The following
structural elements are typically considered as primary application:

i) Truss type structures:

● Main girders in drill floor

● Substructure of drill floor

● Main vertical pillars

● Main girders in truss type module, etc.

ii) Plated structures:

● Module deck (1st level) plates and girders

● Side bulkhead plates and girders

● Roof deck plates and girders

iii) Derrick support structure (hull interface other than Special Application structure)

1.5.3 Secondary Application (Least Critical).
Failure of secondary application structural elements may cause minor structural damage to the unit
with low risk of loss of life and environmental pollution. The secondary application structural
elements are the least critical for the survivability of the unit. The following structural elements
are typically considered as secondary application:

i) Module deck plates and girders other than Primary application structure

ii) Module deck stiffeners

iii) Side Bulkhead stiffeners

iv) Mezzanine decks and platforms

v) Catwalk, etc.

vi) Stiffeners on side of box girder

1.5.4 Material Selection for Plating Structures and Other Structures
i) Material grade for plating structures are to be selected as per 3-1-4 of the MOU Rules.

ii) For H-beams, Angles, Channels, Tubulars, the ABS Rules for Materials and Welding
(Part 2) or the recognized international standards ASTM, API, etc., can be used.

Appendix 6 Material Selection A6
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